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Abstract:
The reorientation of the sublattice magnetizations from the antiferromagnetic (AF) to the spin-flop (SF)
phase is studied by magnetization measurements on new anisotropic Heisenberg quasi-two dimensional
antiferromagnets [C6H5(CH2)nNH3]2CuBr4 with n = 1, 2 and 3. The isothermal magnetic phase
diagrams along the spin principal axes are obtained, and an analysis from the mean-field theory yields (
for the n = 1 ) J1 = 25.49 K/kB and Jn = 25.45 K/kB for the intralayer perpendicular and parallel
exchange components, respectively. A weak antiferromagnetic interlayer interaction and a relatively
strong uniaxial anisotropy with the easy axis within the layer are found. Evidence for a possible
existence of an intermediate (IN) phase between the AF and SF phase and a comparison for the
magnetic phase boundaries between the mean-field calculations and experimental data are presented.
Spin-canting effect along the easy and intermediate axes is seen in the isotherms. It is suggested from
the results of the isothermal measurements that a competition between the antisymmetric exchange and
Zeeman energy above the SF critical field may lead to a "fan" phase which may persist up to a triple
point along the intermediate axis while a competition between the inter- and intralayer exchange
anisotropies leads to an intermediate phase which can persist up to a tetracritical point along the easy
axis. Thermodynamic considerations near the phase boundaries are also discussed. Critical exponent γ
and transition temperature Tc were determined by the measurements of a.c. initial susceptibility and
critical isothermal magnetization. By employing the static scaling law to analyze the data of isothermal
magnetizations near Tc, it was found that at a certain low field and low temperature regions the powder
magnetizations are suppressed so that the scaling hypothesis no longer holds.

Zero-field a.c. susceptibility and isothermal magnetization of the quasi-2D systems
(alkanediammonium copper tetrahalide series) [NH3(CH2)nNH3]CuX4 where n = 4,5,7 and 10 with X
= Cl and Br are also reported. The 3D antiferromagnetic ordering at Tc for the Cl compounds is found.
It is shown that the critical susceptibilities decay exponentially as the temperature increases ( T > Tc).
A power-law divergence in the Br compounds with n = 7 and 10 is seen. This behavior is characteristic
of 3D ferromagnetic ordering at Tc. The critical exponent y for the initial susceptibility ( T > Tc) has
been obtained for these Br compounds. It is found that there is a second ( minor) peak below Tc in the
Br compounds with n = 5 and 7. The transition associated with this peak may be interpreted as a long
range ( spontaneous ) ordering due to very small spin anisotropies, such as a spin canting effect
between the layers. It is seen from the results of isothermal magnetization measurements for these Br
compounds that the magnetization is suppressed as the field decreases as compared to the behavior of
most 3D ferromagnets. The value of the critical exponent δ estimated from the isothermal data is
considerably smaller than that given by the well-studied models. The apparent crossovers are seen in
both the initial susceptibility and isothermal magnetization data in which a combination of the spatial-
and spin-dimensionality crossovers may be present. To discuss the spin-dimensionality crossover in 2D
systems, thermal and field perturbations away from the renormalization-group fixed point are
considered in 2D conformal field theory. By applying the c-theorem, general expressions for the
effective critical exponents v , α and δ are obtained in terms of the central charge, the third moment of



energy and spin correlations, temperature and external field. These expressions may be described as
critical behavior and crossover phenomena for the 2D systems away from the critical points. 
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ABSTRACT

The reorientation o f the sublattice magnetizations from the antiferromagnetic (AF) 
to the spin-flop ( S F ) phase is studied by magnetization measurements on new anisotropic 
Heisenberg quasi-two dimensional antiferromagnets [ C6H3(CH2)nNH3I2CuBr4 with n = I, 
2 and 3. The isothermal magnetic phase diagrams along the spin principal axes are obtained, 
and an analysis from the mean-field theory yields ( for the n = I ) J1 = 25.49 K/kB and Jn = 
25.45 K/kB for the intralayer perpendicular and parallel exchange components, respectively. 
A weak antiferromagnetic interlayer interaction and a relatively strong uniaxial anisotropy 
with the easy axis within the layer are found. Evidence for a possible existence of an 
intermediate (IN ) phase between the AF and SF phase and a comparison for the magnetic 
phase boundaries between the mean-field calculations and experimental data are presented. 
Spin-canting effect along the easy and intennediate axes is seen in the isotherms. It is 
suggested from the results of the isothermal measurements that a competition between the 
antisymmetric exchange and Zeeman energy above the SF critical field may lead to a "fan" 
phase which may persist up to a triple point along the intermediate axis while a competition 
between the inter- and intralayer exchange anisotropies leads to an intennediate phase which 
can persist up to a tetracritical point along the easy axis. Thermodynamic considerations 
near the phase boundaries are also discussed. Critical exponent yand transition temperature 
Tc were determined by the measurements of a.c. initial susceptibility and critical isothermal 
magnetization. By employing the static scaling law to analyze the data of isothermal 
magnetizations near Tc, it was found that at a certain low field and low temperature regions 
the powder magnetizations are suppressed so that the scaling hypothesis no longer holds.

Zero-field a.c. susceptibility and isothermal magnetization of the quasi-2D systems 
(alkanediammonium copper tetrahalide series) [NH3(CH2)nNH3JCuX4 where n = 4 ,5 ,7  and 
10 with X = Cl and Br are also reported. The 3D antiferromagnetic ordering at Tc for the 
Cl compounds is found. It is shown that the critical susceptibilities decay exponentially as 
the temperature increases ( T > Tc). A power-law divergence in the Br compounds with n 
= 7 and 10 is seen. This behavior is characteristic of 3D ferromagnetic ordering at Tc. The 
critical exponent y for the initial susceptibility ( T > Tc) has been obtained for these Br 
compounds. It is found that there is a second ( m inor) peak below Tc in the Br compounds 
with n = 5 and 7. The transition associated with this peak may be interpreted as a long range 
( spontaneous ) ordering due to very small spin anisotropies, such as a spin canting effect 
between the layers. It is seen from the results of isothermal magnetization measurements 
for these Br compounds that the magnetization is suppressed as the field decreases as 
compared to the behavior of most 3D ferromagnets. The value of the critical exponent 5 
estimated from the isothermal data is considerably smaller than that given by the well-studied 
models. The apparent crossovers are seen in both the initial susceptibility and isothermal 
magnetization data in which a combination of the spatial- and spin-dimensionality crossovers 
may be present. To discuss the spin-dimensionality crossover in 2D systems, thermal and 
field perturbations away from the renormalization-group fixed point are considered in 2D 
conformal field theory. By applying the c-theorem, general expressions for the effective 
critical exponents v , a  and 5 are obtained in terms of the central charge, the third moment 
of energy and spin correlations, temperature and external field. These expressions may be 
described as critical behavior and crossover phenomena for the 2D systems away from the 
critical points.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that uniaxial antiferromagnets exhibit a bicritical point at a finite 

magnetic fie ld // parallel to the easy axis. Many of the theoretical predictions, particularly 

from mean-field theory, renormalization group approach and high-temperature series 

expansions, concerning the bicritical phase diagram have been confirmed by the 

experiments. In general, it is expected that weakly anisotropic uniaxial antiferromagnets 

in a magnetic f ie ld // parallel to the easy axis should exhibit a multicritical point at some 

finite, nonzero value o f H . The existence of a bicritical or tetracritical point in the nniayial 

antiferromagnets is usually determined by the fourth-order spin anisotropy in the 

Hamiltonian.11:21 Studies of phase transitions in magnetism have contributed to the 

understanding of many aspects of other physical systems through the analogy with spin 

models. A typical example is the study, within mean-field theory, of the supersolid phase 

in the quantum lattice gas model.13'41 The supersolid phase introduced in the early 70’s 

is a state in which there coexists both diagonal ( crystalline ) long-range order and 

off-diagonal (superfluid) long-range order.13"81 This phase was first observed 

experimentally by Rudnick et al.l9] and Goodstein et al.m  who showed that a thin film 

Of4He undergoes a transition from the superfluid phase to the solid phase with no latent 

heat, implying that there is no first-order phase transition between the superfluid and 

crystalline states. This model can be represented by the standard boson Hamiltonian in 

second-quantized form. In this form the Hamiltonian is fully analogous to that of
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anisotropic Heisenberg spin systems.13’4’81 We refer here to an anisotropic ( biaxial) 

Heisenberg spin system with two types of exchange interactions, J(J„ Jy, Jz) and J'(J’„  

J'y, J 'J . There may exist an intermediate. (IN) phase between the spin flop (SF) and 

antiferromagnetic (AF) phases due to a competition between the interlayer and intralayer 

exchange anisotropies, which would correspond to the supersolid phase in the quantum 

lattice gas.

However, the spin system corresponding to the quantum crystal has many aspects 

which are different from the usual uniaxial antiferromagnets mentioned at the beginning:

(a) the system is of biaxial anisotropic form (anisotropic Heisenberg or XYZ-like); (b) 

the system contains two types of exchange interactions (J and J'); and (c) the spin 

Hamiltonian contains only linear (Zeeman) and quadratic (exchange ) terms. Thus, an 

important question may remain unresolved: is it possible to confirm this intermediate 

phase experimentally in quasi-two dimensional spin-1/2 anisotropic Heisenberg 

antiferromagnets at a finite temperature ? In this work, as a part of the main purpose of 

this thesis, we strongly suggest that an intermediate phase may exist in the quasi-two 

dimensional anisotropic Heisenberg systems with strongly ferromagnetic intralayer 

exchange and weakly antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange. It may be possible to verify 

this phase in a large variety of layer-type magnetic metallate compounds since a rich 

variety of nonmagnetic organic cations produce large and variable separation between 

the magnetic metallate layers. In this thesis, the reorientation of the sublattice 

magnetizations from the antiferromagnetic to the spin-flop phase is studied by 

magnetization measurements on new anisotropic Heisenberg quasi-two dimensional 

antiferromagnets [ CgHg(CHz)NHglzCuBr^ ( n = I and 2 ). The isothermal magnetic 

phase diagrams along the spin principal axes are obtained. Evidence for a possible 

existence of an intermediate phase between the AF and SF phases and a comparison
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of the magnetic phase boundaries between the mean-field calculations and experimental 

data are presented.

The other major part o f this thesis contributes to the study of the critical behavior 

of quasi-2D systems. One of the most fundamental quantities which is used to characterize 

the nature of magnetic systems near a critical region is the spin-spin correlation function, 

<S(r)S(0)>. It does not decay to zero a s r  once long range order exists. Thus, in 

the critical region ( H0 = 0 ), the initial (or staggered) susceptibility of a ferromagnet (or 

antiferromagnet) is expected to diverge like. % ~ ( TtTc -  I )^  as T Tc ( T > Tc ). 

Divergent initial susceptibility quite often indicates the onset of an instability with the 

system starting to order spontaneously. Studies of initial susceptibility may provide 

direct evidence of anomalies that a system naturally display without involving any 

field-induced transitions. In the two-dimensional (2D) systems, however, it has been 

rigorously proven that no long-range order can exist at any nonzero temperature for the 

ideal ( Heisenberg) case [11]. Recently, theoretical studies have shown that even at zero 

temperature the existence of a long range order in 2D systems may require a certain spin 

anisotropy.112"181 Therefore, whether or not there possibly exists a finite "critical" 

temperature indicated by an infinite initial susceptibility, but no long range order ( no 

phase transitions ), has been the subject of many theoretical and experimental studies. 

Based upon an analysis of the high-temperature susceptibility series ( ratio method ), 

Stanley and K aplan[19] suggested that the combination M8 = 0 and % —> is possible in 

2D Heisenberg systems if the spin correlation function decreases slowly enough with 

spin separation r  specifically like r"x with 0 < X, < 2. Subsequently, a finite critical 

temperature was conjectured to exist for the 2D XY and planar magnets too.[20"22] 

Experimentally it has been found that the quasi-2D systems in fact exhibit a finite critical 

temperature related to a long range order.123,241 It has been suggested that the
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experimentally observed long range order is due to a consequence of the presence of a 

small anisotropy, interlayer coupling or even of the finite size o f the sample. Thus, it 

seems to be difficult to examine the conjecture of Stanley and Kaplan directly since even 

minute deviations from ideality will cause the behavior near the Tc to be no longer 

characteristic of the 2D Heisenberg case. The finite Tc and degree of divergence ( y )  in 

the initial susceptibility as T  —» Tre may play the important role in indicating the existence 

of a phase transition for the various realistic systems.

Zero-field a.c. susceptibility and isothermal magnetization of the quasi-2D systems 

(alkanediammonium copper tetrahalide series) [NH3(CH2)nNH3ICuX4 where n = 4 ,5 ,7  

and 10 with X = Cl and Br are reported in this work. The 3D antiferromagnetic ordering 

for the Cl compounds is found. It is shown that the critical susceptibilities decay 

exponentially as the temperature increases ( T > Tc). A power-law divergence in the Br 

compounds with n = 7 and 10 is seen. This behavior is characteristic of 3D ferromagnetic 

ordering at Tc. The critical exponent y for the initial susceptibility ( T > Tc) has been 

obtained for these Br compounds. It is found that there is a second (minor) peak below 

Tc in the Br compounds with n = 5 and 7. The apparent crossovers are seen in i both 

the initial susceptibility and the isothermal magnetization data in which a combination 

of the spatial- and spin-dimensionality crossovers is present.

In the next chapter, the basic theories will be shortly reviewed. The remainder of 

that chapter is devoted to an understanding of the basic ideas in this work. Mean-field 

theory of quasi-2D spin-1/2 anisotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnets will be presented 

in chapter m . A generalized form of the mean-field approximation for a bilinear spin 

interaction system is outlined. Following the work of Van Wier et a l.} ^  the complete 

solutions of the quasi-2D, anisotropic, Heisenberg antiferromagnets at T=O are discussed 

and finite temperature phase diagrams are derived. Liu and F isher's^  analysis of a
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supersolid phase in the quantum lattice gas is directly applied to study of an intermediate 

phase in the quasi-2D spin-1/2 anisotropic Heisenberg systems. The effect of 

spin-canting at the transition between the spin-flop and the antiferromagnetic phases are 

also discussed. The necessary formulae for carrying out a numerical calculation are 

given. In the chapter IV, experimental studies on the magnetic properties, phase 

transitions, phase diagrams and critical behavior of the layer compounds 

[C6H5(CH2)nNH3J2CuBr4 (n = 1,2  and 3) will be fully reported. Initial susceptibility and 

isothermal magnetization studies on [NH3(CH2)nNH3JCuX with n = 4, 5 ,7  and 10 for X 

= Cl4 and Br4 are given in chapter V. Spin-dimensionality crossover is also discussed.
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CHAPTER H

A SHORT REVIEW  OF BASIC THEORIES 

Phase Transitions and Critical Point

It has always been fascinating that the same substance may exist in different "phases" 

or "states" which show transitions into each other. The theoretical and experimental study 

of phase transitions has a long and Ulustrious history spanning over a century to the 

present day. In fact, the difference between different phases of the same substance was 

felt to be more significant than the difference between different substances. The famUiar 

examples of a phase transition are the condensation of a gas to a liquid for a simple fluid 

system under pressure and the change from a ferromagnetic to a paramagnetic state for 

a simple ferromagnet under an applied field. A functional relationship of the form 

f(P,p,T)=0 or f(H,M,T)=0 the so-called equation of state which relates the thermody

namic parameters - pressure ( or field ), density ( or magnetization ) and temperature 

certainly characterizes phases. The equation of state thus defines a surface in a 

three-dimensional space whose coordinates are P, p, T ( or H, M, T ); each point on this 

surface corresponds to an equUibrium state of the system. The different forms of equation 

of state are thought to be due to different phases.

The fundamental problem of statistical mechanics to compute equations of state 

consists in evaluating the partition function

Z (iV ,Q ,p ,/)=  I e (""{C’/})
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for a system of N particles in a region Q with volume V described by a microscopic 

Hamiltonian or interaction energy H ( C J )  which depends on the configurations C of 

the particles and some set of interaction potentials or coupling parameters J. The canonical

partition function Z ( N, £2,|3, J ) depends on the meaning of the symbolic sum over
)

configurations Z  referred to the type of system under consideration. If  the microscopic 

description is quantum mechanical, H is an operator and the sum denotes a trace of the 

operator exp(-(3H). For a classical system of particles the "sum " denotes an integral over 

coordinates and momenta of the particles. Models for magnetic systems usually consist 

of a set of spins occupying fixed points in space. Configurations are then specified by 

the values of the spins { S t , S 2 ,- ■ ■ Sn }, which may be quantum mechanical operators, 

vectors with some fixed length, or scalars. In the quantum case the sum over configu

rations becomes a trace and when the S i are vectors (classical) the sum becomes an 

integral. The standard method of proceeding to an infinite system is via what is known 

as the thermodynamic limit. That is, the volume V and the number of particles N both 

go to infinity with density p=N/V remaining finite. For magnetic systems the volume V 

plays no direct role so it is only necessary to fake the limit N—> <*>. The sum over con

figuration for the partition function may develop singularities on certain surfaces in 

parameter space.[1] These singularities are usually called phase transitions. One may 

distinguish first and second ( or higher) order transitions according to whether the entropy 

S= 3((3-1 ]nZ)/dT has a discontinuity at the transition or not.

Up to now the theoretical study of transition phenomena has faced some considerable 

difficulties. Complete and rigorous analysis seems to be seldom possible. First order 

transitions, such as those taking place at the liquid-gas coexistence line, have been 

described quite successfully by the phenomenological theory of Van der Waals. This 

theory is actually recovered in the Landau theory of phase transitions. Fig I (a) and (b)
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vapor

Fig. I. Phase diagrams illustrating the magnet-fluid analogy: (a) (P, T) phase diagram 
for a fluid system; (b) (H, T) phase diagram for a ferromagnet.
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illustrate the phase diagrams for fluid and ferromagnet systems, respectively. For the 

fluid there are three familiar phases— the solid, liquid and gaseous phases. The solid and 

gaseous phases are in equilibrium along the sublimation curve, the solid and liquidphases 

are in equilibrium along the fusion curve, and the liquid and gaseous phases are in 

equilibrium along the vapor pressure curve. These curves, shown as solid lines where 

two phases coexist in Fig 1(a), are called phase boundaries: The vapor pressure curve 

terminates in a point at which the transition becomes second order. This point is called 

the critical point, ( Pc, pc, Tc ). Above this point, a liquid can change to a gas continuously 

without crossing the phase transition line. In the case of the magnet, there is a first order 

transition line separating the "up" and "down" ferromagnetic states; this line ends at the 

critical ( C urie) point. Because of the symmetry under H —>-H, the phase transition line 

for magnet is entirely confined to the H = 0 or T-axis, as shown in Fig. I (b), in which 

the magnet breaks up into domains. The coexistence or "spontaneous magnetization " 

curve is symmetric about the T-axis while for the fluid this symmetry is absent.

Critical Phenomena and  Critical Exponents 

Critical phenomena refer to phase transition phenomena near the critical point. For 

a given physical system approaching the critical point, various thermodynamic quantities 

are found to diverge, or to present other singularities. The usual way to describe the 

transition around the critical point is in terms of the so-called "critical exponents" which 

characterize the singular behavior of response functions. Defining the reduced temper

ature t = ( T -T c ) /T c.and reduced field ( or pressure ) h = H - Hc ( or h = P - Pc), where 

Tc and Hc (or Pc) are critical values, the given response functions f(t,h) will be f(t,0) «= 

t ' as t —> 0 or f(0,h) h as h — while Xt and Xh may correspond to various types
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of behavior such as logarithmic divergence, cusp singularity or even analytic behavior 

with a jump discontinuity. Explicitly,

f ( t , 0 )  = A t X' ( i + a f 8' + . . . )

m h )  = B h ^ l i + b h ^ + . . . ) ,

where X, and Xa are called critical exponents and 0f and 0A are confluent "correction" 

exponents being positive and less than unity[2]. The critical exponents characterizing the 

singular behavior ( an asympotically pure power law) then can be defined as

^ = - l t o l ^ h r r 1 11f-»cr

Xfc = — Iim
In f ( t ,h)

Ir = 0  •h-,0- InA

One of the most striking features of critical phenomena is their large degree of 

universality. For a variety of physical systems, critical singularities of the basic response 

functions such as the specific heat Ch ( H=O ) ,  spontaneous magnetization Ms ( H=O 

), liquid-gas density difference pL -  pG, initial susceptibility % ( H=O ) , isothermal 

compressibility Kx , critical isothermal magnetization M ( T= Tc ) , pair correlation 

function G , and correlation length %, etc., are described by a set of exponents denoted 

by Greek letters. Table I lists the definitions of frequently encountered critical exponents 

for magnetic systems. Due to thermodynamic arguments, these exponents must nec

essarily satisfy a set of inequalities which are listed in table n .[3]
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Expo- Definition Conditions Q uantity
nent

a ' Ch ~  ( -€ )- ' < 0

a Ch ~ > 0

P M ~ (-()" < 0

y' Xt  ~ < 0

y Xt  ~ > 0

8 H ~ I Af |J sgn (M) 0

/  ̂~ ( — <)■’ < 0
y (  ~  <-» > 0

? r(r) ^ J rI-«-* + »> 0

0 0 specific heat a t constant

0
0

0
* 0

magnetic field 

zero-field magnetization
. 0 Ti O zero-field isothermal

0
# 0

0
# 0

susceptibility 

critical isotherm
0 > 0 correlation length
0 0
0 0 pair correlation function

(d =  dimensionality)

Table I. Definition of the magnetic critical exponents.

Inequality

a' +  2/3 +  y' 2: 2 
a' +  /3(8 +  I) S  2 
(2 -  a')( +  I ^  (I -  a')8

yXS + I) 2: (2 -  a')(8 -  I)
^ ~ U

d(S -  l)/(8 + 1 ) 2 :  2 - I ,
dy7(2 -  a') 2: d y ' I W  +  y') 2> 2 -  i?

(2 -  ij)v ^  y
dyf ^  2 — e' 
dy ^  2 — a

Table n. Inequalities of exponents.
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For most phase transitions, one can define an order parameter to distinguish the 

ordered phase. In the case of simple fluids ( fig. 2(a) ), the liquid-gas density difference 

Pr, -  Po is 311 order parameter along the coexistence curve because it is non-zero only in 

the ordered phase, pL -  pG (~ O p as t -> 0" at P = Pc where the exponent (3 has been 

found to be about 1/3 for most simple fluids.131 For a simple ferromagnet ( Fig 2 (b )) , 

the spontaneous magnetization ( H  = O )  should be an order parameter, 

Ms ( - 1 f  as t —> O- and H = 0. The order parameter variation on the critical isotherm 

is generated by fixing the temperature precisely at Tc , varying the ordering field, h , and 

observing the change in M or Ap . Around the critical point for a magnet, the critical 

isothermal magnetization isM  (T  = Tc ) - / / 1/5 H  >0) .  Naturally the critical isotherm 

near a fluid critical point has completely analogous behavior, Ap °= IP  - P c ( T = Tc).

In general, a properly chosen order parameter in any system should have the following 

properties: (I) it jumps discontinuously across the first order phase transition; (2) as 

criticality is approached, this jump gets smaller and smaller; (3) larger values of the order 

parameter imply that one is far away from criticality. Indeed, the order parameter has a 

tensorial character which may depend on the class of systems considered. It could be 

single-component ( scalar ) or n-component ( vector or tensor ). In many cases the 

Hamiltonian is invariant under certain transformations of spin operator S(r) such as, 

depending on the spin dimensionality, i) reversal S (r) -  S (r), ii) change of phase

S(?) _> e W)S(r) and iii) rotation S(r) U S(f).  This holds for example121 with n = I 

for simple fluids, binary fluids, uniaxial ferromagnets, binary alloys, Ising systems, etc.; 

n = 2 for superfluid He4 and He3 + He4 mixtures, XY systems; n = 3 for isotropic magnets, 

Heisenberg systems, etc., respectively. For large n , the 1/n expansion technique141 along 

with renotmalization group and perturbation theory achieves its unique success in critical
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Fig. 2. Coexistence diagrams illustrating the magnet-fluid analogy: (a) for a fluid and 
(b) for ferromagnet.
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theories. In the same spirit, the e-expansion scheme151 presents the first example of 

practical successes of the renormalization group in critical field theory. This expansion 

is generated in terms of the parameter E = 4 - d, where d is the spatial dimensionality of 

the system.

The response of the order parameter to an external symmetry breaking field, H , is 

the susceptibility ( or compressibility for a fluid )% = dM IdH \T. Above Tc the spon

taneous magnetization is identically zero ( fig 2(b) ■), but magnetization can be induced

by an applied field ( fig. 3 ). The initial susceptibility is defined by X0 (T) = Iim f  ̂ I ,

which measures the slope of the magnetization isotherm at zero field. It is clear from fig. 

3 that Xo measures the ease of magnetizing a ferromagnet and hence, is expected to become 

large and then diverge to infinity at the Curie point, %0 f Y. According to the 

fluctuation-dissipation theorem susceptibility is the sum over sites of a spin correlation 

function, % = Z  G(r,h, t )  = S  < S(O)S(r)> — < S (r) >2. The infinity of Xo is achieved
r  . r

because at criticality the sum diverges: G(r) is a power of the separation distance, G(r,0,0) 

IZr2x, for large r which is strictly bounded to be < I. It may be concluded that the 

characteristic infinities of thermodynamic response functions at critical point are 

reflections of correlations which extend over infinite distances in space. Away from 

criticality, correlations, tend instead to fall off with exponential rapidity as r  —» ,  i.e. 

Iim G(r,h, t )  = e x weaker function of r. The characteristic length, %, has the physical
r  —* oo

significance of being a range of correlations within the system. It diverges at the critical 

point, £ oc T v . However, the correlation length can be defined in many different ways,
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T > T (

Fig. 3. Magnetization curves (isotherms) for a simple ferromagnet. M0(T) indicates the 
spontaneous magnetization.
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r2 < S(T)S(O) > d dr

'J  < .s(r>s(0)></Jr  

J r2 < e(r)£(0) > d dr
— : r > • • ■ 6fC.

J <£(r)£(0)>

where S(r) and £ (r) are local spin operator and energy density, respectively. At criticality 

all suitable definitions will give the same degree of divergence, the same exponent v. 

Thus the fundamental source of all thermodynamic singularities at the critical point is 

the divergence in the correlation length. The physical source of correlation length 

divergence is related to fluctuations.12,31 For a given system, the equilibrium state may 

become more ordered as the temperature is lowered ( T < Tc ). Thus, the order parameter 

becomes larger. Once temperature is increasing to approach the critical point, the order 

parameter becomes smaller and smaller and fluctuations increase. The susceptibility 

is directly related to the spin fluctuations. As T —> Tc , the spin correlation function 

becomes very long range, which means the spin correlation length is much bigger than 

any microscopic scale of the system. In an analogy with the susceptibility, the specific 

heat at constant magnetic field can be expressed in terms of the energy fluctuations131 Ch 

= ( I /  kT2 ) (<E2> - <E>2). For a fluid, similarly, the isothermal compressibility Kx 

directly relates the fluctuations in the total number of particles in the systems,131 Kx = K0x 

< (N -< N > )2> /N , or Kx= H 1Kx0J dd rG(r)  where G (r) is the density-density correlation 

function <{n(r) - < n(r)>} { n(0) - <n(0)> }> and Kx0= I /  nkT. At the critical point, the 

divergence of Kx is equivalent to the long range of the density correlation function.

The nature of fluctuations over a long range near the critical point can be learned 

directly from scattering radiation ( light, x-ray, neutrons, e tc .) off the system of interest.
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The scattering intensity is proportional to the fundamental quantity G(/T) = J ̂  Q(f}

In the scattering experiments the pair correlation can be measured by the fact that (I) the 

radiation couples to the order parameter; (2) the correlation range ( real space ) is of the 

same order as the wavelength of the radiation; and (3) the inverse correlation time 

(temporal correlation by inelastic scattering) is of the same order as the frequency of the 

radiation. For a fluid or fluid mixture the light scattering intensity is then determined by 

the density fluctuation in the medium. If the medium were perfectly uniform there would 

be no scattering at all. Once the critical point is approached enormously enhanced values 

of the light scattering are observed (critical opalescence) corresponding to long wave

length density fluctuations. For magnets, in neutron scattering experiments, the neutrons 

are scattered via the interaction between neutron and electron magnetic moments. Once 

the momentum transfer k = Pf - P0 —> 0 ( forward scattering or zero angle scattering ),[6] 

the scattering intensity determined by spin fluctuations behaves as fc(-2+11) at T = Tc . The 

susceptibility is related to the zero k limit of G(fc), % = T G(O).

Mean Field Theory. Landau Theory and Therm odynam ic Scaling 

In many-body problems, the mean-field approximation ( or "molecular field" ) is 

one method of finding the best approximate one-body Hamiltonian. This approximation 

was first introduced by Weiss[7] while studying the second order transition of ferro

magnetic materials at the Curie point. Consider a spin Hamiltonian

H = - J  I  S,..Sy-IAgHzI S,,
<(/> >

where the first sum extends over neighbor pairs only. Recognizing that the exact eval

uation of the partition function is an intractable problem, the basic assumption of the 

mean field theory is that the sum over states of the system appearing in the Hamiltonian
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can be broken into separate sums over states of individual magnetic moments. The 

influence of the interactions among the spins is described by an effective molecular field 

acting on each magnetic moment. This "molecular" field is assumed to be proportional 

to the magnetization, H m = < Sy- > = A, • < S. > z . Thus S i ■ Sy- is replaced by 

X < Sz > (Sz, + Szy) -  X < Sz >2 . This replacement is a special case of the general 

approximation scheme for a product Sa ■ Sb = (< Sa > + &Sa) • (< S B > + 5Sfl )whereby 

one discards the term SSa • SSfl so that

Sa 'Sg —> <S/j> -< S g >  + <SJ4> SS g + < Sg > SS A t= < S A > 'S g + < S g > 'S ̂  ~ S ̂  S g > .

Thus the Hamiltonian is replaced by

H  = (l/2)jVX7 < Sz >2 -  (/X < Sz > + \x,gH.) ■ Z  Sz,-where ^ffz + /  ̂  < Sz >j is called the 

effective magnetic field. The "molecular" field then is determined by thermodynamic 

functions self-consistently. This theory, in one sense, is a great success. It does give 

first order phase transitions and gives also a qualitative indication of the types of sin

gularities expected in the second order phase transition. However, in another sense, it 

is a complete failure in the critical region. Critical phenomena involve strong fluctuations 

( long-range correlations ). Mean field theory is based upon the assumption of small 

fluctuations.

The Landau theory [8] of phase transitions is built of two main ingredients. The first 

is the concept of the order parameter, giving a local macroscopic description of the state 

of the system. For a given thermodynamic system, as the temperature is lowered, the 

equilibrium state may become more ordered. As a critical point is reached, a symmetry 

of the high temperature phase is broken spontaneously. Thus the order parameter becomes 

nonzero. The second ingredient basically is the hypothesis that the Helmholtz free energy 

density is an analytic function of the order parameter, the temperature and any other 

variable, and that close to the criticality the order parameter remains small so that the
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functional free energy can be expanded in powers of the order parameter. The precise 

coefficients of expansion depend crucially on the detailed symmetries of the disordered 

phase from which a second order, or continuous transition may or may not be allowed. 

The critical exponents predicted by both mean field and Landau theories are actually 

identical. Because the thermodynamic fluctuation are effectively neglected, the critical 

exponents given by both theories are wrong. These exponents turn out to be characteristic 

of the theories rather than of the physics even though mean-field theory is based on 

microscopic consideration. Landau theory presents unique values of exponents, inde

pendent of too many physically relevant quantities.

Since critical phenomena arise from long-range correlation, one may reasonably 

expect that some of the details of the microscopic interactions might be quite irrelevant 

to the critical behavior. Thus, it is usually asserted that the values of the critical exponents 

are independent of lattice structure. All critical problems may be simply classified by 

(I) the dimensionality of the systems; (2) the symmetry group of the order parameter; 

and (3) perhaps other criteria. The critical behavior, within each class, should be identical 

or may depend on a very few parameters. One of the. original tasks to convert this uni

versality statement into mathematical form is the scaling hypothesis. It states, in the. 

critical region, that the singular part of the free energy, f, should be "invariant" (except 

for a scaling factor) under a scaling transformation. Therefore, f  behaves as a generalized 

homogeneous function of its variables:131

X X ' S i , ^ 2S2 , •••> X'"'g„ ) = X /(g , ,g2 , . . .g „ )

where g, , g2, ... g„ are the reduced temperature, reduced field ... other thermodynamic 

variables ( conjugate local fields or scaling fields ), and a,, a%, ... Un are appropriate 

exponents ( eigenvalues ) related to the critical exponents defined previously. The fact
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that exponents a, cannot be specified corresponds to the fact that the homogeneous 

function or scaling hypothesis does not determine the value of the critical exponents. 

But, it does give rise to functional relations among the critical exponents and makes 

specific predications related to the form of the equation of state.[3] The thermodynamic 

response functions can be obtained by differentiating f  ( once or twice ) with respect to 

the fields g, and AZgi. By properly choosing A, the leading singularities of the response 

functions then obey power laws which lead to various relations among the critical 

exponents. Some of these relations are listed in Table II while the inequalities are replaced 

by equalities. It is clear from the scaling assumption that there remain only two inde

pendent critical exponents. The scaling hypothesis is a basic assumption in modem 

critical theories. It is usually referred to as a law or principle. However, along with certain 

logic statements, it is sometimes called scaling theory.

Basic Spin Models. Spatial Scaling and Renorm alization G roup Theory 

The spin Hamiltonian in the simple case usually would be

where the first term is the coupling between nearest neighbor spins and the second 

represents the interaction with the external magnetic field. If Jx = Jy= Jz , it is called the 

Heisenberg model ( or XXX m odel) which is referred to as the isotropic case. By setting 

Jz = O and Jx = Jy Ti 0, it represents the planar model, the so-called XY model. For Jz *  0 

and Jx =Jy =0, one obtains the so-called Ising model. In general, if  Jx & Jy *  Jz ( Ji #  0) it 

is usually called an anisotropic Heisenberg or XYZ ( or biaxial anisotropic ) model. The 

XXZ model is the uniaxial anisotropy case, Jx =Jy ^J. .  For the easy-axis case 

(Heisenberg-Ising like), Jx =Jy < Jz. For the easy-plane case (Heisenberg-XY like),
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Jx =Jy >Jz . Positive Ji corresponds to "ferromagnetic" and negative Ji corresponds to 

antiferromagnetic . Ising, XY and Heisenberg models, however, can be recovered by 

a more general model, n-vector model, which describes the spin as an n-component 

classical vector with fixed (normalized) length, S1- = (S/!), S/2)... , S\n)), 15,-1 = I (o r  

). n =  1 , 2 , 3  and Co correspond to Ising, XY , Heisenberg and spherical models, 

respectively. The other discrete model is the so-called Potts model.[9] The q state Potts 

model assumes that the spins at lattices sites are variables which can be in any one of 

q states, Si = I, 2 , . . . ,  q.

The continuous spin models can be obtained when each spin component in the 

n-vector models is allowed to range from -  °o fo + o o (-o o <  < + co) Thus, in order 

to evaluate the integral for. the partition function the spin distribution function or spin 

weighting function, W(Si) , must be introduced. Otherwise, the partition function could 

diverge when all the spins become infinitely large. For the Ising case, 

e (,) = 5(S; + I ) + 5( S’,- -  I ) ,  the partition function then is

Zn = T  dsx - - r  dsN e-H,kT Tl e~w(s,).
•S  -C O  * / —OO /  =  I

The simplest generalization that provides a genuinely continuous spin distribution is the 

Gaussian model, which is given by setting W ( S i) = 1/2 | S, |2 . The serious shortcoming 

of the Gaussian model is that it has no low temperature behavior. The reason for this is 

that the exponential decrease of the spin distribution function for large | £ | is not rapid 

enough to keep the integrals convergent when T is too small. The LGW ( Landau- 

Ginzburg-Wilson or so-called S4) model overcomes this defect. In this model the spin 

weighting function is written as

-»•(?;) -5K-I2-" I?, !4
e —e
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with u > 0. Up to now there are many other models in a variety of approximations. In 

the sense of symmetry group, .the O(n) model™ was originally defined as a system of 

n-dimensional spin vectors which interact in a rotational invariant way. If one lets n be 

a continuous variable and specifically chooses the interactions between the spins, the 

partition function can be expressed in terms of a loop gas.[n] For particular lattice 

structures and range of n the loop model can be mapped onto the coulomb gas.™ Vertex, 

clock and non-linear a  models are other specific examples in the symmetry language.

Since critical properties of a system depend on long-range correlation or on the 

nature of long-wavelength fluctuations, critical phenomena are not characteristic of short 

distance details. The renormalization procedure ( spatial rescaling ) expresses this idea

in a simple m anner------scale-invariance. That is, since %-><*, at a critical point, the

system behaves the same on all length scales, or scaling the unit of length leaves the 

correlation length the same. Kadanofft131 first introduced this idea in terms of "block spin" 

transformations in 2D Ising models. Near the critical point spins become highly correlated 

so the spins behave as large blocks which means that the degree of freedom of average 

block spins plays a main role, instead of the original individual spins. The idea of "block 

spin" transformation opened the modem era in the study of critical phenomena, later 

leading to the renormalization group ( RG ) theory.1141 The renormalization group is 

defined as a set of symmetry transformations which essentially are a combination of the 

Kadanoff and scale transformations.

Let { K } = { K 1, K2, ... } denote coupling parameters which depend on the physical 

parameters, temperature, external field, etc. for a given system. Under a RG transfor

mation, Rb, the renormalized Hamiltonian should retain invariant form in terms of new 

coupling parameters { K ’ } = { K ’,, K ’2, ... } and block spins. That is, H ’ = H ’( K ’ ) = 

Rb [ H ] where b is spatial rescaling factor. In a d-dimensional system b is related to the
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reductions in the number of degrees of freedom N —> N ’ = N /  bd and in the lattice spacing 

r —» r ’ = r / b . The renormalized correlation length, E,’ = £,[ H ’] , then is given by b£[H’] 

= E,[H], One can show that in most cases the partition function is preserved under RG 

transformation, Z^ [H’] = Zn [H], and free energy density obeys f[H] = b'd f[H’]. Thus 

a RG transformation fundamentally changes a given problem into a new one, but it still 

contains the same essential information as the original one. The renormalized coupling 

parameters turn out to be the functions of original coupling parameters, K ’, = R1C(K)), 

which are usually called flow equations or recursion relations for the coupling constants.

If  one denotes the recursion relation of coupling constants from n successive 

applications of a given RG transformation, K(l>+1) = R ( Kw ), a fixed point K* of the map 

R is then defined by K* = R ( K*), while from assuming continuity of R, it follows that 

K<n) approaches a fixed point as n —» Implicitly, one has T* = RT( T*), which means 

that when the recursion relation is iterated the temperature T does not change if its initial 

value is set at T = T* i.e., it remains "fixed" at T*. Subsequently, the flow equation for 

the correlation length must be %(T*) = bnE,(T*). This equation has only two possible 

solutions, %(T*) = °°, which characterizes a critical point as we know, and %(T*) = 0 which 

refers to a trivial fixed point. Therefore, the case of %(T*) = <*> is physically interesting. 

The cases where %(T*) = 0 where spins are totally uncorrelated ( T* ^  O ) or where they 

are frozen in a ground state ( T* = 0 K) are not physically interesting here. The RG 

transformation itself acts on a space of Hamiltonians but can be characterized in 

momentum space too.[ 141 It is important to stress that the fixed point is not the critical 

point of the original system unless that system itself happens to be the one with coupling 

constants K*. To employ a RG transformation in a variety of models, it is usually essential 

to assume that the transformation is smooth12"15'161 in the sense that if H —> H ’ and H + 

SH —» / f  ’ + 5 // ’, and also when SH —> 0 one has SH ’ 0 . This assumption means that
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systems corresponding to the Hamiltonians at nearby points in the multidimensional 

parameter space ( K - space ) flow under renormalization to other points which also lie 

relatively close together. Consider an unrenormalized H(0)(t,h), near its ferromagnetic 

critical point, t=0 and h=0. At the critical point, % = «,, it is characteristic of slow decay 

of the correlations. In general, the critical Hamiltonian H(0)c = H(0) (0,0) is not a fixed 

point. Under a RG transformation, a new critical Hamiltonian, H ’( t ’=0, h ’=0), can be 

recognized since ^  ^ . Thus a line or trajectory of critical points is

generated under successive RG transformations. The trajectory terminates at some fixed 

point H* at which further renomalization produces no further motion. The set of all points 

in K-space flows into H*. All points on this stable critical manifold, including the fixed 

point, correspond to systems at criticality. For different systems ( starting in a quite 

different region of parameter space or different initial physical manifolds ) and if the 

critical Hamiltonians under RG transformation flow to the same fixed point ( same critical 

manifold ), the critical behaviors of these systems are then described by the same class. 

The critical exponents are the same for all systems in the universality class defined by 

the critical manifold containing the fixed point.

Unlike scaling theory, RG theory actually gives a method for computing the 

exponents. Near a fixed point, a linear approximation can be made if n is very large, 

R(Kw) = R(K*) + T( K(n) - K *) = R(K*) + T 8K where T is the matrix with elements 

being

T dRJ-K ) < (
a r ,  ' f - f '  '

Thus, one has K<n+1)- K* = T5K or 5K’ = T5K. To diagonalize T , a new complete set 

of eigenvectors {<}>;} with eigenvalues {X, } should be introduced, T<|> = X<)>. The scaling 

fields then can be constructed by g', = X, g, with X; = by‘. Near a fixed point, it is con-
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venient to use the scaling fields {&} as independent variables, instead of coupling con

stants (Ki}. The singular part of free energy and correlation length then take the forms 

f(gi, ) = ^ dn f  (Kgl t Xjg2 . . . )  and %(gi,gz, ,Aagz,

respectively. These forms are just generalized homogeneous functions ( scaling 

assumption). At fixed point K —» K* ( 5/sT —> 0) as n —> hence g, —> 0. For a given 

Hamiltonian, under a RG transformation, establishing the flow equations and chosing 

K as the origin ( K* = K ) in the coupling-constants space, the exponents { y, } can be 

then obtained in principle by solving eigenvalues, [Xi ), corresponding to the matrix T

A Possible Universal Critical Theory in Two Dimensional 

Systems - Conformal Field Theory

Applications of conformal invariance in field theories have accumulated during 

the last few years.1171 Particularly, it has been recognized that the principle of conformal 

invariance leads to a connection between interacting quantum field theories and statistical 

mechanics close to a critical point.1181 A conformal transformation is, roughly, a gen

eralization of a scale transformation in which the length-rescaling factor depends con

tinuously on position, b(r). Such transformation, (x^), may be visualized as local

non-linear scale transformation with angles locally preserved, dx^ dx^  = b(x'l)~2 dx* dx^ 

( so-called local RG transformation ). For the short-range interactions ( locally), the 

conformal invariance is a combination of scale, translational and rotational invariance. 

In the field theories ( both classical and quantum cases), conformal invariance yields a 

traceless stress-energy tensor, = 0(  massless).[ 191 For example, the vacuum Maxwell’s

equations are conformally invariant. The presence of a mass in field theories will always 

break the conformal invariance.

The applications of field theories in critical phenomena may be schematized
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in the following manner: near the critical point, the system is characterized by two lengths, 

a lattice spacing a, and correlation length The introduction of characteristic length a 

is the origin of a cut-off fcA in momentum space of order 1/a. Setting such limit in 

momentum space is for the purpose for removing the integral ( or summation) divergences 

—  renormalization. Critical behavior is involved only when the correlation length 5, is 

much larger than a (£ » ) ,  and one expects distances large compared to a in correlation 

functions. In this case, it is suggested that the discrete theory may be replaced by a 

continuous one described in terms of fields.1201 Indeed, at a critical point one has the case 

of zn oc X""1 oc 4-1 = O to which massless field theory is applied. Thus, conformal invariance 

is realized in nature at a critical point in field theory. It should be pointed out that, just 

as for scale invariance, there is no rigorous proof of conformal invariance in statistical 

mechanics at a critical point. It should be regarded as a principle.1181

In general, conformal transformations form a finite parameter family; in three 

dimensions it is a ten parameter family. However, in two dimensions the group of such 

transformations is an infinite-parameter family because any analytic mapping of the 

complex plane is conformal. In the complex plane, z = x + i y and z = x - i y, change of 

length elements with angles preserved is written as dz'dz' = b(z)~2 dzdz where b(z) =

I / X z )  T 1 and z' = / ( z )  is an analytic function. M obius transformations, for example, are 

the sets of a subgroup in the conformal group, z ’ = f(z) = ( A z  + B ) / ( C z  + D )  with 

AB -BC *  0, which generates rotations, translations, dilations and the inversion. The 

algebra corresponding to this group had been studied in the late 1960s by particle theorists 

in the context of dual string model12'1, where it is called the Virasoro algebra1221. Progress 

in connecting it with 2D conformal field theory has been made since the early 1970s[231. 

In 1984, Bekavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikovt'81 ( BPZ theory ) made an important 

advance to end a long hiatus in the development of the subject related to critical phe
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nomena. They proposed conformally invariant models of statistical mechanics. BPZ 

showed that to each "primary" scaling operator of a 2D system at critical point there 

corresponds a representation of Virasoro algebra, If a certain quantity called the Kac 

determ inant^ in these representations with particular simple kind vanishes, then not 

only the critical exponents1251, but all the multi-point correlation functions1261 at critical 

point can be obtained. Because conformal field theory is so fruitful, remarkable progress 

has been made by field theorists in the last few years. We only briefly introduce here 

the spirit of this theory.

Consider the case where z ’ represents an infinitesimal transformation z ' = z + e(z). 

In general coordinate, that is x'*1 = + a 11 (%). The infinitesimal analytical function can

be represented as an infinite Laurent series1181 e(z)=  £  e„ zn + 1. According to Lie 

groups, the algebra of differential operators Zn = z"+1 with n = 0, ± l ,  + 2 , —  , leads

to the commutation relations [ In , Im ] = ( n - m ) V m . In 2D, these transformations are 

conformal. Hence the stress tensor Tfxv must be symmetric and traceless1191, 

Vv = 7V , V - O -  In the complex plane, through a metric tensor1271.

8
IfO  I
2 I I 0.

the stress tensor is written as

% T -)
T  —

T- T -\  zz zzJ

with V  = Il

Tzz = Sz = O which also means Tzz and Th  are analytic functions of z and z, 

respectively ( that is , they coincide with the Cauchy-Riemann equation). Therefore in 

2D the stress tensor has only two independent components T(z) = Tzz and f ( z )  = T-.
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BPZ introduced the operators K , L n ,n  =Q , = -1  ,±2 ,■■ ■*$ coefficients of the Laurent 

expansions

T(z) I S
Ln_

P a 

using Lie algebra they have shown that the operators Ln satisfy the commutation rela

tions1181 :

[4 ,,  4« ] = (% -  ) 4 + m+ y ^ c  ( n 3- n  )§n+m_0 .

The L n obey the same algebra, and Ln and L n commute. This algebra is well known in 

the dual theory of the so-called Virasoro algebra1221, where c is called the conformal 

anomaly or central charge of Virasoro algebra. Within this scheme, c is a single pure 

number which characterizes the realization of conformal invariance within a given 

system, ( T, T). In the RG scheme the local scaling fields g, (r) are conjugates of the 

scaling densities or operators <j>; (r) in the Hamiltonian, S  g,- (r) <|>; (r). Since the RG 

transformation is local, the dilatation factor is a slowly varying function of r, 

g' (r') = b{r)y‘ g;(r) . At fixed points, the Hamiltonian will remain invariant under these 

transformations, and as a consequence the correlation functions will transform covari- 

antly[28],

< <t>i (n )  4>2 (F2) -  > = btfi) *' b(r2) "2 ... < (J)1 (r,') <|)2 (Fz2) ... > ,

where scaling dimensions, Xi , of the operator (J)1- are related to the eigenvalues y, by x, 

= d - y,. The correlation functions under a conformal transformation z ’ = w(z) in 2D then 

are generalized astl8"28]

<  (J)1 (Zi , Z,  )  (J)2 ( z2 , Z2 ) • • • >  =  n w '  (z ;.)Ay w '  ( Z y )  z <  ^), (  W1 , W , )  (J)2 (  W2 , W2 )  • • • >  ,
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where the scaling dimensions are x . -  and the "spins" Sj are Sj = Ay- -  A/ Here it

should be noticed that Ay- , Az are real numbers, and Ay is not the complex conjugate of 

Ay. The main ingredients in the BPZ analysis are the operator product expansion of T(z) 

and the Ward identity118,281. Ln(J)y can be defined as scaling operators. BPZ showed that 

if (J)y- has scaling dimensions (Ay- , Ay- ) then Ln (J)y- has dimensions (Ay-- n  ,Ay-). Such 

operators , (J)y-, are called primary by BPZ in the quantum field theory. They have made 

an operator interpretation of statistical mechanical models because of the transfer matrix 

construction which turns 2D statistical mechanical models into (I + l)-dimensional 

quantum field theories.

Let L., , L0, L+, and L_, , L 0 , L +1 be generator of the infinitesimal projective 

transformations ( n = 0, ±  I )

Z z '  =  Z +  E_1 +  e0 Z +  E1 Z2 , Z - ^ Z z =  Z + £ _ , + £ „  Z + E 1 Z2 ,

where E and £ are infinitesimal parameters. The operators L ( and L) satisfy the com

mutation relations ( from Virasoro algebra) [ L0 , L t ] = ±  L fc and [ L 1, L „, ] = 2 L0 . For 

n = -I , z —> z +  £ . These are generated by L 1 L_,and are just translations on the plane. 

For n = 0, z —> (I + £  ) z . If  £ is real this is a dilation ( i.e. a scale transformation ) and 

this is generated by L0 + L0. If E is imaginary it is a rotation and is generated by L0 -  L 0. 

Thus, the eigenvalues of L0 + L 0 must be number characteristic of scale invariance of the 

theory. That is (L0 + L 0) J (J)y- > = Xz J (J)y > where the scaling dimensions are Xj = Ay- + Ay. 

The rotation eigenvalues characterize the spatial " spin" of these field, 

(L0 -  L 0) J (J)y- > = ( Ay- -  Ay-) J (J)y- > ,where Ay -  Ay = spin. The operator interpretation of 

the theory is made clear if one changes coordinates from z to the cylinder ( a , t)  where 

z = e T+,<T. Dilation in z is translation in " time " T so L0+ L0 is the " Hamiltonian " [18J. 

The nature of the problem is very similar to that of angular momentum in quantum
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mechanics ( QM ), that of the rotation group ( o r a  simpler algebra). In QM case, there 

are three generators J+, J. , Jz in which Jz is taken as diagonal and J+ and J. raise and 

lower it. The analogous representations in the Virasoro algebra are 

Jz —>L0,J +—> {L_„ } , / _ —> {L+n } , for n > 0. The requirement of unitarity in QM leads 

the eigenvalues of Jz to be integers or half-integer. Friedan, Qiu and Shenkerp51 (FQS) 

showed that in the Virasorso case unitarity severely restricts the positive eigenvalues (A 

> O ) of L0. Thus, the Kacp41 determinant must be zerop5]

< * « « „ =  n  (A- A p,, (c) r ' - " ’

where p, q are positive integers, [(m + l)p - m q f - 1  
4m(m + 1)

and the central charge c is parameterized b y c  = l -  [ 6 / m ( m + l ) ] ,  with m = 2, 3, 4, 

... , ( c < I ). The determinant vanishes on curves A = Ap<q (c) in the ( c, A ) plane. 

Within this theory, a given universality class is characterized by the value of c . Once c 

is given, the possible values of critical exponents can be obtained. This approach is so 

general that it is not necessary to solve the microscopic model. Since only one number 

c must be specified, only one exponent need be identified, and then all the other exponents, 

plus the correlation functions, follow. In such a theory, the correlation functions and 

operator product expansion coefficients are calculable. This information is useful to 

identify the microscopic 2D models or, more generally, universality classes. Many dif

ferent methods have been used to make these identifications during the last few years.™ 

Unitarity limits the allowed values of c (c <1) and the scaling dimensions ( A 

corresponding to critical exponents ). In this case, the Ising (C =  1/2 ), tricritical Ising ( 

c = 7 / 1 0 ) ,  three-state Potts ( c = 4 /  5 ), tricritical three state Potts ( c = 6 /  7 ) , and other 

O(N) models are realized™. For a complete catalogue of universality classes with c >
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I , additional symmetries have to be invoked . In the special case c = I , the Gaussian 

model is identified with a continuous internal symmetry group G = U (I) by which the q 

= 4 Potts model, the XY model, eight-vertex model, the Ashkin-Teller model, Coulomb 

gas, and continuously varying exponents can be described128'291. For c > 0, a new discrete 

set of central charges associated with a new Virasoro algebra was obtained from the 

Goddard-Kent-Olive construction1301. Although there are no identifiable specific models 

corresponding to c > I so far, the exact solutions of high-spin integrable generalization 

of the XXZt31-321 and X X X [33] models may imply the existence of a class of U (I) invariant 

models with c > 1[34,351.
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CHAPTER III

MEAN-FIELD THEORY OF QUASI-TWO DIMENSIONAL SPIN-1/2 ANISO

TRO PIC HEISENBERG ANTIFERROM AGNETS 

Introduction

Magnetic phase diagrams of antiferromagnets have been studied both theoretically 

and experimentally for a long time. Experimentally, much attention has been devoted 

to uniaxial antiferromagnets. These systems exhibit a bicritical point at a finite magnetic 

field H  parallel to the easy axis. Many of the theoretical predictions, particularly from 

mean-field theory, renormalization group approach and high-temperature series expan

sions, concerning the bicritical phase diagram have been confirmed by experiment. In 

general, it is expected that weakly anisotropic uniaxial antiferromagnets in a magnetic 

fie ld // parallel to the easy axis should exhibit a multicriticalpoint at some finite, nonzero 

value o f // .  The existence of a bicritical or tetracritical point in uniaxial antiferromagnets 

is usually determined by the fourth-order spin anisotropy in the Hamiltonian.11,21 Scaling 

analysis, renormalization-group approaches, and e -expansions techniques have proved 

extremely fruitful when analyzing the thermodynamic behavior in the vicinity of these 

points.13"101 However, to derive global phase diagrams for the whole temperature and field 

range instead of just near those multicritical points, mean-field theory seems to be 

uniquely successful.111"171
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The mean-field approximation has been applied to study phase transitions in a 

variety of physical systems. For many spin systems, this approximation not only gives 

a satisfactory qualitative description of the experimental results, but also gives a sur

prisingly good quantitative description of macroscopic phase formations. A typical 

example is the study, within mean-field theory, of the supersolid phase in the quantum 

lattice gas model.1181 The supersolid phase introduced in the early 70’s is a state in which 

both diagonal ( crystalline ) long-range order and off-diagonal (superfluid) long-range 

order coexist in the quantum crystal model.[18"23] This phase was first found exper

imentally by Rudnick et al.[2A] and Goodstein et al.l25] who showed that a thin film of 

4He undergoes a transition from superfluid phase to solid phase with no latent heat, 

implying that there is no first-order phase transition between superfluid and crystalline 

states. In the correspondence to the quantum lattice gas model, no two particles can 

occupy the same lattice site. Thus, the crystalline order is due to strong forces of repulsion 

embodied in the effective potential V(r). In the low pressure region, a superfluid phase 

is formed with off-diagonal long-range order closely related to Bose condensation, and 

an off-diagonal kinetic energy, t(R,R'), associated with tunneling from lattice site R to 

lattice site R. The latter ensures the particle motions that are necessary to have a superfluid 

component.1221 This model can also be represented by the standard boson Hamiltonian 

in second-quantized form. In this form the Hamiltonian is fully analogous to that of an 

anisotropic Heisenberg spin systems.11819,231 We refer here to an anisotropic (biaxial) 

Heisenberg spin system with two types of exchange interactions, J(J„ Jy, J J  and J'(J'„ 

J y, J 'J . The ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange energies in the spin flop (or 

antiferromagnetic) phase are analogous to the attractive (or repulsive) and repulsive (or
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attractive) potentials in the superfluid (or solid phase), respectively, in the quantum lattice 

gas. With a field along the i  axis, we refer to the y and f  components of the spin 

coupling as "off-diagonal".1'81 There may exist an intermediate phase between the spin 

flop and antiferromagnetic phases due to a competition between the interlayer and 

intralayer exchange anisotropies, which would correspond to the supersolid phase in the 

quantum lattice gas. This intermediate phase should be characterized by a coexistence 

o f spin flop and antiferromagnetic phases.

However, the spin system corresponding to the quantum crystal has many aspects 

which are different from the usual uniaxial antiferromagnets mentioned at the beginning:

(a) the system is of biaxial anisotropic form (anisotropic Heisenberg or XYZ-I ike); (b) 

the system contains two types of exchange interactions (J and J'); and (c) the spin 

Hamiltonian contains only linear (Zeeman) and quadratic (exchange ) terms. Thus, 

several important questions may remain unresolved. (I) What kind of real spin systems 

can exhibit an intermediate phase? (2) I f  they do exist, what should the global phase 

diagrams be? (3) Is there a tetracritical point, without cubic and fourth-order terms in 

the Hamiltonian? (4) Is it possible to confirm this intermediate phase experimentally? 

With an emphasis on these questions we will study the phase transitions and phase 

diagrams of quasi-two dimensional spin-1/2 anisotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnets, 

within mean-field theory. In the next section a generalized form of the mean-field 

approximation for a bilinear interaction system is outlined with a special attention to the 

spin systems. Following the work of Van Wier et al.,l26] the complete solutions of the 

quasi-2D anisotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnets at T=O are discussed. The finite 

temperature phase diagrams are also derived in this chapter. Liu and Fisher’s1'81
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analysis of a supersolid phase in the quantum lattice gas is directly applied to study of 

an intermediate phase in the quasi-2D spin-1/2 anisotropic Heisenberg systems. In the 

last section, we discuss the effect of spin-canting at the transition between the spin-flop 

and the antiferromagnetic phase. The necessary formulae for carrying out a numerical 

calculation are given.

(Generalized Formalisom of the Mean Field Approximation 

for a Spin Bilinear Interaction System
\

Mean field approximation can be made in a variety of equivalent ways.112,15,171 For 

a quantum system consisting of many-body interactions an exact calculation of partition 

function, Z, may be difficult or impossible. Consider a quantum spin system for which 

H  includes a single-spin part and a bilinear interaction part

A  = i  t  J l S ) 3°, U>
( y )  X =  I C t=  I

N f n  \■ Um j  ■
where §)  denotes a spin operator on the lattice site i with component X and Jfia is

interaction energy between the sites i and j  corresponding to components 

X and a  ( ct = x , y and z ). Jjja are the anti- and symmetric exchange energies, and 

hx are the components of the external field.

By considering the inequalities of Gibbs, Falk[27] has shown that for any 

approximate density matrix p', such that Trp' = I, the free energy F  satisfies the 

inequality

F < ®  = Tr(p'H) + P"1 Tr (p 'Inp') <2)
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where P 1 = kBT. Thus the best way to obtain the free energy associated with the

Hamiltonian (I) is to minimize the function 0  with respect to the approximate density 

matrix p'.

Although there is a variety of equivalent approaches in the mean field approxi

mation, all methods have in common the approximation wherein the average of a product 

of variables is replaced by the product of the averages. That is

Pmf = np,. = p , ® p 2® p 3 . . . ® p wi .

where

Pl =  Tr e~^‘

is a density matrix defined for the single site i. Putting pMF into (2), we have

^ ( P mf) =  - i  t  £  C  m f m j
(ij) X = I  a  =  I

N
+ I T r

i — I
- £  A , n p * ^ + r 'n p , L n p ,

X = I  k k

where

m,x m j

= = T r(P a w ^ jT ) '

To minimize O(P^f) under the constraints Trp,- = I and T r(p,- ^ x) nt;, we should

introduce Lagrange parameters a, , yf. Thus, we write
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C> -  OL1Trpi Trpi ^  /dp,- = 0 ,x.

which leads to

— X + (3 1 Inp,- + 13 1 — ct; — 2 =  0
X = I  X

where T r^ n  p* = Tripi S i) was used. Eq. (5) yields

p, = (ePa,'_1) exP P 2  (hx + f y s ]x . / . X= I

(5)

qj" P X ( h  + fyS}
L i

Tr expT P E  (hx + fyS}
L = i

where Tr exp| p ̂  (A +7?") ^ Z1- . The average of can be

written as

ml ( ^ )  = 

d(lnZ,:)

^(P ^)

r r ( p , s h  =

A(Ax+-A •

(7)

This equation is single particle equation of state, with the external field hx replaced by

hx+ yh Now we assume we can calculate all the single particle properties. Thus one can 

calculate the Lagrange parameter $  from the inverse ^  = B,"1 {mf) -  hx- From eq. (6) 

we have
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Inp,.
X= I

InZi.

By substituting this equation into the last terms of eq. (4), we obtain the expression for 

the function O,

JV n n
I I I
(ij) X= I <7=1

IV f

* ( { < } ,  T) - 1  I  I  J L mI mJ

+ I  I  i ; m l -  P"’ InZ,.
i = I V = I

IV N n n i i '

X O j - E  I  I  J t5 m l  mj,
• < y ) X= l  CT=I J

where the single particle potential O, for a given m l  is

0,(m,.\ T) = I i m l -  P"1 InZ,..
X = I

In order to obtain the thermodynamic equilibrium free energy, eq. (2), the value of the 

function O  should be minimized with respect to the ml. Taking the derivative

where

30,

dml

and using the fact that

din Z1- din Z1-

Eh!, ( 10)

p-

dml  r  dml

d/wA
= , 

i; dmldmf

we have
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dO
dmf' = $

(H)

and

N  n

j CT
(12a)

It is clear now that at thermodynamic equilibrium the Lagrange parameters $  in eq. (6)

have the simple interpretation of mean molecular field or effective field,

H- = ^  + A,X •

By substituting eq. (12) into (6), eq. (7) then yields the equation of state

B
N  n

VlV CT J y

(12b)

(13)

or

= B;{Hl, T) where 2 = 1 ,2 ,. . .N, X= 1,2, ...zi , 

by which {m,x} can be solved self-consistently. To be local minima, the solutions of Eq.

(10), which are equivalent to the solutions of eq. (13), should be combined with the 

condition that be a positive definite matrix.

If  there are several local minima, it is necessary to select the one corresponding 

to the smallest value of <$>. If  the matrix of d20 /dm xdmx’ has a zero eigenvalue, it is 

necessary to consider higher derivatives to determine stability. When there is stability, 

the existence of a zero eigenvalue corresponds to criticality.

To describe the critical behavior and phase transition by mean field theory, without 

loss of generality, we refer (I) to the Hamiltonian of a N-spin system. Therefore Sx is
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the X component of a spin operator at lattice site i, where \  = x , y  and z (n = 3). If we 

consider the interaction only linking nearest neighbors <ij>, Zto denotes the exchange 

interaction and is an external field (k = x, y, z). The number of degree of freedom in 

this case is 3N. It is convenient to denote the solution of eq. 13 (or eq. 10), magnetization, 

as '

{m(h,T)} = {m„ m2 ..., m3N} . (14)

The local minima and local stability of 0  are determined by d<t>/dma = 0 ( eq.(10) or (13), 

i= l,2  ... 3N) and the condition that det | d2 <t>/dmadmp \ > 0,. Criticality is defined by 

det I S2OZdmaSzTip | = 0, at an absolute minimum O. Therefore, the phase boundaries

for. second order transitions are determined by both eq. (10) (or 13) and 

det I S2 OZSmotSmp | = 0. In other words, one should obtain a second-order phase

boundary,Iic=Iic (T), by substituting (14) into det | S2 OZSmotSmp | = 0.

We introduce an expansion analogous to a Landau expansion in one order 

parameter. Consider deviations in the magnetization space from the equilibrium point 

{m(h,T)} = (m„ m2, ... m3N) in a direction, say x = (x„ X2 ... x3N), measured by the small 

parameter Sm, i.e.,

m =(tiiv m2 . . .m tN) -  (m„ m2, ... m3jV)

+ (x „x2, ... x3N)Sm .

The expansion of O at point (m) is given by

O(m ) O (m )+ E
M =  I

Q(ZTl) 

Zf!
(Sm)"

(17)

where
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(18)

The extremum condition dO/dma = 0 (eq. 10), a =  1 ,2 ,.. .SN, implies that the term linear

in 5m vanishes, C1 = O. A  necessary condition for a stable critical point is that C3 vanish. 

Otherwise, instead of a minimum one has a saddle point. In expansion (17), <D(m) is 

expanded around any thermodynamic equilibrium point {m,}. Thus the deviation, 5m, 

is a global order parameter to serve in all temperature and field ranges. Analogous to 

the Landau expansion, the critical behavior and order of the phase transitions may be 

classified by the signs of coefficients, C„:

1) for a stable phase, C2 > 0;

2) for a second order transition, C2 = 0, C2 #  0, C4 > 0;

3) for a first order transition, C2 = 0, C2 ^  0, C, < 0;

4) for a critical point, C2 = 0, C2 = 0, C4 & 0;

5) for a tricritical point, C2 = 0, C2 = 0, C4 = 0.

C2 is given by eq. (18)

3N  f  3N  0 2 <|)

At criticality, C2 = 0, thus we let

^  a=0(m)
-s x.

a, dmaidma2 ai
= 0 (Cx2= I, 2, ... SN) ,
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which means that we choose (%} to be the eigenvector of the Jacobian matrix 

S2OCm )/dmaidma2 corresponding to the zero eigenvalue so that

det I S2CVdmaiSm0l2 | = O . (19)

Therefore, eq. (19) together with eq. (10) (or 13) determines a phase boundary h = hc 

(T). The critical point (Tc, hc) then can be determined by combining with equation C3 = 

0. To. determine whether or not this point is a tricritical point, it is necessary to check 

out C4.

To discuss the phase diagrams by mean field theory in our case, we may define 

the phases by recognizing their specific symmetries from the stable solutions. For a given 

spectrum of hi} in the Hamiltonian (say, anti- or ferromagnetic Ising, xy, or Hei

senberg ... models with a specific direction of the external field), in the different regions 

of h-T space if there exists a set of stable solutions in eq. (10) (or 13) whose symmetries 

are distinguishable (characterized by some order parameters), then the thermodynamic 

equilibrium states of the system corresponding to the different stable solutions are called 

phases. We denote by (Oi1(TfA)), Jmw(TfA)) ... these different stable solutions. A phase 

transition will occur when the external physical parameters A and T are varied to cross 

to a phase boundary between the different phases. The thermodynamic potential 0  is 

continuous at a phase boundary, O7 = <$>7/. If the first derivatives of 0  with respect to the 

T and Ax are discontinuous at the phase boundary,

d 0 7 30/7 3 0 / 30//
W I r '  dA^* 3 V

then this type of transition is usually called a first order transition. If the first derivatives 

of 0  are continuous, but the second derivatives
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CJ2O B2O S2O
d r 1’ dhl z m ,

have discontinuities at the phase boundary, this kind of transition is referred to as a 

second order (or continuous) transition.

For example, the phase diagram of a uniaxial antiferromagnet with the magnetic 

field along the easy axis (say, i  axis) is drawn schematically in Fig. 4. The paramagnetic 

phase (PM) is separated from the spin-flop (SF) phase and the antiferromagnetic (AF) 

phase by the two second-order phase boundaries, SF-PM and AF-PM, respectively. The 

symmetries of those states could be recognized from the solutions of sublattice magne

tizations. The PM phase is characterized by mxI = mx2 *  O and mzl = mz2 = my] -  my2 = 0, 

while the AF and SF phases are described by ( mxl < 0, Tnx2 > O ),

mzi==inZ2=myi=my2=0 and mzl = -HIz2*  O (or Oizl=Tnz2) , mxl = mx2*0, myl= my2 = O (assuming 

y is the hard axis), respectively. It is clear from the symmetries of the solutions that the 

magnetizations are continuous at SF-PM and AF-PM phase boundaries (second order) 

and discontinuous at an AF-SF boundary (first order). Because the symmetries of both 

phases at the second-order phase boundaries are exactly the same, the phase boundary 

can be given by instabilities (stability limits, eq. (19)) in either phase. However, the 

AF phase is separated from the SF phase by a first-order phase transition which meets 

the PM phase boundary in the bicritical point Tb. Thus, the stability limit of the SF phase 

(det I cfi&sp/dmjdmj | = 0) and the AF phase (det | Apldmidmj | = 0) may not be the 

same. The first order phase boundary is determined by the condition Hp (T), Oaf = Osf, 

and is located between the instability lines ( shown as the dashed lines H%p and H^f 

in fig. 4 ) .  Whether the actual observed transition occurs at Hp(T) without hysteresis,



Fig. 4. Schematic phase diagram of a uniaxial antiferromagnet for the field applied
along the easy axis. //^5(T) and //^yt(T) phase lines represent the phase boundaries 
between the PM and the SF phases and between the PM and the AF phases, 
respectively. The first-order AF-SF transition line is indicated by Hf(T).  The
stability limits of the AF and SF phases are illustrated as the dashed lines Hff  and

H csf .
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or near and //£ . with hysteresis, depends upon the presence or absence of nucleating 

centers and local inhomogeneities.[281 This problem is fully analogous to the super heating 

and super cooling metastability in a conventional gas-liquid first-order phase transition. 

Fig. 5 shows a conventional P-V isotherm for a gas-liquid transition, and the corre

sponding H-M isotherm for the SF-AF transition. At point A the liquid is locally stable 

and the value of the free energy is equal to that in the gas at point D; the pressure Pa = 

Pd is the pressure of the true first-order transition at temperature T, which is shown in 

Fig. 5(c). For an antiferromagnet, if the field is quasistatically increased above Ha along 

the T1 isotherm in Fig. 5(b), the local minimum of the free energy changes shape, and 

the quadratic terms finally turn out to be negative definite at the point B . In spin wave 

theory, it has also been shown that the spin-wave frequency corresponding to the 

antiferromagnetic eigenmode vanishes at this point. Thus the point B in Fig. 5(b) and 

the corresponding curve in Fig. 5(d) give the limit of local stability of the antiferro

magnetic phase at T,. However, in a mean field calculation for the simple antiferromagnet 

it turns out that H 1af = H^f = Hf if one considers anisotropic exchange only. This may 

mean that there would be a first-order phase transition at this field but hysteresis. The 

spin-wave calculation has shown that H^f > H^f when spin-wave interactions are taken 

into account due to zero-point motion of the spin waves.129'30,311 In this case the hysteresis 

is entirely due to quantum-mechanical effects, but this transition has never been observed 

by magnetization or magnetothermal measurements, presumably because there are 

always enough nucleation centers present to drive the crystal into the other phase at the 

thermodynamic critical field before the field reaches the instability.1281 It should be 

pointed out that eq. ( 19) may fail to determine the instability for some quadratic interaction
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p  A

- -V, D

Fig. 5. (a) and (b) illustrate the fluid-magnet analogy in the isotherms. The instability
points B and C correspond to and shown in the phase diagrams (c)
and (d).
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systems. In this case, it is necessary to make a nonlinear coordinate transformation for 

the solution (eq. 14) of eq. (10) (or 13), or to choose other relevant order parameters to 

carry out the expansion (17). The general formalism of the mean field theory presented 

here will be valid for a relevant order parameter in a proper representation.

An Interm ediate Phase in Antiferrom agnets and 
a Supersolid Phase in the -He Film

Studies of phase transitions in magnetism have contributed to the understanding 

of many aspects of other physical systems through the analogy with spin models. For 

example, the supersolid phase in quantum crystals is fully analogous to the intermediate 

phase in an anisotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnet.[ 18-19,231

Several theoretical speculations concerning the possibility of a supersolid phase 

in quantum crystals were advanced in the early 70’s.[18"231 This new phase consists of 

two kinds of long-range order, namely off-diagonal (superfluid) and diagonal (crystal

line). It has been reasonably well established that the usual superfluid phase of helium, 

liquid He-Il, possesses off-diagonal long-range order while the normally observed solid 

phase of helium displays crystalline order. It has long been known that the ^.-transition 

in liquid 4He can be understood in. terms of a Boson condensation, as occurs in the ideal 

Bose gas. Thus the superfluid phase in 4He has been treated as a Boson-condensate state 

in a quantum lattice gas model, where one[l9"233 works with a lattice of discrete lattice 

points rather than a continuum. It is then assumed that no two particles can occupy the 

same lattice site. This constraint represents the strong forces of repulsion embodied in 

the potential V(r), the hard-core term in the Hamiltonian, which provides a strong 

long-range order (diagonal order) to fonn the crystalline phase at high pressure. The
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superfluid phase is characterized by the existence of an off-diagonal long-range order, 

related to the Bose condensation. The off-diagonal kinetic energy, t(R,R'), associated 

with tunneling from lattice site R to lattice site R'  ensures the particle motions that are 

necessary to have a superfluid component in the solid. .

Several models have been proposed to describe the superfluid and crystalline 

phases using the standard Boson Hamiltonian in second-quantized form /19,21"231 The fonn 

of the Hamiltonian has been found to be fully analogous to that of the anisotropic Hei

senberg SystemJ18"19,231 The complete equivalence between the variables in the two 

systems can be found in references (18) and (32). Fishert321 has pointed out the analogies 

between the magnetic and fluid phase diagrams. The phase diagrams of an antiferro- 

magnet and the quantum lattice gas are illustrated in fig. 6. It is apparent from fig. 6 that 

the analogy has helped in understanding the essential features of the phase diagram of 

real 4He. It is noticed that in the mean field approximation one considers essentially only 

the averaged effect of the potential. Thus in the low-pressure region (high field), the 

effective potential is attractive (ferromagnetic). While at high pressure (low field), it is 

repulsive (antiferromagnetic). If one considers only models with a repulsive (antiferr

omagnetic) interaction between the nearest-neighbors and a weakly attractive (ferro

magnetic) interaction between the next-nearest-neighbors, then mean field theory will 

be reasonable to describe the lambda (antiferromagnetic-spin flop) and the melting 

(antiferromagnetic-paramagnetic) transitions, but should not represent accurately the 

effect of the longer range weak attractions that are important in the low-density (and low 

pressure) region where the liquid-gas transition occurs. Thus, in this model the liquid-gas 

transition line is missing in fig. 6.



Crystal

Superfluid
S F o r  S F *

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Phase diagrams for (a) the magnetic system, the anisotropic Heisenberg model, 
and (b) the quantum lattice gas model.11*1
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A significant difference between 4He film and bulk was found in late 1969. 

Experiments by Rudnick et a!.l2A] and Goodstein et ai.[25] showed that surface waves in 

the unsaturated 4He film vanish abruptly at a critical film thickness with no latent heat 

which implies that the first order melting line between superfluid and solid phases could 

disappear when the thickness of the 4He film is below a critical value. Thus, a new phase, 

so called supersolid, as characteristic of the coexistence of the superfluid and solid phases 

had been introduced. By analogy with the spin system, the supersolid phase in the thin 

film of 4He is completely equivalent to an intermediate phase between the SF and AF 

phase in the anisotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnet. Fig. 7 illustrates this analogy. In 

general one can show by using mean-field theory that there can exist an intermediate 

phase characterized by coexistence of the SF and AF phases lying between the SF and 

AF phases and separated from these by second-order phase boundaries. Similarly, in 

this work we strongly suggest that an intermediate phase may exist in the quasi-two 

dimensional anisotropic Heisenberg systems with strongly ferromagnetic intralayer 

exchange and weakly antiferromagnetic interlayer. It may be possible to verify this phase 

in a large variety of layer-type magnetic metallate compounds since a rich variety of 

nonmagnetic organic cations produce large and variable separation between the magnetic 

metallate layers.

Mean Field results for Quasi-two Dimensional.

Anisotropic. Heisenberg Systems at T = OK 

We consider a general quasi-2D system with a biaxial anisotropy in the exchange 

energy. The solutions at T = 0 for an external field applied parallel to the axis preferred



Crystal Supersolid

Superfluid

Fig. 7. (a) phase diagram of a quasi-two dimensional antiferromagnet with an
intermediate phase (IN), and (b) phase diagram for the thin film Of4He with the 
supersolid phase.
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(easy) for antiferromagnetic-alignment or to the second next preferred (intermediate) 

axis can be given by mean-field theory.

The Hamiltonian of this model is written as

a, o'

• -  2 1  (/,SpSp-+ + j2s;s;,}

- 2  z  + / ' , # ; }
<<P'>

-  2 Z  A - {qa ■ S a + qp- 5 p}

(210)

where Jx, Jv and Jz are exchange constants within the layer, and J'x, J 'y and J 'z are

exchange constants between the layers. Let A and B denote the two sublattices associated 

with adjacent layers, a  and a? denote nearest neighbor spin sites in sublattice A 

(a ,of  G A), and (3, (3' denote nearest neighbor spin sites in the sublattice B ((3, (3' e  B). 

We assume that the intralayer exchange ( Ji ) is positive (ferromagnetic interaction) and 

that the average of the interlayer exchange components ( J 'x +J 'y + J 'z ) is negative 

(effectively antiferromagnetic interaction). If | / '  | «  | /  |, the model represents ferro

magnetic planes coupled antiferromagnetically to each other. Spin anisotropies due to 

exchange have been taken into account both within and between layers. This microscopic 

Hamiltonian may be suitable for study of many copper-layer compounds. In general, 

the interaction terms in the Hamiltonian (20) are dependent on the specific lattice and 

details of the exchange paths. However, we only consider the nearest-neighbor interaction 

between the layers as well as within the layers in this work. Thus, in the mean-field
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scheme, we assume that

2 Z  / , . < % >
<0,0' >

NZJi

2  z  r , < % >
< « , P >

N Z T i
<S' S ’ >„

J  .

(i = x ,y ,z ) ,
where the normalization constant N  is the total number of spin sites in the systems and 

Z and Z ' are the structure constants determined by the structure of the exchange paths 

within and between the layers, respectively, and < S' S ‘ >„ and < S 1 S 1 >n> are components 

of the nearest-pair spin correlations due to within and between the layers, respectively.

A general method to solve Hamiltonian (20) by mean field approximation has been 

discussed in the second section. The solutions can be given by solving eq. (12) and (13) 

corresponding to (20). The number of degrees of freedom in this case is 6 (/i = 3 (x, y 

and z );  N  = 2, (A, B) two-sublattice model). The six nonlinear coupled self-consistent 

equations (eq. 13) may give many possible solutions. All of the physical solutions can 

be determined by employing the thermodynamic stability conditions. To discuss general 

solutions of (2), we first consider the case of T = 0. In the.next section, we will study 

the case of finite temperature.

For a two-sublattice model, pA = e ^ AI T r e ^ A and pB — e ^ B! T r e ^ B, 

at T = 0, (P -»  °o) we have pA = pfl. Thus, the length of the sublattice magnetization 

should be, W2a = Th2b = Z  [7V(SApA)]2 = S2, constant. Therefore, the number
i  = X t Vt Z

of degrees of freedom at T = 0 is reduced to 4. In biaxial anisotropic systems, however, 

with the field directed along the easy or intermediate axes, the hard axis component of 

the sublattice magnetizations can be assumed to be zero, < Sa > = <SB > = 0. In
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this work special attention is given to the case in which the external field is applied along 

the easy axis or intermediate axis. The number of degree of freedom in this case then 

turns out to be 2. We let the £ axis be the direction preferred for antiferromagnetic 

(J'x < 0) alignment (easy direction), | J'x | > \J 'y \ and \J'X\> | J 'z \ and the z axis be 

the intermediate axis, which implies that \Jy \ + \J 'y \ is smaller than both 

I / ,  I + 1 J'x I and I / .  I + 1J ' - 1. For the case of the applied field along the easy axis, 

the zero temperature Gibbs free energy G corresponding to Hamiltonian (20) can then 

be obtained from eq. (4)

G
N — T  VmI f  + « ) 2] — T  VmI f  + K ) 2]4

Z T r T J r2 
■ ( « ) -----— (21a)

A tT  = 0 the two sublattices must be completely saturated, so

« )  + « )  = S= ,

( O 2+ ( O 2 = s= .
Thus, two variable a  and p are introduced by

mxA = S cos a , m zA = S sin a ,

W i ^ - S  cos p, = S sin p.
The expression (21a) then can be written as
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(cos2 a + COS2 P )

— - 1  ( / t -  /-) (sin2 a  + sin2 P)
(21b)

All of the possible solutions can be found by solving eq. (10), namely 

dGldtt = 0 and dG/dP = 0.

According to the symmetries of the solutions, the different phases can be defined. 

To determine the stable solutions, the dynamical (local) stability conditions should be 

considered:

However, there may exist several stable solutions (different phases) at an appropriate 

range of field H. The thermodynamically stable phase is, of course, the solution with 

the lowest G for a given H. Van Wier et. aLl26i have fully discussed this problem for the 

antiferromagnet in an orthorhombic crystal. Because of the similarity of the Hamilto

nians, their results can be directly applied to a general quasi-2D antiferrqmagnetic system.

All of the phases due to the solutions of dg/da = 0 and dG/dp = 0 are

det I d2G/BrniBm- 1 = — -
Ba1

and

I a p  ;
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described as follows ( also illustrated in fig. 8):

(a) paramagnetic phase (PM): a  = |3 = 0;

(b) antiferromagnetic phase (AF): a  = 0, P = Ti;

(c) intermediate phase (IN): | a  | #  | P | ;

(d) spin flop phase I (SF): a  = - p  *  0 (J'z < 0);

(e) spin flop phase II (SP*):ce = P ^ O  (J'z > 0).

The intermediate phase introduced here is characterized by m f  = m 2A± m 2B^  0. In 

general, there is no a priori reason that the intermediate phase should be ruled out. The 

nature of the intermediate phase is similar to that of the supersolid phase in the quantum 

crystals.1181 The non-vanishing direct or staggered magnetizations (m* orm f )are relevant 

order parameters in the intermediate phase. They reflect gradual rotation from the H to 

the f  axis or vice versa ( for m^) with increasing Hx. This phase should occur for certain 

combinations of the inter- and intralayer exchange constants. To see this, it is necessary 

to examine the local and global stability conditions.

Solving equations (22), the direct magnetization along the x direction is 

mx =SI2 (cos a  +  cos p ), are[26]

(a) PM: a  = p = 0, mx = S , m~ = 0,

(b) AF: a  = 0, P = Tt, mx =0, m~ = S,

(c) IN: a  —p ^  0, a  P ?£ 0,
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cos ( a +(B)
Z (Jx - J J S

Z V ' X+ J 'J - Z ( J X- J J - 11/2

z x r x+r  j
z ( ^ - ; j  '

cos (a  — (B) = +

ZXJfx - J ' J
Z (J,-7 = )

VgH
Z(Jx - J 1)S

Z r(Vx - J X ) - Z ( J x - J z)
z ' ( . r , + r , ) - z ( / , - / , )

and so

— (cos a  + cos (B)
a+(B a - p  

S cos —- — cos —-— 
2 2

— [I + cos ( a + P)]1/2 • [I + cos ( a - p ) ] l/2;

(d) SF:
—P = cos

-IltfAS
[Z'(J'X +J'z) + Z(JX - J z)]

and so

-\iHIS

(e) SF*:
[ZXJ'x+J'z)+Z(Jx- J J ]  .

a  p cos I ( - Z J rx + Z'Jrz -  ZJx +ZJJ

________yHJS________
Z '(J \  -  J ' J  +Z(Jz - J x)'

By applying the local stability conditions det ( ^G/dccdp | > 0, J1GIdo? >0 ., the limits

of the field corresponding to different phases could be given. These limits (phase 

boundaries) present the appropriate field ranges where the respective phases are allowed.
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Which phase actually occurs for particular H is determined by global stability. That is 

the thermodynamically stable phase must be of the lowest G. Also the free energy G 

should be continuous at the phase boundaries. Fig.9 shows the sequences of thermody

namically stable phases at T = 0 K occurring for different combinations of the exchange 

constan ts^  ( Jx > 0, Jz > 0 and J'x < 0) in our quasi-2D model with a field along the Jc 

axis.

For Z(Jx —Jz )>Z'  I / ' z I, only the AF-PM phase transition will occur. Because 

of strong anisotropy within the layer (large Jx or small J z), the system is Ising-Iike at 7=0. 

The magnetization vs. field is illustrated in fig. 10(a). The critical field HjA due to the 

first order AF-PM transition is HpA = ^  where p = Z(JX -  Jz) -  Z'(J'X + J 'z) and 

s = z y ' z- J fx) -Z(Jx-J.}.

As the anisotropy of the intralayer interaction decreases to the regime 

Z(Jx - J z ) < Z ' \ J ' z\ ,  Z ' ( -  I J 'z \ - J ' x) + Z(Jx - J z) > 0 and % r ^ > 0  as shown in 

fig. 9, a SF ( or SF*) phase occurs between the PM and AF phases. It is apparent in this 

case, Jx > Jz and | J fx | > | / ' .  | + (ZIZf) (Jz — Jx ), that the system behaves as a usual 

anisotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnet with the easy axis along i .  Fig. 10(b) illustrates 

the behavior of mx vs Hx. The critical fields H^a due to the first-order AF-SF ( or AF-SF*) 

transition and Hps due to the second-order SF-PM (SF*-PM) transition are q mr 1/2 ( or

p ,/2 S1z2 ) and r (or s), respectively, where q = Z f(Jfz- J fx)+Z(Jx - J z) and 

r  = - Z f(Jfx+ J fz) - Z ( J x - J z).

However, if Jz > Jx and Zf (— | Jfz \ —J'x) + Z(Jx - J z) > 0, an IN phase exists between 

the AF and SF ( or SF*) phases, separated from these by second order phase boundaries. 

It is obvious that the existence of an IN phase is a result of frustrated spin-alignment
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n 2 1 Z 1 Z

PM: a = p AF: a = o IN: « P
f = TT m. " f - '

m, . rr\ x m. m A X ^  a X

(b) m- / '  (C)

SF: a = - f Z SF*: « = f

mA m,
^ _____ X

(e)

Fig. 8. Magnetization of the two sublattice according to the five different phases.

SF-PM

AF-PM

AF-PM

SF-PM

Fig. 9. Sequences of the different phase transitions for different combinations of
exchange constants at T = 0 ( taken from Ref. 26 ) where Jx and Jz are positive and 

is negative.
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Fig. 10. Illustrating the different behavior of the magnetization at T  = O corresponding 
to the consequences shown in fig. 9; (a) Z T t ± Z  (Jx - J l) X )  ( 0r
%  -  J z )  > J '  I I), (b) Z tJ ft ±Z(JX-  Jt) < 0 (or Z(Zx -  Jt) < Z t | J tt |),
z V ' r ~ J fx) ±Z(JX-  Jt) > 0 and Z(Jt -  Jx) / Z T x > 0, (c) J1 > J, a n d '
Z \J ' ,  ~ J'x) ±Z(JX-  J,) > 0 (d) Z tT t -  J tx) ± Z(Jx -  Jt) < 0.

J1m PM

(a)

Hx

PM

Hx

m

(c)

PM

AF ►
Hx

Fig. 11. Illustrating the magnetization behavior at finite temperatures for the different 
phases.
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since | J ' x | > \ J ' z |- J_ > J x and I-7M-Ir J  z The behavior of m^.vs. Zfx in this case is
Jz - J x > r -

shown in fig. 10(c). The critical fields are HfA = P xa q m, Hg1 = r q mp ~m ( or sp 1/2q1/2 

) and Hps = r  ( or s ). It is noticeable from fig. 9 that the area of the region (triangle), 

in the parameter space, where the IN phase can occur is comparably small. Thus, it may 

be difficult to verify an IN phase experimentally. In most copper-layer compounds, the 

ratio of the inter- to intralayer exchange, yyj, is around IO'2 ~ IO"5. Even though some 

compounds with magnetically inequivalent layers may have the behavior \J'X\>\ J 'z I 

a n d /. > Jx, it may not match the confined condition  ̂ zl > .

For the case of Z '( -  | / ' .  \ - J ' x)+Z{Jx - / . )  < 0, it eventually results in the easy 

axis being along the f  axis instead of f  axis. Thus, the antiferromagnetic-alignment 

between the layers along the f  axis is destroyed and only SF ( or SF*) and PM phases 

can be seen in this direction. The behavior of mx vs. Hx is shown in fig. 10(d) where the 

critical field Hfs = r  ( or s).

Mean Field Calculation at Finite Tem peratures 

In this section, we discuss the details of the possibility of the existence of an 

intermediate phase at T > 0 for the quasi-2D systems phase boundaries between the SF 

(SF*) and IN, and between the IN and AF phases .

At finite temperature the density matrix p,- (eq. 6) is no longer constant. In our 

two-sublattice model we take pA and pfl as

exp(p#A • S 0)

PA ™ r r e x p ( ^ A Sa)

Cxp(PZZi) Sp)

PS "  Tr exp(PHB ■ SB) ,

(22)
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and so p = H  pAps , where H a {Hb) is an "effective" or "molecular" field at a plane of
0,(3

type A (B) which is given by (11) and (12) corresponding to the Hamiltonian (20). Thus 

the sublattice magnetizations are < Sa b > = M a b = Tr(pA B ■ SAJj). Noting that 

H ab H M a b implies

# 1 ,
Tr(pA.B ■ SAB),

for S -  1/2 the self-consistent eq. (13) then become

< SA>B > mA,B HA'B
tanh(p//A-flS)

(23)

(24a)

where i = x , y  and z. .

From eq. (11) and (12), we have the effective fields corresponding to (20)

K . b = ZJ1 mA B +Z'J ': mB + h' (24b)

with i = x, y, z, and the lengths of the effective fields

ha., = [(HlJ+ (HiJ+ (.HaJY -. <24C)
For the case of an applied field along the easy axis ( i  axis) eq. (24) turns out to

be

A
C]

 &
V mA

S
H xa

= —  tanh (PHa) 
Ha

(25a)

< % >
S

mA
S

m
= —  tanh(|3HA) 

Ha

(25b)

< % > mB Hb (25c)

S S = TJ  tanh(pHfi) 
Hb
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S = S =

(25d)

7% = + (26a)

= z / , m ; + z T , m ; (26b)

H xb = ZJx mB + Z'J'X mA + h* (26c)

Hb = ZJz m;+Z'J \m-A (26d)

(27)

At a finite temperature, it is in general possible to solve the self-consistent equations 

(25) - (27) only by numerical methods. All the types of phases can be identified by the 

symmetries of the solutions of equations (25) - (27). The phase boundaries due to 

second-order transitions can be obtained from the criticality condition, eq. (19), with 

expression (8). For a first-order transition, the phase transition line between two phases 

is given by the boundary condition of thermodynamic stability, O1 = On, where Oi n 

are of the expression (8) corresponding to two different phases at the transition line. The 

results discussed in the last section for 7=0 will then follow as a special limit here.

Similarly for the case of 7=0, the magnetization behavior at finite temperatures 

for the different phases are represented schematically in fig. 11. The lengths of the 

sublattice magnetization < Sa b >2 (rnl,B) are no longer constant at T?K). They are a
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function o f both the temperature and the field. Since there are no analytic solutions for 

equations (25)-(27), m'A B (i = x ,y ,z )  are not appropriate order parameters to analyti

cally study the phase transition. It can be shown that, by choosing appropriate order 

parameters to replace m'A B in equations (16) - (19), the method discussed in the second 

section can still be applied nicely in most of the cases to yield an analytic solution for 

the phase boundaries.

For the AF-PM phase transition as shown in fig. 11(a) similar to fig. 10(a) at 7=0, 

the appropriate order parameter for analyzing the transition is ml  = ml  -  mB. AF and 

PM phases are characterized by m l *  0 and ml  =  0, respectively. Fig. 11(a) shows an 

Ising-Iike case (mj B = 0). However, for an anisotropic-Heisenberg antiferromagnet a t a 

finite temperature, the thermal fluctuation always leads to < S za b > ^  0 so  that SF ( SF*) 

will occur before the PM phase takes place with increasing field. Thus, the appropriate 

formal order parameter for analyzing the PM-SF (SF*) transition is m zA or mj; for 

the SF-AF ( or SFe-AJ7) transition it is ml  = m l - m l .  Fig. 11 (b) shows the behavior 

of magnetization vs. field at T*0. The phase diagrams corresponding to this case are 

illustrated in figs. 4 and 6.

Once the IN phase occurs, the first-order AF-SF ( or AF-SF*) transition is 

forbidden. The IN phase exists between the AF and SF (SF*) phases, separated from 

these by second-order phase boundaries. The magnetization behavior for this case are 

shown in fig. 11(c) corresponding to the possible phase diagrams illustrated in fig. 7(a). 

The appropriate order parameter for analyzing the SF-IN ( or SF -IN ) transition is 

ml = m l ± m B, for the IN-AF phase transition it is ml  or mj. If  there exists a 

multicritical point, there is an AF-PM second order transition. The five phase-boundary
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lines, PM-SF ( or PM-SF*), SF-AF ( or SF*-AF), SF-IN ( or SF*-IN), IN-AF and PM-AF, 

will be called the PS (PS*), SA (SA*), SI (SI*), IA and PA lines, respectively. In this 

section our special attention focuses on the case of existence the IN phase.

Liu and Fishert181 studied the phase diagrams of a quantum lattice gas model with 

particular reference to the existence of a supefsolid phase. Analogous to antiferro

magnetism, the SF* phase was considered characterized by ^  0 (mA = mB). In

their model, / ' .  is positive ( J '  > 0 , in their notation ). To study the IA and SI* phase 

boundaries, they have chosen ml = mA-  trig as an order parameter. However, for J \  < 

0 the SF phase is characterized by m zA = -trig so that the sign of m zA is opposed to that of 

m zg at SF phase (fig. 7(a)). Thus, we may choose ml = mA + mB as a order parameter to 

study SF-IN and IN-AF phase transitions. Following their work, we discuss the details 

of phase boundaries in the both cases of J 'z > 0 (SF*) and J r1 < 0 (S F ).

To obtain the IA boundary, it is convenient to start from low field where AF phase 

is described by mA = mg = 0. Above the IA boundary, the IN phase is assumed to occur 

described by m zA^ m zB and m zA #  -m'B. Thus, an appropriate order parameter should 

be

I (28)
ml = -{m'A±mg).

Introducing a small perturbation resultant field (l/2)Zi+ in the Hamiltonian along the f  

axis, hJ2 E  (sza + SI), for < 0 , and a staggered field (I /2 )h , (hJ2) X (Sl-Sa)  for
O.P ■ ■ a,p

J' .  > 0, equations (25) and (26) then become

(31)
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m; = I ZJz m; + Z'J '7 m l - - h ±
tanh((3//fl) (32)

with the rest of equations remaining unchanged. The Gibbs free energy, G, can be 

obtained from the Helmholtz free energy, Q?(hx, T , Zzd), by

O -  I h±dml O - Zz.
(33)

where

(34)

and O  is given by expression (8) corresponding to the equations (25a), (25c) (26a), (26c), 

(27), (31) and (32).

G can be expanded in a power series of ml  near criticality as

G = G o + Q K f+ Q M '+ Q K )* +  ™
From (34), we have

h± = 2C2(m±) + 4C4(md)" + ... . (36)

The equilibrium condition is determined by h± = 0. The stability implies C2>0. As we

discussed in the second section, the instability condition (19), C2(hx,T)=Q, will give the 

required IA second-order phase boundary.

By substituting eq. (36) into eq. (31) and (32), subtracting eq. (32) from (31) and 

adding eq. (32) to (31), one finds that ml  and ml can be expressed in terms of ml, m l , 

Ha and Hb. Also, h+ or h. can be expressed in terms of ml, ml, Ha and Hb from eq. 

(31) and (32). Replacing ml (or m l)  by a power series of ml, ml  =. E  S*(ml)n, ( or
n = O

m l , 777+= E  SlXml)"), thus left sides of equations (35) and (36) can be expressed in
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terms of m z+ (or / / A and Hb. By equating the coefficients of equal powers

of ml ( or ml) on both sides of equations (35) and (36), Liu and Fishert'81 have shown in 

zeroth order

(37)Hao = ZJx tanh((3//A0) + Z fJ fx tanh((3//fl0) + hx 

h b o  ~ z Jx tanh((3//B0) + Z tJ rx tanh((3//Ay) + h* 

where Hao and Hbo are effective fields with Zti=O, and in first order

(38)

^  C2F 1+ (ZiF 1- I ) S f  = ( I - Z tF 1)
(39)

- I  C2F2+ (ZiF2- I ) S f  = - ( I  - Z tF2)
(40)

where

Zi  = (ZZ; ±Z 7;„)

Zt = (ZJz + Z T  

Fi = Hao Ianh(PH40),

F2 = Hbo tanh(pHB0).

At the IA phase boundary, C2=O, eliminating Sf in equations (39) and (40), we have

[ ( Z T f  -  (ZZz)2] (Hao • Hfl0)-' •

• tanh(pHA0) • tanh(p/fB0) + ZZz [tanh(p//A0) 

+ tanh(p/ZB0)] - 1  = 0.
(41)
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Simultaneous solutions of equations (37), (38) and (41) gives the IA phase boundary,

V=Hia(T).

To derive the SI (SI*) phase boundary it is convenient to start from the high field 

side where, throughout the SF (SF*) phase, we have | | = | mj | and = m^. Again

we consider the same perturbation field (l/2)/z± along the f  axis and zn± = l/2(mj ±  mj) 

as the order parameter. By considering the terms of the same order in and noting 

Hao = Hbo = H0, it is found in zeroth order that

(S0I 2 + {hx)2l{ZJz + 1 Z'J'_ I -  Z T x -  ZJxf  = tanh2(P//0)

Ianh(Pff0) = HJ(ZJt + Z ' \ J ' t\, 

and in second order

'(S0Y  [(Z 7 ',)2 -  (ZJ2 ±  Z T ,  -  Z J J 2] •

(Z /z+ Z 7 > Z 7 ; - Z / J  [I - ^ - ( Z J 2 ± Z 7 'J

• ^ C 2 + Z /z+ Z 7 ,zj f ( f f 0)] =

1 1
[2(Z/z± Z 7 'z) - - C 2 [ [ l -  — /'( f f0).- (44)

( Z 7 ; - Z J J . ( ± Z 7 '2+ZJ„)]

where /'(Tf0) = [Tf01 Ianh(Pff0) ] . By using the instability condition C2=O (at SI phase

(42)

(43)

boundary) and combining equations (42) and (43), the relation (44) becomes

I + P(±Z7 ': -  ZJ2) -Sech2(^H0) 'A' 2 = K - , s, I -  p(Z/; ± Z 7 'r) • ^cA2(Pff0)
tanh (pff0)

(45)

where ffs/. SJ is a critical field at 7=0,
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H 2 = - Z J x - Z T x -
sr’sl I ZJx -  ZJz ± Z T z - Z T x

[(Z/, - Z V ',  - Z J , ) ' -  ( Z V ', ) : f  . (46)

The SI and SI* phase boundaries, Hx=Hsr sr(T), then can be given by a simultaneous

solution of (43) and (45). The ± sign in Eq.(43) and (45) correspond to 

J'z > O ( S Z )  and J 'z < 0 ( S I ) cases, respectively.

The paramagnetic phase boundaries, PS ( or PS*) and PA phase lines which are 

well known133"351 could be determined in the same way. The PS ( or PS*) boundary, 

Hx=Hps(T) ( or Hpg.), is given by

Ianhpzz0
ZH0

ZJ2± Z T z

(47)

and

Hx!(ZJz ±  Z T z -  ZV ', -  ZJx)
H0

ZJz ± Z T z
(48)

where the ±  sign refers to J'. > 0 for PS* and J rz < 0 for PS, respectively.

The PA line, Hx=Hpa(T), is determined by

I + P (Z T x - Z J x) Sech2(PH0) = 0 (49)

and

H0 = ( Z T x +ZJx)tanh(pH0) + Hx . (50)

As T 0, so that P -> oo, one finds that Hia(T) (eq. (37), (38) and (41)), Hsr 5/.(T)

(eq. (43) and (45)) StndHps ps^(T) (eq. (47) and (48)) reduce to the zero-temperature results, 

namely, ZZ7̂ , Hsr sr and Hps ps* given in the previous section. Also, one may show 

that the SF (SF*), IN and AF phases are the appropriate stable phases by demonstrating
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that the coefficient C2 of G expression have the correct sign on both sides of the phase 

boundary lines.

At the AF phase, the expression of C2 could be derived through eq. (37) - (41), 

C2 = C2(Hia, hx, p, Hao, Hbo). Since eqs. (37) - (41) are obtained from the AF phase, 

C2 should be positive hx<HIA. Unfortunately, even though there is an exact expression 

for C2 it is so complicated that one cannot easily see what relation it imposes on the 

various temperature, field and interaction parameters. At very low temperature, Liu and 

Fisher have shown

C2 -  [(.h'f-IHuf}(ZJz± Z ' r ,  + Z 'J \ - Z ' J \ ) .  (51>

At zero-temperature, the denominator in (51) is negative, which is the criterion for the

existence of the NI phase at T=O discussed in the last section. Therefore, the AP phase

should be stable at low temperature (C2>0, HxKHia).

In the SF phase, it can be shown from equations (42) - (46) that C2>0 for hx>HSI 

(HSJ. ) . Thus the SF (SF*) phase is stable.

Before ending this section we briefly discuss the possibility of existence of a 

tetracritical point. We know that there may be an intermediate phase between the 

spin-flop and antiferromagnetic phases, at 7>0. The two phase boundaries, SI and IA, 

depend on the exchange constants in a rather complicated manner. Liu and Fishert'81 

have pointed out that there is a special case in which the four lambda lines (second order 

phase transition lines), PS (PS*), PA, SI (SI*) and LA, meet together at a single point. In 

this case the point at which the four phases coexist is referred to as a tetracritical point. 

At the tetracritical point, (Tt , Ht ), the effective field H0 (a solution of (47) and (48)) for 

the PS boundary is also a solution of both sets of equations that determine the IA and SI
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boundaries ((37), (38), (41), (43) and (45)), H0 = Ha0 = Hpo.

The existence of a tetracritical point is well understood for systems usually having, 

high order interaction terms, cubic and fourth-order, with strong anisotropies in the 

Hamiltonian. For example, mean-field calculations for the spin-1 Ising model in ternary 

mixtures and for tetragonal XT-Iike antiferromagnets have shown the existence of a 

tetracritical point. But according to Gibbs’ phase rule, a single-component (one order 

parameter expression in G) system cannot have more than three coexisting phases. Thus 

in general the tetracritical point exists only in the systems with high order anisotropic 

terms (symmetry-breaking fields) in the Hamiltonian. Indeed, Gibbs’ rule applies only 

to phases which are sufficiently distinct which transition between them is of first order. 

In quadratic-interaction systems (our case), however, the four phase lines (lambda lines 

or second-order lines) joining together at tetracritical point correspond to continuous 

transitions. Thus, as Liu and Fisher pointed out, it seems to mislead to regard the distinct 

phases as "coexisting" at the tetracritical point. It could be understood as two distinct 

types of long-range order occurring simultaneously.

Since there is no completely analytic solution for this system, there is no generally 

sufficient criterion for the existence of an intermediate phase at a finite temperature. In 

fact the presence of a tetracritical point ensures the existence of the intermediate phase. 

Thus one may seek a sufficient criterion for its existence in this case. From (49) and

(50), one finds the N6el temperature

%  = (Z/„ -Z 7 '„ ) . (52)
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If the AF-PM transition is of second order for Tt<T<Tn and h*<Hr,then the tetracritical 

point should be the common intersection point of the PA, PS (PS*) and SI (SI*) lines. 

Thus, it can be shown from equations (43), (45), (47), (48), (49), (50) and (52) that

Liu and Fisher have presented a practical criterion which states that if the LA phase line 

lies below the SI phase line (HIA<HSI), then at the tetracritical point (Tt , Ht ) there must 

be

where Tt is given by (52) and (53). The derivative (54) could be analytically evaluated 

from (43), (45), (47), (48), (49) and (50), but this expression is too complicated to see 

what relation it imposes on the various interaction parameters. It is apparent that this 

criterion strongly contrasts with that at T=O as given by Z'(-J  \ 'z \ -  J 'x) +Z(JX-  J2) > 0. 

Therefore, it has been suggested that an IN phase occurring at finite temperature with a 

tetracritical point might not extend down to zero temperature.

Since there is no general criterion for the existence of an 'IN phase at a finite 

temperature, the first-order SF-AF (SF*-AF) transition may occur below the temperature 

at which an IN phase terminates. To solve for the first-order SF (SF*) -AF phase transition 

line, it is necessary to solve the self-consistent equations (25) - (27). Putting two sets of. 

stable solutions of eq. (25) - (27) corresponding to SF (SF*) and AF phases respectively 

into the expression of Helmholtz free energy <E>, eq. (8), one can obtain a SA (SA*) first 

order phase boundary h*=HSA SA-(T) from thermodynamic boundary condition, 

®SFtS F ^ x>T) = Qaf(IixzT). From the behavior of the metamagnets,-36"411 it is well

(53)

m sj( T ) m T=TT < \d Hia(T)/dT~\T=Tt (54)
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known that the PA phase transition may change from second-order in low fields near Tn, 

to a first-order transition at highe fields and low temperature. There is strong evidence 

from numerical calculations to support this conclusion.1183

Sj i n  Canting Effect in the Transitions of Quasi-two Dimensional Systems 

The spin canting effect responsible for weak ferromagnetic behavior in essentially 

antiferromagnetic materials is caused primarily by two types of mechanisms, i.e., 

single-ion anisotropy and antisymmetric exchange. The antisymmetric exchange term 

with form D ij -(Si X S j) was originally suggested by Dzyaloshinsky[421 on purely sym

metry grounds. Moriyat43'441 showed that it was due to the effect of the spin-orbit term 

on the superexchange interaction. In the Brillouin-Wigner perturbation treatment, this 

term is a second order spin-orbit interaction in the spin Hamiltonian/433 The constant 

vector, D ij, is due to the difference of matrix elements of orbital angular momentum 

between the two ions. Thus, the direction OfDij is dependent on a difference of the local 

crystal field axes between the two ions. The magnitude ofZ> is around the order o f—J
g

estimated by M oriya/43'443

Studies of the phase transitions of the simple uniaxial antiferromagnet with 

Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction have been made in the mean-field approxi

mation at T=O. For a uniaxial anisotropic antiferromagnet (anisotropic exchange) with 

a D vector perpendicular to the easy axis and an applied field along the easy axis, it was 

found that there is a gradual rotation of the antiferromagnetic axis, with increasing field, 

from a position parallel to one perpendicular to the easy direction. Thus there is no first 

order SF-AF transition as would occur in the case of an antiferromagnet/453 With an
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additional single-ion uniaxial anisotropy, Fairall and Cowent46j have shown that a first- 

order SF-AF transition will occur even with an applied field away from the easy axis by 

an angle a  < a c where a c is a critical angle which is strongly dependent on | D \, exchange 

and single-ion anisotropies. Although there is no analytical expression for (Xt., numerical 

calculations showed that for angles larger, than this critical angle the sublattice magne

tizations turn continuously from an antiferromagnetic configuration into a spin-flop 

configuration/461 For D = 0, this critical angle is of the order147"481 anisotropy/exchange. 

With DM vector, D , perpendicular to the direction of applied field, the paramagnetic 

transition is destroyed/45’461 F o r //  not parallel to D , a quasi-paramagnetic1461 transition 

is observed which manifests itself as an inflection point in the susceptibility.

In this section, we study an effect of DM interaction in the anisotropic Heisenberg 

(biaxial anisotropy) quasi-2D system, with applied field along the spin axes at 7>0. 

Several configurations of sublattice magnetizations and phase transitions are proposed. 

Due to a complexity, a general formalism at finite temperatures is presented in order to 

carry out a numerical calculation.

For the quasi-2D systems, by means of | / '  | / | /  | «  I it is still possible that the 

DM interaction presents both within and between the layers. In this work, we discuss a 

case that DM interaction only presents within the layer processing in the next-neighbor 

since | D | ~ | | arid \ D '  \ ~\ ^ rJ '  I (for the most of copper-layer compounds,

IJ 'U  I ~ IO-2 -  IO-5). Also, we assume that D is perpendicular to the x-y plane (parallel 

to y axis). Thus at ground state with a zero field (7=0, / /  = 0) spins in the layers will be 

canted each other within the x-y plane (easy plane) as shown in fig, 12(a). In this case 

weak antiferromagnetic behavior occurs along f  axis. There is no weak antiferromagnetic
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behavior along y axis unless j) vector rotates away from y axis.

For the case of an applied field along £  axis (h = hx), the three configurations of 

sublattice magnetizations with the siinplest (highest) symmetry, x-y plane as a mirror 

symmetry plane, are identified. Fig. 12(b) shows an AF phase with the canting angle 

P > a  where S a, S af belong to one layer (layer I ) and belong to another layer (layer 

2). With increasing field, a first-order transition between the AF and SF phases will 

occur. The SF phase are illustrated in fig. 12(c) in which S a, Sp belong to layer I and 

S a., S^  belong to layer 2. A quasi-paramagnetic phase (QP), is defined as shown in fig. 

12(d) (Sa, S p e  layer I, and S a, Sp, e  layer 2). The magnetization behavior is sche

matically shown in fig. 12(e).

Due to the symmetry, a two-sublattice model is adequate here. Thus the effective 

fields can be denoted as follows,

AF phase (fig. 12(b)):
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m  a

Fig. 12. Magnetization of the two sublattice corresponds to the Hamiltonian (20) adding 
the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction, (a) AF phase for the / f  = 0, (b) AF phase 
for O < H1 < H s a  (c ) SF phase for the Hx > / / 5CA, and (d) QP phase for the Hx > H q 5 .
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Hxa. = Hxa = Ha c o s  a,

Ha, = -Ha = -Ha sin a,

Hp = //p = Hb cos P,
ant  ̂ Hp = -//p  = - / / fl sin P

where a, a' e  layer I and also belong to magnetic sublattice A, P and P' e  layer 2 and 

also belong to magnetic sublattice B;

SF phase (fig. 12(c)):

/ c = K = Ha sin y,

N
 

ti

Il = -Ha c o s  y ,

Hxp = / / ; = Hb sin 5,

Hp '
fIi = -Hb cos 5,

w h e r e  a , p  e la y e r  I, a '  a  P' e  la y e r  2, a  a n d  a ' G s u b la t t ic e  A a n d  p , P' G m a g n e t ic  

s u b la t t ic e  B;

QP phase (fig. 12(d)):

Hxa. = Tfp = H a = T7p, = TT cos (|)

= //p  = - H a = -ffp, = - / /  sin (J) 
where a , P g  layer I and a', P' g  layer 2, one sublattice model is reduced here.

For the AF phase, we take p of the form in eq. (2)

n  exp(P//A S i) exp(p//fl • S j)
P A/ Tr exp(p//A • S i) Tr exp(P//fl Sj)

where i e  A, and j  e B. One has, for S

Tr exp(p//A g ■ S i, )  = 2 cosh(p//A „ S) (Ha bIIS,,), and thus

1/2 ,
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P ^T V (P lnp) = I  • ^ 7- I l n P cos (p //,5)]|

where the lengths of sublattice magnetization are

mA,B = s  • tanh(p/rA flS). (55)

Now we add DM  interaction term, X  D ■ {S; x Sj), into Hamiltonian (20) and consider

the expression (2). We have expression of O for the AF phase 

O ZJr
4

ZJ1
4

ZD

[-£  ml  sin2 a +  ml  cos2 a]

\ -k  ml  sin2 $ + ml  cos2 p]

___ 7 7 )
— — [ml sin 2a] — — [ml sin2 2p]4

Z T x
2

Z T ,

mAmB(-  sin a  sin P -  cos a  cos p)

mAmB (I ~ k') Sijn a  sin P

-  — (mA cos a - m B cos P)

+ + / Z g f M g ) In [2 cosh (p/rAS)]

-  lh[2 cosh (PTTbS)],

(56)

where k = JJJx, k'  = J fJJ fx, and mAB is given by eq. (55). Free energy in the AF phase 

is obtained by minimizing (56) with respect to mA, mB, a  and P:
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mA [k sin a  -  cos2 a]

ZD . Z T x
rnA sm 2 a  H— - — mB cos(a -  P)

Z T r
mB (I -  k') sin a  sin P (57a)

h Ha
— c o sa  + —  = 0 
2 2

ZJ
—  ̂ [k sin2 P -  cos2 Pl

ZD n Z 'Z \
—  mB sm 2p + — mA cos(a -  P)

Z T r
~ Y (I -  &') sin a  sin p

(57b)

+ — cosB + —— = 0 
2 2

’X_2 , 1N ZD 2^ mA (A: + I) s in 2 a -  — mA cos2a

Z 7 ;
+ - r -  mAmB sin(P -  a)

2

Z T r
m Am B (I “  cos a  sin p (57c)

mA sin a 0



I

dO
d a

Z/,
4

ZD
jnB (A: + I) sin 2P — —— /Mg cos2P

Z rJ tx
2

Z7'

/Mj4Mtg sin (p -  a)

TJTa J T I b  (I -  k ' )  sin a  cos P

(57d)

-  -m g  sinP = 0

The equilibrium variables, mA(T,h), mB(T,h), « (7 , /»), p(7, A), / / A(7, A) and He(JtK),

are the simultaneous solutions of (55) and (57). By substituting these solutions into (56) 

we have free energy in terms of T and A for the AF phase,

^ A F  ~  I 7A F ( T j h )  .

For the SF phase, the expression of O is given as 

O - Z J r

(58)

jnAJnB (sin ysin § + A cos ycos 5)

Z 7 \
2

ZD

mAmB (sin ysin 5 -  cos ycos 5)

/MA/Mg sin(8 -  y) (59)

-  | ( m A siny+zM gSin5)+^(AA/MA+//gZMg)

where
-  ln[2cos(p//AS)] - ~ h i [ 2  cos(P//flS)].

S • tanh(P/fA,gS) (60)
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Similarly, the free energy of SF phase is given by minimizing (59) with respect to 

mA, mB, Y and 5:

d0> (61a)
M i  = *

d@ ' (61b)
M ,  = 0

dO n (61c)W =
dO (6 Id)

- a s  = 0

Simultaneous solutions of (60) - (61) give us the equilibrium variables, 

mA(T,h), mB(T,h),y(T,h),  d(T,h), H A(T,h), and HB(T,h). Thusfreeenergy 

for the SF phase can be obtained from (59),

The phase boundary, h = Has(T), between AF and SF phases (first order) then can be

given by matching eq. (62) to (58), FSF(T,h) = Faf(TjH) .

To obtain a second-order phase boundary between SF and QP phases, it is 

necessary to employ the instability condition, eq. (19). We list all of the elements of 

Jacobian matrix corresponding to free energy expression (59) in the polar coordinate 

for SF phase:
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S2O
~  = °’ S g

S2O
dmAdmB 

Z'J'

0,

— ^  (sin ysin 5 + ^cosycosS)

^ cos(y + o )-----—  {k -  l)sinY sino

sin(5 -  y),

C : =
dmAdj  

Z'J'

— mB (cos Y sin S-

.  Z 'J'*
2 sin(Y + 5 ) -----—  ms (A:

ZD _ / 9 ' h
+ r z - m B cos(S - Y ) - T  cos y,

sin ycos 5) 

l)cosYsinS

d =

/

^ 0  Z7X
= — — mB (sinycos 5

dwAdS 

Z'J'
2

ZD

Z 7 \
sm (Y  +  S )  — w B (A

-  ArcosysinS)

-  l)sin.Yc6sS

2

dmBdy 

Z'J'

mB cos(5 -  y) ,

ZJx
— — mA(cosY sin5-

Z'Z'X
2 ™b sm(S + y) -  —  mA (k

t  sin ycos 5) 

- 1)

cos Ysin S + - ^ -  mA cos(S -  y),
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Et2Og = ^ ^  mA (sin Y sin 5 -  A; cosy sin 5)

Z tJ tr Z tJ tr
m A  s in ( Y +  5 ) -------m A(^ ' -  I )

sin y cos 5 -  mA cos(5 -  y) -  cos 5,

h =
^2O

mAmfl(sinysin 5 + A: cosycos5)

Z fJ tx
- ^ - m AmB cos(o + y) 

Z T
+ - ^ - f n AmB (kf -  I) sinysinS

+ ^  mAmB sin(5 - y ) + | m A siny,
2

B2O
a #

Z 7 ',

ZJ
— mAmB (cosycos 8 + & sinysin (5)

„ Z7%
- r f i A r i i B c o s (Y  +  8 )  -  — —  m Am fl

ZD
(kf -  I) cosycos P — — mAmB sin(5 -  y),



j  =

+

+

where mA,

™a™B (sin ysin 5 + A: cos ycos 5)

Z T x
—^ m AmB cos(y+5)

Z '/ ' ,
—̂̂ - r h AtnB(k - l ) s in y s in 5  

—  mAmB sin(5 -  y) + sin 5,

^5» Y and 5 are given by the simultaneous solutions of equations (60)

S2O Z J x

- (61). The critical line for the SF phase can be obtained from eq. (19), which is

— b2hj + 2bcfi  + b2i2 — 2bcgi

-  2bdfi  + 2bdgh + c2g 2 -  2cdfg

+ d 2f  = 0. (63)

Eq. (63) gives us an instability line

h = Hqs(T) (64)

at which the SF phase terminates. Above this line, h>HQS{T), the QP phase occurs. Since 

the transition between SF and QP phase is of the second order which means the free 

energy and magnetization are continuous at the phase boundary, the equation (63) is a 

necessary and sufficient condition to determine the phase boundary.

In the QP phase, which configuration of sublattice magnetization is shown in fig. 

10(d), the expression O simply is of
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— — — — in [—k sin2 (() + cos2 (}>]

ZD „ Z T x .
— — m sm 2(j)------— m cos 2<|)

- Z T ,
m (I -  &') sin (]) — hm cos<|)

-  Hm  -  ^  In [2 cosh (^ //5 )]

where

m = S ■ tan h (P //S ).

Free energy is then given by minimizing O with respect to m and <j>:

= ZJxm [A: sin2 <)) — cos2 ())]

- Z D m  sin2(j>

- Z ' J ' xm cos 2§ - Z ' J ' x (I -  k')rn sin2(j)

and

- h  cosfy+H = G

dO
d<])

= -—-m 2 (k + I) sm2^

—ZDm2 cos 2(|) + Z'J'x m sin 2(j) 

Z'J'  _
(I — k') m sin2(t) + hm sin(t) 0.

(65)

(66)

(67a)

(67b)
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Thus solutions of equations (66), (67a) and (67b) give the equilibrium variables in terms 

of 7  and h,m(T,h), ty(T,h) a  H (T, h ), which leads to free energy (65) in terms of 

T and h, Ofip = FQP(J,h).  It is clear from eq. (67b) that a pure paramagnetic phase 

(<J> = 0) is prohibited as long as £>*0. The term "quasi-paramagnetic" phase (QP) used 

here is referred to this meaning.

At the second order SF-QP transition (h=HQS given by (64)), the free energy is 

continuous which implies

Fqp(T,Hqs(T)) = Fsf(T,HQs(T)). (68)

It should be pointed out that an instability field, h=Hc(J), in which the QP phase 

determined by

det I Jacobian matrix Ifip = = O (69)

should be identical to the phase boundary, Hc(T) = Hqp(T), since the transition is of

second order. Otherwise, either first order transition will occur or a third phase exists 

between SF and QP phases.

So far we have considered the case which an applied field is along (easy) axis 

analogous to an uniaxial anisotropic antiferromagnet with AF, SF and QP phases. In 

general, there may exist an intermediate phase between the SF and AF phases for the 

biaxial anisotropic systems with DM interaction. Because of the off-diagonal exchange 

coupling (referred to DM interaction) in the self-consistent eq. (25) - (26), it is nontrivial 

to derive analytic solutions for the phase transformation lines. However, it may be 

possible to verify some consequences by carrying out numerical calculation. Even though 

a numerical analysis is a straightforward task, we have not carried out a complete survey.
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In the limited range of parameter values numerical calculation has been carried out to 

compare to the results of experiments.

For the case which an applied field is along £ (intermediate) axis, the analysis is 

fully identical to that of an applied field along i  axis in the SF and QP phases. By simply 

switching the spin components Sx with S t in the Hamiltonian, all of the equations given 

for the SF and QP phase are valid to this case. Since £ axis is assumed to be easy axis, 

there is no SF-AF phase transition along f  axis, and so critical field is expected to be 

higher than that of along £ axis.

For an applied field along y (hard) axis, a paramagnetic phase will occur since D 

is a constant vector and along y  axis. A SF phase in this case is more complex than that 

in the previous cases. However, it is apparent that the canting angle between the two 

spins approaches to zero as field approaches to paramagnetic critical field. Thus, for 

ID I«  IJ '  I, paramagnetic phase boundary h =Hps(T) can be approximately obtained 

from eq. (47) and (48). For j D  | ~ | / '  |, due to a complexity, we do not discuss the details 

here.

A canting angle in the ground state with zero field (7=0, Zt=O) can be obtained 

from eq. (57c) or (57d). Letting a  = p and mA = mB, eq. (57c) or (57d) then leads to

2 a tan~l
_________2ZD_________‘
z / ^  +  ^ + z ' / ' ^ r - i ) }

O f course, the effective field then can be given by solving eq. (57a) and (57b).
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIM ENTAL STUDIES ON MAGNETIC PROPERTIES, PHASE 

TRANSITIONS AND CRITICAL BEHAVIOR OF QUASI TW O DIMEN

SIONAL SYSTEMS [C6H5(CH2)nNH3I2CuBr4 ( n = I , 2 and 3)

Introduction

The magnetic properties, phase transitions and critical behavior in layer 

perovskite-type transition metal salts with the general formula (RNH3)2MX4 ( R = 

organic group, M = divalent metal ion: X = F , Cl', or Br ) have been of particular 

interest for a long time.11"101 Many of these compounds have been studied in attempts 

to verify theoretical predictions regarding two-dimensional (2D) and quasi-2D magnetic 

systems since a rich variety of nonmagnetic organic cations produce large and various 

separations between the magnetic metallate layers.

It is now firmly established that the phase transition for the ideal 2D Heisenberg 

system at nonzero temperature is not related to long-range order, even though it is 

characterized by an infinite initial susceptibility.[" '141 In contrast, quasi-2D ferromag- 

nets, which are systems that deviate from ideal isotropic 2D systems by the introduction 

of spatial and spin anisotropies, are well known to have a finite transition temperature 

related to the onset of long-range order.1'5"201 Thus, the behavior of low field magneti

zation and the degree of divergence of the initial susceptibility at the transition tem

perature play an important role in indicating the difference in the critical behavior 

between the real quasi-2D system and ideal isotropic 2D system.

Although a complete theoretical study of quasi-2D magnetic systems has been
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not carried out yet, mean-field theory still can provide a considerable task to study phase 

diagrams of quasi-2D systems. One of the striking questions which remains unresolved 

is whether or not the intermediate phase actually exists in the real quasi-2D magnetic 

systems. It may be possible to verify this phase experimentally in a large variety of 

layer-type magnetic metallate compounds which contain strong ferromagnetic intra

layer and weakly antiferromagnetic interlayer exchanges. Over the past years,11-31 phase 

diagrams of a large number of copper layer-type compounds have been studied 

experimentally. Much attention has been focused on the spin-flop phase. In the many 

cases, the anisotropy is introduced only via interlayer exchange. Within the layer it is 

usually assumed that exchange coupling is isotropic ( Heisenberg ). Thus the first-order 

AF-SF transition along the easy axis ( antiferromagnetically aligned interaction between 

the layers ) is expected. The isothermal magnetization is then expected to be discon

tinuous at the critical field in this context. However, once intralayer anisotropy is 

considered, the first-order AF-SF transition may be forbidden. As we have discussed 

in the Chapter I I , within mean-field theory, an intermediate phase can exist between 

the AF and the SF phase while the exchange constants satisfy the conditions:

I I > I / ' z I , / z > / ,  > 0 and rl > p  In this case the isothermal magnetization is

continuous through all the phases. Even though most of the copper layer-type com

pounds behave as an anisotropic Heisenberg system due to both inter- and intralayer 

coupling, the confined conditions mentioned above may not be satisfied in many of 

the cases.

The magnetic susceptibilities of the series of (RNH3)2CuX4 compounds with X 

= Cl or Br+ have been studied extensively.111 They are characterized by nearly Hei

senberg ferromagnetic intralayer coupling, with a small 1 - 5 %  XY (Cl) or Ising (Br) 

exchange anisotropy. The interlayer coupling is generally very weak, especially for
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large R groups, and both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling are 

observed. The class of compounds [C6H5(CH2)nNH3]2CuCl4 have been reported to 

belong to the rare group of insulating 3D ferromagnets.12'a2] A detailed EPR study of 

these compounds has been recently undertaken to probe their local anisotropies. One 

feature of this study was the observation of effects due to magnetically inequivalent 

layers which implied that the interlayer coupling was less than IO"3 K.[23]

For the case of very small interlayer coupling, the systems may exhibit 

near-2D behavior even close to a critical point. It seems to be important to study the 

critical behavior of these systems experimentally in attempts to compare with 2D critical 

theories, which have been extensively developed recently.124"251 In particular, the 

principle of conformal invariance has led to remarkable progress in the theory of 2D 

critical phenomena.136-411 The classification 2D critical theories may be universally 

characterized by the conformal anomaly ( as we have briefly introduced in Chapter I ). 

Such applications of conformal invariance in 2D critical theories require that a system 

of short-range interactions at the critical point be not only translationally and rotationally 

invariant but also scale invariant. Although no experimental work has been reported to 

verify the 2D conformal critical theory so far, it is possible to verify the applicability 

of such "universal" 2D critical theory for a realistic 2D system by testing the scaling 

invariance from the critical point data. Therefore, it should be very interesting to apply 

the scaling law to analyze the results of isothermal magnetization measurements near 

the critical point for a 2D ferromagnet.

In this chapter, we report the magnetic studies of new quasi-2D systems 

[C6H5(CH2)nNH3]2CuBr4 with n = I, 2 and 3. The single crystals of these compounds 

were supplied by the chemistry department of Washington State University. The 

structure determination has been made by X-ray analysis on a Nicolet RM3 difffac-
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tometer at Washington State University. All three salts contain antiferro-distortive 

layers of planer CuBr2 4 anions separated by the double layers of the C6H5(CH2)nNH3+ 

cations. The arrangement for each Cu2+ ion is a tetragonally elongated octahedral 

arrangement. The structure of the n = 2 compound'421 is similar to that of 

(C2H5NH312CuCl4.[43] The layer arrangement is shown in fig. 13 . The details of 

structures of the n = I and n = 3 salts are not known yet, but some features need to be 

noted. The lattice constants (A) are a : b : c = 10.558 : 10.486 : 63.473, 7.654 : 7.756 

: 38.042 and 7.774 : 7.804 : 39.350 for n = I, 2 and 3, respectively.'441 The in-plane 

crystallographic axes for n = I are rotated by 45° with respect to those for the n = 2 

structure, doubling the size of the repeat unit within the layer. The length of the c axis 

is also doubled leading to a four layer repeat in that direction, so that adjacent layers 

will not be structurally or magnetically equivalent. In all cases, the large interlayer 

separation ensures the presence of weakly magnetic dipolar coupling between layers.

Magnetizations and susceptibilities of these compounds are studied in this work. 

Isothermal and rotational measurements on the single crystals are carried out. Initial 

susceptibility of powder samples is also measured. Magnetization phase diagrams along 

spin axes are obtained. It is shown that there is strong ferromagnetic ordering within 

the layer and very weak antiferromagnetic coupling between the layers in these com

pounds. Strong spin ansiotropy and complicated spin ordering are found. Along the 

spin easy axis due to the antiferromagnetic ordering between the layer, the experimental 

evidence for a possible existence of intermediate phase is given for the n = I and 2 

compounds. Mean-field theory results are compared with the experimental results. It 

is found that the exchange anisotropy of interlayer is quite different from that of 

intralayer. It is suggested , due to the resolution of experiments, that there is D-M 

interaction within the layer. Thermodynamic analyses of the experimental results are
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C

•  = Cu

O  =  Br

Fig. 13. Illustration of the layer structure in [C6H3C2H4NH3J2CuBr4. The d  axis is 
coming out of the plane of the illustration.
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also presented. Scaling analyses are employed to study critical behavior of these 

powdered compounds. It is seen from isothermal data near the transition temperature 

that scaling hypothesis does not hold. Transition, temperatura, exchange constants, 

exchange anisotropies and critical exponent y for these compounds are given in this 

work.

Experim ents and Results

M agnetizations and susceptibilities of single crystal [C6H5CH2NH3I2CuBr4

The single crystals of [C6H5(CH2)^NHJ2CuBr4 with n = I, 2 and 3 in the form 

of dark shiny non-hygroscopic plates were measured by a EG&G Model 155 Vibrating 

Sample Magnetometer (VSM) with a Janis Variable-Temperature helium Cryostat 

system. The approximate dimensions of the crystals are about 4.0 x 3.5 x 0.45 mm3 , 

3.0 x 3.0 x 0.35 mm3 and 3.5 x 2.0 x 0.35 mm3 for n = I, 2 and 3, respectively. The 

temperature was measured with a Lakeshore carbon-glass resistor mounted above the 

sample and the temperature of the sample was controlled by regulating the rate of helium 

gas flow and the heater current. By pumping on the sample chamber, the temperature 

of the helium gas in this cryostat can reach down to about 1.7 K. The Bell model 625 

gaussmeter and Model XOQ4-0025 transverse flexible probe were used to measure the 

applied field. The set-up was calibrated via the known saturation moment of nickel 

obtained from the National Bureau of Standards. The systematical error of the mag

netization measurement from VSM was estimated to be less than 5%. In the mea

surements of the isothermal magnetization, the system was given 8 seconds to come to 

equilibrium while the interval of swept field, M i,  was chosen to be less than 100 Ge. 

In the low temperature and low field regions, the wait-time between the data points had 

to be set at least 10 seconds when M t  is chosen from 100 to 300 Ge.

Because of the relatively large magnitude of the magnetization for these
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compounds, the correction of demagnetization effect for the field is necessary. The 

demagnetization factor, d,  along the c axis ( perpendicular to the plane of plate ) and 

in the plane of plate are estimated to be dc = 0.85,0.84 and 0.82 and dab = 0.075,0.075 

and 0.09 for n = 1 ,2  and 3, respectively. These values have been calculated for a thin 

oblate spheroid1451 with the areas of cross sections approximately equal to that of the 

samples. Although the correction is relatively insignificant in the plane of the plate (less 

than 1%), the correction made perpendicular to the platelet (i.e. the c axis) amounts 

to 20% for the field at the transition region.

For the n = I compound, the isothermal magnetization was first measured with 

an applied field perpendicular to the plate ( along the c axis ). The field was swept from 

250 Oe to 0 Oe. The results are shown in fig 14. No hysteresis was found. For tem

peratures T > 2.6 K, the isotherms were found to be completely reversible. It is clear 

from fig. 14 that there is a second order transition in the c direction. At temperatures 

below about 6 K , the slopes o f the isothermal magnetization vs. applied field slightly 

increase until the field reaches to a critical field where the magnetization starts to be 

saturate. At this point, the isothermal susceptibility has a discontinuity. At temperatures 

above 6 K, in contrast, the isotherms exhibit slight rounding near the critical field. This 

is indicative of a continuous transition in which the critical field is determined in 

principle by a point of inflection in the dM/dH vs. H curve. Full linear dependence was 

found at temperatures above approximately 15 K. It is noticeable that the departure 

portions from linearity to saturation set in at very, low field region, Hc < 100 Oe. Thus, 

one may conclude that if  this second order transition would be mainly thought to be a 

transition from spin-flop to paramagnetic phase, the spin preferred axis within the 

layer (due to a strongly ferromagnetic coupling) is then along the c axis. For conve

nience, we may denote f  as one spin axis, along the c axis. At temperatures below
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around 6 K, however, the magnetization before the saturation is reached increases more 

steeply with applied field than expected from the molecular field theory, and this 

deviation from linearity has a natural explanation herein. Many antiferromagnets offer 

this kind of nonlinearity of the perpendicular magnetization/46"501 and various inter

pretations have been suggested to explain this phenomena. De Jongh has given a review 

of the possible origins of this deviation1481 and concluded that it is caused by instabilities 

in the magnetic system near the thermodynamic critical field/511 A zero-point spin-wave 

deviation/521 a biquadratic exchange term in the Hamiltonian153’551, a crystal-field 

approximation ( strong cubic potential and weak trigonal distortion )1471 and an effect 

of spin canting146"501 also cause this behavior.

With a field parallel to the surface of the plate ( the ab plane) a rotational 

measurement of isothermal magnetization at T = 4.5 K  was performed. By rotating the 

crystal along the <? ( z) axis with each step of 5°, two distinct directions in the plane of 

plate have been seen. Fig. 15 shows the result of this measurement for the n = I crystal. 

The magnetization along a direction away from one of the crystal axes with an angle 

of about 30° ( denoted as the y axis in fig. 15 ) is found to be linearly dependent on 

H up to about 1000 Ge. Along the direction perpendicular to y  axis in the plane ( denoted 

the ̂  axis) the magnetization increases linearly up to about 200 Ge then increases rapidly 

where the slope exhibits a "near" divergence. As the field rotates toward the y direction 

in the plane, the slope of the isothermal magnetization gradually decreases as shown 

in fig. 15. There is no hystersis to be found in these orientation measurements. Fig. 

16 shows the results of isothermal measurements along the J? axis at several different 

temperatures. It is apparent from fig. 16 that there is a critical field where the mag

netization starts to rapidly and non-linearly increase ( S-form ). This threshold field 

gradually decreases as temperature rises and it disappears as T  reaches around 12.6 K.



0 3 6 9

Field (Oe) 102

Fig. 15. The results o f rotational measurements ( 15* apart) of isothermal
magnetization at T  = 4.5K with field parallel to the surface of the plate (ab plane ) 
for then  = I single crystal.
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Fig. 16. Isothermal magnetization data at several different temperatures with the field 
along the x axis.
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12.59 K
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13.19 K
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Figure 16 - Continued
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Although the slope of the magnetization at critical field seems to be nearly divergent, 

there is neither a discontinuity in the magnetization nor a discontinuity in the slope of 

the magnetization. If the $ axis actually is the easy axis, a second order transition may 

be occuring in this direction. An intermediate phase, therefore, may exist in this case 

Since this phase does not produce a sharp transition as in a first order AF-SF transition. 

It should be pointed out, according to this measurement result alone, that this transition 

still can be argued to be a first order AF-SF transition for the following reason. If  one 

assumes that there is a weak antiferromagnetic exchange between the layers with the 

spin preferred (easy ) axis slightly out the xy (ab) plane, the transition ( S-form portion 

of M vs. H ) is expected to be a first order AF-SF transition. The small critical field, 

Hc ~ 200 Oe, is mainly due to the small antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange. The 

discontinuity in the isothermal magnetization exactly along the easy axis will be indeed 

observed with taking into demagnetizing effect account.

Along the f  axis, the result of the isothermal magnetization measurement for the 

n = I compound is shown in fig. 17 . The measurement was carried out with the field 

swept from 5000 Oe to 0 Oe. This result reveals ferromagnetic behavior. In the high 

field region, the magnetization slowly increases to reach the full saturation. It falls down 

linearly as the field decreases in the low temperature and low field regions.

Upon closer inspection of the M vs. H curves ( fig. 18),  it seems that there 

is no apparent SF-PM phase transition in the £  direction. It can be suggested that a 

Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (D-M) interaction is present within the layer. This high order 

anisotropy is due to the antisymmetric part of the super-exchange tensor, which 

describes the quadratic part of the interaction between two spins, and is of the fonn: 

D lj ( S i X Sj ) .  The D-M constant vector D may be ( nearly ) perpendicular to the Jc 

direction and ( nearly ), aligned in yz plane ( rather close to y axis ). In this case, the
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4.32 K 
6.60 K 
8.43 K 
12.19 K 
15.08 K

Fi eld (Ge) E3

Fig. 17. Isothermal magnetization data with the field along the y axis at several 
different temperatures.
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Fig. 18. Isothermal magnetization with the field along the spin principle ( x, y and z ) 
axes for the n = I single crystal.
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SF-PM transition along f  axis is destroyed. Because of this effect of spin canting, only 

a SF-quasiparamagnetic phase transition would be expected which manifests itself as 

an inflection point in the susceptibility.1561

Measurements of the low field susceptibility as a function of temperature were 

carried out on the VSM with an applied field H = 50 Oe for a single crystal with n = I . 

The results along the i  , y and z directions are shown in fig. 19. The very large sus

ceptibility observed along z axis is clearly indicative of a very substantial ferromagnetic 

interaction and predicts eventual ferromagnetic ordering along this direction. Along 

the f  and y directions, the data reflect weak antiferromagnetic behavior. It is clear 

that this compound contains strong exchange anisotropies. The weak antiferromagnetic 

moment along £ axis is the result of a weak antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange. 

This agrees with the results of the isothermal measurements ( fig. 16 ). Because the 

antisymmetric exchange vector D may not be perfectly aligned along the y axis and 

because the exchange anisotropy within the layer leads to the y axis being hard axis, 

as shown in fig. 18, weak antiferromagnetic behavior in this direction is expected to 

be seen in the susceptibility measurement. The large magnetic moment obtained along 

z axis, which remains essentially constant up to the transition temperature, indicates 

that the anisotropy field due to the ferromagnetic intralayer exchange along this 

direction is much bigger than that along y direction. The data of %2 shown in fig. 19 

also reflects the usual behavior of perpendicular susceptibility for an antiferromagnet.

M agnetizationsandsusceptibilitiesofsingle crystals [C6H3(CH2)nNH3J2CuBr4 with 

n = 2 and 3

The results of isothermal magnetization measurements show that the n = 2 

compound has essentially the same magnetic behavior as that of the n = I compound.
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Fig 20 shows the results of isothermal measurements along the three axes. There is a 

small remnant magnetization at H = O for the n = 2 compound, and a small kink occurs 

at about 300-Oe along y axis. For the n = 3 compound, the magnetization behaves quite 

differently from that of the n = I and 2 compounds in the plane of the plate. Fig. 21 

shows the results of the rotational isothermal measurements in the a b ( x y )  plane for 

n = 3. There is no sharp first order or S-form transition to be found in the plane. However, 

along z axis the magnetization behaves similarly to that of the n = I and 2 compounds. 

These results are shown in fig. 22. Furthermore, the low field susceptibilities along the 

three axes also show that the magnetic structure of this compound is similar to that of 

n = I and 2 compounds, as shown in fig. 23.

The fact that there is no sharp first order or S-form transition to be observed in 

the plane for the n = 3 compound may be explained by assuming that the easy axis due 

to the antiferromagnetic-alignment between the layers lies out of the plane of plate 

for this compound. Unlike the n = I, and 2 compounds, the angle between the easy axis 

and i  axis for n = 3 compound may be expected to be relatively large so that the AF-SF 

transition eventually can not be seen within the plane. Thus, only a second order SF-PM 

or SF-QP phase transition can be observed in the x-y plane. It is interesting that there 

may exist a critical angle between the easy axis and i  axis. This critical angle charac

terizes a maximum angle at which the AF-SF transition can occur. The values of the 

critical angle for several uniaxial antiferromagnets have been calculated by using 

mean-field theory.156"581 For a simple uniaxial antiferromagnet, the critical angle a c at 

T  = O K  was found to be around K/J, where K and J are anisotropy and exchange 

constants, respectively. In our case, it is nontrivial to estimate the value of a c since the 

systems are constructed by inter- and intralayer exchanges. The existence of strong 

anisotropies due to both exchange and antisymmestric exchange results in the systems
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Fig. 20. Isothermal magnetization with the field along the spin principle axes for the n 
= 2 compound.
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Fig. 22. Isothermal magnetization data along the z ( c) axis for the n = 3 compound.
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behaving as biaxial anisotropic ( XYZ-Iike ) rather than uniaxial-like. However, from 

the results of rotational isothermal measurements in the plane, fig 15, it is apparent 

that there is no such critical angle in the plane of the layer at a finite temperature.

M agnetizations and susceptibilities of the powdered samples

The measurements of magnetizations and susceptibilities of powdered samples 

were performed on the VSM. The zero field a.c. susceptibility of powdered samples 

was carried out by an ac mutual inductance bridge using a superconducting quantum 

interference device ( SQUID ) as a flux detector. A bridge frequency of 80 Hz was 

used. The accuracy of zero-field was estimated to be about ±1.0 Ge.

These powder samples of weights 101 mg, 96 mg and 91 mg for n = I, 2 and 3, 

respectively, were measured. The isothermal magnetization measurements were per

formed in the field range 0 < H < 4000 Oe from 2.9 K to 35 K. A full linear dependence 

of the magnetization vs. field up to 5000 Oe was found above approximately 19 K for 

all compounds. The susceptibility vs. temperature above 20 K was obtained from the 

direct measurement of the magnetization at an applied field 5000 Oe. The isothermal 

magnetization data of these samples at several. different temperatures were obtained 

with the field swept from 3000 Oe to 0 Oe and are shown as points in fig. 24 for n = I . 

A similar behavior was seen for n = 2 and 3. Hysteresis at low temperature indicates 

ferromagnetic behavior with approach to saturation beyond about 3000 Oe. The remnant 

magnetizations are relatively small which implies that the magnetizations, at low field 

range as shown in fig. 24 , are suppressed compared J with those for usual 3D 

amorphous ferromagnets. This feature will be clear when the static scaling law is applied 

to analyze the isothermal magnetization data near the transition temperature. From the 

results of crystal measurements, it is apparent that the layers are weakly coupled
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antiferromagnetically. Thus, an antiferromagnetic behavior at low temperature and low 

field ranges is also expected in the powder samples. The small remnant magnetization 

observed may be related to a multi-domain structure or inhomogeneity in the samples.

The magnetization vs. temperature curves for several different applied fields are 

shown in fig. 25 for the n = I compound, with similar behavior observed for n = 2 and 

3. All of the samples were measured from 4.2 K to about 35 K up to 5000 Oe. At low 

temperatures, the gradually increasing values of magnetization as the temperature 

decreases show that these compounds are mainly ordering ferromagnetically. The 

magnetization of the n = 2 sample is weaker than that of n = 3 sample at relatively high 

fields and low temperatures.

The susceptibility data in the temperature range from 20 K to 200 K were obtained 

from the measurements of magnetization vs. temperature at an applied field of 5000 

Oe and are shown as solid points in fig 26 for n = I. The data were fitted to a high 

temperature series expansion for the eclipsed 3D Heisenberg model including both J 

(nearest-neighbor intralayer exchange) and J f (nearest interlayer exchange). A non

linear optimization program was used to minimize the standard deviation between the 

experimental and the calculated susceptibility with J and J '  as variables. In order to 

make the truncation of the high temperature expansion valid up to fourth order, we have 

chosen the minimum temperature to which the data were fitted to be a value of J/kBT 

= 0.70. The values of J obtained to best fit the data are 25.0 K, 22.7 K and 21.1 K for 

n = I, 2 and 3 , respectively. Fig.26 shows the calculated result corresponding to the 

best fit for n =  I. Since the powder data only reflect an average of the crystal data, at 

a relatively high field the magnetization of the powder mainly behaves as a ferromagnet 

due to a strong ferromgnetic ordering within the layer. Thus, it should be pointed out 

that the two-parameter fit was insensitive to the small interlayer exchange coupling J '
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Fig. 25. Magnetization vs. temperature at several different applied fields for the n = I 
powdered sample.
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Fig. 26. Magnetization susceptibility versus temperature for the n = I powdered
sample. The solid line is the best fit result calculated by a high-temperature series 
expansion with J/kB = 25.0 K and \J '  \lkB < 1 .0  K.
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which means that the values of J '  could not be reliably determined here.

The zero-field a.c. susceptibility vs. temperature data are shown as the points in 

fig 27 . It is clear from fig. 27 that there is a peak corresponding to the transition 

temperature Tc indicative of a second order phase transition from the paramagnetic state 

to an ordered state. For a simple ferromagnet, the zero-field susceptibility at the 

demagnetized state ( M =0, H = 0), the so-called initial susceptibility, is usually expected 

to be divergent at T = Tc. However, due to the spin and lattice anisotropies and the 

demagnetization effect, many ferromagnets do not show this divergence. It is clear 

from fig. 27 that there is no sharp divergence for these powdered samples. There are 

no exact general expressions for the susceptibilies of the quasi-2D systems so far. For 

most of the ferromagnetic copper layer compounds with a weak antiferromagnetic 

interlayer exchange, the transition temperature, Tc , is still characterized by a point 

where the maximum positive slope of susceptibility occurs ( in % vs. T ). In this 

experiment, however, the zero-field a.c. susceptibility was not carried out at a initial 

state (M  = 0, H = 0 )  for T c  Tc because of the small remnant magnetization due to the 

domain structure. Furthermore, an amount of uncertain field , +1 Oe, due to the accuracy 

of the field measurement could change the size and formation of domains. This effect 

as well as a small demagnetization field will blunt the sharpness of the peak.

The results of the magnetization measurements ( figs. 18 and 20 ) and the low 

field d.c. susceptibility measurement ( figs. 19 and 23 ) show that these compounds 

behave antiferromagnetically along the.v and y axes due to the weak antiferromagnetic 

interlayer exchange coupling. Thus, the polycrystalline powder a.c. susceptibility as 

shown in fig.27 reflects a resultant susceptibility of the spin principle axes ( figs. 19 

and 23 ), Xpowder = 1/3 ( %x + %v + %.). The order temperature Tc, therefore, is not deter

mined by the point at which a maximum of the susceptibility occurs. Fishert591 showed
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Figure 27 - Continued
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Fig. 28. Numerically differential plots, A(% • T)/AT vs. T, taken from the zero-field a.c. 
susceptibility data (fig. 27). Tc = 12.81 ± 0.05 K and Tc = 12.85 ± 0.05# are 
estimated corresponding to the peaks a) and b) for n = I and 2 sample respectively.
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that the temperature variation of the specific heat c(T) of an antiferromagnet is essen

tially the same as that of the temperature derivative of the product of the susceptibility 

and temperature, C(T) = A - ^ -  = A ■ (% + T • j, where A is a slowly varying function

of temperature. This expression implies that any specific heat anomaly related to a 

transition will be associated with a similar anomaly in ^  or Thus, the transition 

temperature Tc is associated with a positive infinite or maximum ( usually observed in 

experiments) gradient in the parallel susceptibiltity. It has been seen from fig (19) and 

(23) that the relatively large perpendicular susceptibility observed remains approxi

mately constant below Tc ( |p  —» 0 ). The temperature derivative of the zero-field
- S T iX dr  ■ Xg

susceptibility of the powder ( -^r-) then is mainly taken as characteristic of Thus, 

the values of Tc can be estimated corresponding to the positive maximum slope of Xp • T 

vs. T. Figs. 28(a) and (b) show the results of numerically differential plots, A%p • T  / AT 

vs. T, for the n = I and 2, respectively. Tc = 12.81 ±0.05 K and 12.85 + 0.05 K are 

obtained for the n = I and 2 samples respectively. For the n = 3 compound, there is no
dx

apparent positive peak in vs. T. The value of Tc for this sample was estimated to be 

10.2 ± 0.2 K corresponding to the peak of %p vs. T, which contains an uncertain error.

Date Analysis. Discussion and Conclusions 

M agnetic phase diagram s

To the resolution of our experiments, the isothermal magnetizations ( figs. 18 and 

20 ) and the susceptibilities ( figs. 19 and 23 ) along the three axes show that these 

compounds have strong anisotropies and complicated spin ordering.

The results of the experiments for these quasi-2D systems may be summarized as 

follows: ( I ) the spins within the layers in these compounds are strongly ferromag- 

netically ordered. The powder magnetization data ( figs. 24 and 25 ) show the
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200.0
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100.0

Fig. 29. Magnetic phase diagrams along the z axis for the n = 1 ,2  and 3 compounds. 
The solid line shown in (a) is a calculated result of the PM-SF transition line from 
mean-field theory ( eqs.. 47 - 48 ) with the values of the exchange constants listed 
in table IV.
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T (K)

Fig' 3 u phase diagrams along the hard axis (y ax is). These data indicating
the PM-SF phase boundaries for the n = I, 2 and 3 compounds are estimated from 
the isotherms along the y axis ( fig. 17).
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n = 3

Figure 30 - Continued
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ferromagnetic behavior. The results of susceptibility measurements ( fig. 6 ) show strong 

ferromagnetic intralayer exchange on the order of 20 - 25 K. Magnetization and sus

ceptibility data along the f  ( c ) axis ( figs. 14, 19, 20 and 23 ) also exhibit strong 

ferromagnetic behavior; ( 2 ) it is suggested from the results of magnetization and 

susceptibility measurements along axis ( figs. 15, 16, 19, 20 and 23 ) that these 

compounds order antiferromagnetically between the layers. Since the critical field 

where the AF phase terminates is very small, the antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling 

is then expected to be very weak. These critical fields are estimated to be 150 - 250 Oe 

from the magnetization data ( figs. 16 and 20 ). The susceptibility data ( figs. 19 and 

23 ) also indicate the weak antiferromagnetic behavior along the i  axis. The calculated 

high temperature expansion fitted to the powder susceptibility data ( fig. 26 ) shows 

that the intralayer exchange is rather small ( < I K ); ( 3 )  it is clear from the data of 

the isothermal magnetization along f  axis as shown in figs. 15, 16 arid 20 that the 

antiferromagnetic easy axis is along ( or nearly along) th e f  axis. Thus, we may conclude 

that the interlayer exchange anisotropy should be as | / ' ,  | > | J 'y \ and | J'x | > I / ' r I for 

the n = I and 2 compounds. However, it is quite conclusive in figs. 14, 17, 18 and 20 

that the critical field along z  axis is much lower than that along y axis. The strong 

ferromagnetic moment observed in the f  direction ( figs. 19 and 23 ) also clearly 

indicates the strong ferromagnetic ordering along £ direction. Consequently, a strong 

anisotropy field along the £ axis due to the intralayer exchange is expected, which is 

described by Jz > Jy and Jz > Jx. According to the results of mean-field theory described 

in chapter i n  (fig. 9), if | / ' ,  | > | J ' : I ( <  0), Jz > Jx > 0 and Z'( | / ' ,  | - 1 J \  j ) > Z 

( Jz - Jx ), the intermediate phase should occur in the x direction. Therefore, we suggest 

that the S-form portion of isothermal magnetization along x  direction (figs. 16 and 20) 

is described by an intermediate phase; ( 4 )  a spin canting effect may be present within
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600.0
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10.0 Tn(Tc) 15.0

Fig. 3 1. Magnetic phase diagrams along the x axis. The dots shown in a) and b), which 
estimated from the isothermal data (fig. 16) according to fig.11(c) discussed in 
chapter m , represent the SF-IN and IN-AF phase boundaries for n = I and 2 
compounds. The SF-IN phase transition line (SI) given by a simultaneous solution 
of eqs.(43) and (45), the IN-AF (LA) phase transition line given by the simultaneous 
solutions ofeqs. (37), (38) and (41), and the PM-SF (PS) phase transition line given 
by the solution of eqs. (47) and (48) are shown as solid lines in a) with the values of 
exchange constants listed in table IV for n = I compound.
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Table HI.

I 2

H U 110 130

H u 2 0 0 190

h I, 2 8 0 270

Tn 12.81 12.85

Critical fields at T = O K for n = I and 2 compounds.

Z = Z ' =  1/2 n = 1

j . 25.45K
-0 .1 7 4 K

j . 25.49K

I 0 .0712K

Table IV. Values of the exchange constants for n = I single crystal.
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the layer. In the relatively high field range the magnetization along the 5? direction, 

shown in fig. 18, is weakly dependent on the field and close to full saturation (T  = O 

X Mt M® g S = 5.585 x IO3 emu-Oe/mole with g = 2.09[44] and S = 1/2. Thus, the PM 

phase is observed in this direction. Since Jz > Jy, one expects that the magnetization in 

the z direction should be fully saturated too in high fields. However, it is apparent from 

fig. 18 that the magnetization in the z direction is considerably smaller than that in the 

y  direction. Also, the large rounded curvature of the magnetization along the Jc direction 

(fig. 18) indicates that there is no SF-PM transition occurring in this direction. Therefore, 

it is reasonable to assume that a D-M interaction present within the layer with D parallel 

to the y direction exists. The spins are canted to each other within the x-z plane in the 

ground state. In this case, a quasiparamagnetic phase (QP) along the Jt and z directions 

is expected to exist.

According to these consequences, the different phases in the different field and 

temperature regions can be identified for these compounds and phase diagrams can be 

obtained. The phase diagrams in the z ( c) direction for the n = I, 2 and 3 compounds 

are shown as points in figs. 29 (a), (b) and (c), respectively, which are obtained from 

the results of the isothermal magnetization measurements along the z direction ( fig. 

14). The critical fields for all compounds are relatively low. In the temperatures below 

about 6 K for the n = I compound ( about IO K  for the n = 2 com pound) the critical 

field linearly decreases with temperature, Tc(H), decrease. By a closer inspection of the 

isotherm curves ( fig. 14 ), it is possible to argue that this unusual behavior could be 

caused by an effect of spin canting as we have mentioned before.

The figs. 30 (a), (b) and (c) show the phase diagrams along the y axis as obtained 

from the isothermal measurements. Due to the rounded portions in the isotherm curves 

(fig. 17), the estimated critical fields then contain a certain error. These phase
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boundaries are much higher than that along f  direction which indicates that the y  axis 

is a hard axis. It seems ( fig. 30) that the PM and SF phases along the y axis are 

separated by a linear boundary ( H vs. T ).

Along the f  axis the S-form portion in the isotherms for the n = I and 2 compounds

was shown earlier to be due to the intermediate phase which occurs between the SF (or 

SF) and AF phases separated from these by second order phase boundaries. These phase 

boundaries obtained from the results of isothermal measurements along £ axis for the 

n =1 and 2 compounds are shown as points in figs. 31 (a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 31

(d) shows the phase boundary of the n = 3 compound in the i  direction. The general 

feature of the intermediate phase in quasi-2D systems has been fully discussed within 

mean-field theory in the chapter n. We attempt here to compare the theory with the 

results of experiments for the n = I and 2 compounds. The experimental values of 

critical fields, Hc(O), at zero temperature can be estimated by extrapolating the phase 

lines carefully in Figs. 29(a), 29(b), 30(a), 30(b), 31(a) and 31(b). These values are 

listed in table HI. The experimental values of Tn ( for n= I, and 2 ) obtained from the 

results of a.c. zero-field susceptibility measurements are also listed in table IH.

We focus only on the n = I compound since the magnetic properties of n = 2 are 

very similar to that of n = I compound. According to mean-field theory as we have 

described in chapter IH, if  an IN phase exists, the zero temperature critical fields are 

given by

Hcsa = [ z(/, - J z ) -  z ' o I+r j f  [z'(i j ' z I-/ ',)-  z(/, - J z ) ]m , (?o)

H cPS= Z ' ( \ J ' z \ - J ' x) - Z ( J x - J : ), (71)

H ja = [Z(Jx - J z) - Z V rx - I . r „  I) ]1/2 [Z(JX - J z ) - Z V rx + U rz I ) ].1/2, (72)
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[(UM-^)-ZCW,)]
[Z(Jx - J 2) - Z '  {\rA+rx)f2 
[Z(JX- J 2) - Z ' ( J 'X - 1 I)]1/2

and

(73)

T f^  = Z V , .  (74)

Using the experimental results listed in table in  for then  = I compound, the exchange 

coupling constants are then obtained from equations (70) - (74). These values are listed 

in table IV. The ferromagnetic intralayer exchange constants obtained here, Jx = 25.45 

K and Jz = 25.49 K, are very close to the result, J = 25 K, given by the fit Of the high 

temperature series expansion to the powder susceptibility data ( fig. 26 ). With these 

values, the finite temperature phase boundaries can be calculated ( which have been 

described in the section 5 of chapter III). The phase line, ( IN -A F) IA is given by the 

solutions of equations (37), (38) and (41). The SP-IN transition line ( SI) is given by a 

simultaneous solution of eq.(43) and (45). The paramagnetic phase boundaries, PM-SF 

( PS) and PM-AF (PA) lines, are given by equations (47) and (48) and equations (49) 

and (50), respectively. Equations ( 47) and (48) also are valid for the PS line along f  

direction if one simply switches Jz with Jx and J \  with J fx in equations ( 47) and (48). 

The results of numerical calculations for these phase transition lines, with the coupling 

parameters of the n = I compound given in table IV, are shown as solid lines in figs. 

29 (a) and 31 (a). It is clearly seen in fig. 31(a) that the calculated results of the phase 

transition lines, IA and SI, agree fairly well with the experimental data at relatively 

low temperatures. Above 10 K, the deviation between the theoretical and experimental 

results rises. It is not surprising to see this deviation near the critical point since 

mean-field theory is based on the assumption of small fluctuations. Nevertheless, we 

present here an example to show a possible existence of IN phase in the quasi-2D
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magnetic systems. Because of an effect of spin canting in the paramagnetic region, the 

PM-SF transition in the £  direction cannot be experimentally observed in the mag

netization measurements ( figs. 16 and 31(a)). Thus, the theoretical PS transition line, 

without taking D-M interaction into account, fails to agree with the experimental result 

in the £ direction ( fig. 29(a)).

We point out that in figs. 31(a) and (b) that the IA and SI transition lines seem to 

merge, into a single point with finite field. Thus, a tetracritical point where the QS, SI, 

IA and QA transition lines meet together may be present. However, we do not have 

strong enough evidence to conclusively indicate this multicritical phenomena so far 

since the QP-SF and QP-AF transitions could not be easily observed with our current 

experimental techniques.

Apart from the effect of spin canting, as discussed in Chapter II, Liu and Fisher 

have shown that there may exist a tetracritical point at which PS, PA, SI and IA phases 

could coexist. This tetracritical point, ( Tt, Ht), is given by the expression (53). In our 

case, it is found by numerical calculations that the critical value Ht is too small to 

compare with our data. Nevertheless, the mean field theory is not expected to be suc

cessful since large fluctuations will be involved in the critical region.

The magnetic anisotropies are also explored through EPR line width analysis.1421 

The strong temperature dependence of the EPR linewidths in indicative of phonon 

modulation of the spin anisotropies as principal broadening mechanism due to the large 

spin orbit coupling of the bromide ion. For the n = I compound, at liquid nitrogen 

temperature, the linewidths are considerably narrowed ( AH ~ 1 5 0 e )  and remain 

isotropic in the plane of the layer WithAff0 = /AHb = 72.0 ±2.5G and Affc = 80.5 ±2.5G. 

Thus, the Dz component of the antisymmetric exchange and the axial component Jz of 

the symmetric exchange make the dominant contribution to the linewidths.1421 For n =
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2 , at liquid nitrogen temperature in ab plane there is strong angular dependence of the 

linewidth. The detailed analysis yields[42] \ Dh \! \Da \ = 1.15. The dominance of the 

Jz components is also confirmed. Consequently, it agrees with the results from

crystal g tensors are nearly axial and qualitatively the g values vary roughly from 2.04 

- 2.05 normal to the layer ( gc ) to 2.08 - 2.09 in the plane of the layer ( ga and gb ). 

Because.of the antiferrodistortive arrangement of the planar CuBr42' anions, the fol

lowing relations hold approximately ( neglecting tilting of the CuBr42' anions ): 

gc ( c rystal) ~ g, ( single ion ) and

ga ( crystal) ~ gb (crystal) ~ 1/2 g, ( single ion ) + 1/2 g/7 ( single ion ).

Thus we have, approximately, g, ( single io n ) ~ 2.04 and g/7 ( single io n ) ~ 2.14. The 

easy axis for the n = I and 2 compounds should nearly lie in the ab plane.

Therm odynam ic considerations

Considering a second-order phase boundary in general, Tc = Tc(H) or Hc = Hc(T), 

Pault601 has shown that the following thermodynamic relations should be valid near a 

second-order phase boundary:

magnetization measurements ( D nearly aligned along y axis and Jz > Jx, Jy ). The

"d M ) _  dTc C 
Kd T ) H~ d H T +A

(75)

A2 (76)

(77)

and Fisher’s relation1591 /  ^  ̂ -}2rr ^
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where % = %(H, T) is susceptibility, M = M (H, T) is magnetic moment and C = C ( H, 

T) is heat capacity. The variations of A 1, A2, A3 and A4 are slowly varying functions of 

H and T near the phase boundary but away from the critical region, which can be 

negligible at a transition. For an antiferromagnet, M = 0 at H = 0, we usually have 

dM IdT = 0 at H = 0. For the case of a first-order transition, eq. (75) then yields 

dTc(H) /  dH  = 0 at H  = 0 . At a second-order transition because of the disconti

nuity in C, the eq. (75) also requires dTc /  dH =OatH=O. Therefore, an antiferromagnetic 

transition boundary should meet the T-axis at a right angle if  this phase boundary 

terminates at H = 0. This conclusion, however, is not valid if the order of phase transition 

changes as H approaches zero.

Introducing a variable h ( H , T )  = H -  Hc(T), the partial differentiation rule leads 

to

where f  ( H, T ) can be identified as any thermodynamic response function. At a phase 

boundary, H = Hc(T), we have (dlY / dT) A_0 = dHJdT  . Let f( H , T ) be the Gibbs 

free enthalpy, G ( H, T ), thus eq. (78a) becomes

M is discontinuous and also S = 0 at T = 0. Thus, eq.(79) implies (IHc /  dT = 0 at T =

0. At a second-order phase boundary, f  (H, T) may be identified with M. Again eq.(78a) 

is rewritten as

(d //d r )A =  ( d / / d 7 \  +  (d /f /d r x  (d //d //)r (78a)

(80)
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which leads to d Hc /  d T — 0 at T — 0. Thus, the phase boundary should also meet the 

H-axis at a right angle.

In the same spirit, by introducing a new variable t( H, T ) = T - Tc(H), Paul also

showed that the partial differentiation expression

(786)

leads t o :
M  + f bG

(81)

+far)C fas) 
I dr Jh J,r Utf i

/r 'H U ^ j r

(82)

(83)

Comparing eqs. (82), (83) and (84) with eqs. (75), (76) and (77), respectively, one has

A| = ( to I  ’ A2 = ( t o l  m d  A3 = ( § 1 - ( E } ' ‘ ( 5 )  • Away from a critical or any 

multicritical points, the left sides of eqs. (78) , (df/dT) and(df/dH), will vary contin

uously near the phase boundary (I = Oorh = O). Therefore, A 1, A2 and A3 are continuous 

along the phase boundary unless a critical or multicritical point is reached. Thus, any 

anomalies of df/dH and df/dT at the phase boundary, Tc(H) ( or Hc(T ) ), should be 

characterized by 0 2 7 3 //) ,=0 = dTc(H) / dH( or d Hc ( T ) /  d T ). Once a critical or 

multicritical point is approached, {df/dH), and (d//dT)A=0 (A„ A2 and A3) play

important roles too. At a first-order phase boundary and away from a " multicritical"

point, if f  ( H, T ) exhibits a kmk at Tc (H) ( or Hc(T )), there are jumps A{d//d//} and
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A{d//dr} in dfldH and df/dT ■ In this case eq. (78) yields the well-known Clausius- 

Clapeyron relation:

dHJdT = A Q //a r}
A{d//d//}

Letting f  be the Gibbs free enthalpy G, we then have

= (85) 
d T  AM TAM

where Q is the latent heat of transition, and AM is the change of magnetization at the 

first-order transition.

The thermodynamic relations (79) — (85) will allow us to study the magnetization 

phase diagrams connecting to some anomalies related to susceptibility, specific heat 

and entropy. Again we focus on the n = I compound. Within the the resolution of the 

isothermal measurements along z  axis, it is clear in fig. 14 that the behavior of isothermal 

slope (dM/dH) changes as temperature crosses about 6 K. Figs. 32 (a) and (b) show the 

behavior of the numerical differential susceptibility ( AM/AH) vs. field (H) taken from 

isothermal data at T = 4.27 K and 10.53 K, respectively. It can be seen from fig 32(a) 

that the susceptibility is discontinuous at the critical field, but it turns out to be continuous 

above 6 K, as shown in fig. 32(b). This unusual behavior is also reflected in the phase 

diagram as shown in fig 29(a) in which d Hc /  d T ( or d Tc /  d H ) seems to be discontinuous 

around T  = 6 K. According to eq. (80) a discontinuity in % at the transition, of course, 

leads to a discontinuity in dHldT \h (or dHc/dT) if dMc / dT is continuous. Fig 33 

shows a magnetization phase diagram ( Mc vs. T) where Mc is the critical magnetization 

taken from the isothermal data ( fig. 14 ). It is clear in fig.33 that OMcZdT varies con

tinuously. Thus, it seems that eq.(80) is applicable here.
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Fig. 32. Numerically differential perpendicular susceptibility (AM/AH) vs. field (H) 
taken from the isothermal data at T = 4.27K and 10.53 K for n = I compound.
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T = 10.53 K
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300
F i e l d  ( Oe )

Figure 32 - Continued
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a>
0

13
Ea>

Fig. 33. Perpendicular critical magnetization ( M e ) vs. temperature ( T ) taken from the 
isotherm data (fig. 14).
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However, it should be noticed in fig. 29(a) that the phase boundary does not seem 

to terminate at H-axis with a right angle by a careful extrapolation of the data to T = 0. 

This is contrary to the thermodynamic conclusions. Also, if one assumes that this phase 

line is continuous without any multiciitical point inserted, one can see in fig. 29 (a) 

that Hc (T) is a non-monotonic function of T which means Tc (H) is a double-valued 

function of H ( for a given value of H there are corresponding to two values of Tc ). 

This behavior is unusual for phase transitions. The thermodynamic argument may not 

hold in this case. In order to show consequences, it is convenient to look into the eq. 

(83). Because Tc (H) as well a s t s T - T c ( H ) i s a  double-valued function of H, the 

partial differentiation with fixed t, dTldH |, and dM/dH |„ is then lacks the physical 

meaning. Fig. 34 shows the data plot of Mc vs. H which clearly indicates that Mc is a 

double-valued function of H also. It is obvious in figs. 29(a) and 34 that dTJdH and 

dMJdH are then undefined.

In order to preserve the validity of the thermodynamic relation, eq.(83), near the 

phase boundary in this compound, one may assume that the phase boundary presented 

in figs 29(a) and 34 actually consists of two different second-order phase boundaries, 

Tcl(H) and Tc2(H) ( or Mcl(H) and Mc2(H) ), which meet together at a "multicritical" 

point. In this case, dTJdH and dMJdH are defined since Tcl(H), Tc2(H), Mcl(H) and 

Mc2(H) are monotonic functions of H. Above 6 K, as shown in fig. 34, dMJdM remains 

positive and constant, and it then jumps to a negative constant once the temperature 

crosses about 6 K. Thus, the behaviors of % and dM/dT near the "multicritical" point 

( Tm ~ 6 K, Zfm ~ 110 Oe ) can be characterized by the discontinuities of dTJdH and 

dMJdH, governed by eq. (83).

It should be pointed out that the argument for the possible existence of a "multi

critical" point in the z direction for the n = I compound is only based on purely
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Fig. 34. Perpendicular critical magnetization ( Mc) vs. field ( H )  taken from the 
isothermal data (fig. 14).
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thermodynamic analysis of our data so far. However, within the resolution of our 

experiments, the effect of spin canting may be one of the physical origins used to support 

this conclusion. Since the D-M interaction contributes effectively below 6 K ( fig. 14 

), there could be a second-order QP-SF transition below 6 K and a second-order PM-SF 

transition above 6 K. Both phase transition lines, QS and PS lines, meet at the "mul- 

ticritical" point ( Tm ~ 6 K, Hm ~ 110 Oe ) as shown in fig. 29 (a). Indeed, the behavior 

of magnetization along the z axis below 6 K as shown in fig. 14 could be interpreted 

as being due to several possible origins. De Jongh has concluded that it is caused by 

instabilities in the magnetic system near the thermodynamic critical field.1511 Also, a 

zero-point spin-wave deviation,[52] a biquadratic exchange term in the Hamiltonian153,551 

and a crystal-field approximation ( strong cubic potential and weak trigonal distortion 

)[471 could lead to this behavior. Nevertheless, according to our experimental results, the 

"multicritical" point referred here is characteristic of a point where three "phases" 

coexist, Alternatively, it can be assumed that two of these "phases" are characterized 

by the behaviors of the susceptibilities shown in Figs. 32 (a) and (b), while the other 

is the paramagnetic phase.

Due to a common phenomenon of the "helicoidal" phases,1611 however, this 

"multicritical" point may be considered as a triple point ( TP). One of the mechanisms 

which can lead to helicoidal phases is a competition between exchange interactions of 

a given spin with various neighbors.162"641 The R-S and ANNNI models165"661 are particular 

models for such a competition. Various helicoidal phases are characteristic of periodic 

magnetization in space such as sinusoidal, spiral, cone, and fan phases.1611 Since the 

magnetization for the n= I and 2 compounds along the z axis below ~ 6 K is lower 

than that along the y ( hard ) axis ( fig. 18), one may expect, at temperature below 6 

K, a non-paramagnetic phase between the SF and the PM or QP pahse, where PM or
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QP phase boundary can be determined by a inflection point in the isothermal suscep

tibility vs. field. Although we do not have adequate conformation of this phase, it seems 

to be appropriate to make a few remarks regarding an analogy to the helicoidal phases. 

In R-S modeV62"641 the spins are located on a simple cubic lattice. The exchange 

interactions in the xy plane are between nearest neighbors only, with an exchange 

constant J > 0 ( ferromagnetic ). Along the z-direction ( perpendicular to the plane ) 

there are two competing exchange interactions: J \  between nearest neighbors, and J '2 

bewteen next-nearest neighbors. A special case of the R-S model is the ANNNI 

model165’661, with Ising interactions, and with / = / ' , .  For Tvl > 0 and J r1 < 0, a diver

gence in %{q) appears at a triple point when J \ !  J \  = -0.25, where paramagnetic, 

ferromagnetic and helicoidal phases coexist, the so-called Lifshitz point ( LP ).t62'67] A 

more general treatment of the LP has also been made by Homreich et al.[67,681

Several experimental studies of MnP strongly suggest the existence of a LP.[69,701 

The magnetic moments of MnP metal are treated as localized. The magnetic interactions 

of this orthorhombic ( a > b > c ) metal consist o f : (I) Ising-Iike ferromganetic coupling 

in each of the planes; (2) isotropic exchange coupling betwwen nearest planes; (3) 

anisotropic exchange coupling beween the next-nearest planes; (4) a uniaxial aniso

tropy, with d  as the hard axis; and (5) second-order and fourth-order ansiotropies in the 

be ( intermediate-easy ) plane/671 With a simplified model in which the exchange 

ansiotropy is ignored and the ansiotropy in the be plane is restricted to be of second 

order, mean-field calculation showed that the helicoidal phases arise from a competition 

between the effective isotropic exchanges/71-721 The fan and screw phases were found 

along the intermediate axis ( £).[69’701
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For a comparison, the magnetic structure for the n = I and 2 may be summarized 

as following: (I ) ansiotropic-Heisenberg ferromagnetic coupling in each of the planes, 

with Jz > Jx > Jy ; (2) Ising-Iike antiferromagnetic coupling between the nearest planes; 

(3) since the adjacent planes are eclipsed ( fig.13 ), the magnetic ions in adjacent planes 

are nearly directly above one another with exchange coupling through a clearly defined 

nearly linear, two-halide superexchange bridge. Thus, there is only one kind of 

exchange path along the z (c) direction; (4) a uniaxial ansiotropy (| J 'x I > I / ' z I , IJ 'y I) 

w ith f as the easy axis; and (5) there is a second-order ansiotropy in the easy-intermediate 

( xz) plane ( spin-canting in the xz plane because of D nearly parallel to y axis). Since 

the adjacent layers ( for n = I ) are not structurally or magnetically equivalent, the D-M 

interaction may be assumed to present both within and between the layers. Thus, at 

low temperatures ( T < 6 K ), dominance of a competition between the antisymmetric 

exchange and Zeeman energy above the SF critical field may lead to a "fan" phase 

which indicates that the local moment oscillates about the c (z) direction, with canting 

angle remaining in the xz plane, illustrated in fig. 29 (a). Since there is no next-nearest 

exchange coupling betwwen the layers for these compounds, the origin of this " fan" 

phase along the intermediate axis of course is different from that mentioned above for 

the MnP. Because o f the weak anisotropy of intralayer exchange, there is no first order 

transition permited along the intermediate axis. The triple point ( fig. 29 (a) ) indeed 

is not a LP. For further confirmation of this TP, additional experiments should be 

helpful, such as (I) measurements of %(q) by neutron scattering techniques. A non- 

Lorentzian line shape is expected near a LP; (2) measurements of critical exponents 

and scaling analysis of the magnetization .data-along several scaling axes; and (3) 

measurements of isothermal a.c. susceptibility.
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The other striking argument, as mentioned before, is that the linear increase in 

S-shape portion of the isothermal magnetization observed along the £  is due to a 

first-order SF-AF transition. This continuous linear increase in isotherms (fig. 16) could 

be caused by (I) formation of domains1731 ( demagnetizing effect) and (2) a misalignment 

betw een# and the easy-hard plane. However, the correction of demagnetization effect 

for the field in the plane of the plate is very small (less than 1% ). The maximum field 

range for such transition can be also calculated1741 as Affma,  = 4%%, (0) H csa. We find 

for n = I the value Affmra <10 Oe. This value is much less than the broad transition 

range ( S-shape ) Aff = His -  Hia ~ 80 Oe observed in variation of the magnetization 

(figs. 16and31a). Obviously, the demagnetizing effect is not a main source to cause 

a broad S-shape in magnetization for this case. If  such transition actually is of first 

order along the easy axis, it will be indeed smeared by a misalignment between f f  and 

the easy-hard plane. Thus, the misalignment angle should exceed a critical angle a c, 

corresponding to the edge of the first-order spin-flop shelf.1571 One will observe a 

gradual rotation of M 3t towards the intermediate axis over a broadened field range. This 

conclusion also holds for a case of a misalignment between H  and easy-intermediate 

plane ( xz ).[56"58] Mean-field calculations showed that critical field Hsa may remain as 

a fixed inflection point ( Mc , Hsa ) in the isotherms when the field ff  rotates away form 

the easy axis.156"58,751 However, our results in fig.15 show that there is no common 

inflection point at which rotational isotherms intersect. It seems that the results in fig. 

15 cannot be explained in terms of such a broadened spin-flop transition. Thus, an 

IN phase may exist since the mean-field theory predicts indeed a linear increase at T = 

0 K in the IN phase.
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It should be emphasized that the four second-order phase lines persist a two- 

componend order parameter ( coupled ) in this case, in contrast to the IN phase with 

decoupled order parameters observed in mixed magnetic compounds with competing 

spin anisotropies.[76‘78] To our knowledge, this is the first time for a finite temperature 

analysis of the possible existence of an IN phase in a spin-flop system without a 

fourth-order spin anisotropy/791 However, to argue the AF-SP first-order transition, 

one should assume that a misalignment angle between the H  and easy-hard plane 

exceeds the a c. Alternately, by using the values of Ji and obtained here, Ctc is 

estim ated[57] to be 11.3°. Unfortunately, we do not have further experimental evidence 

for a confirmation with the field rotating away from the easy-hard (xy) plane. Although 

the results of the mean field theory calculation seem to support the existence of an IN 

phase in the n = I and 2 compounds, the well-known Clausius-Clapeyron equation, 

eq.(85), may be employed to analyze the isothermal data in order to argue a SF-AF 

transition thermodynamically. In principle, the critical field due to a SF-AF transition 

should be determined by a divergence in the % vs. H data or a discontinuity ( or an 

inflection p o in t) in the M vs. H data. To emphasize this point, the magnetization data 

have been plotted as the ratio of small differences, AAf /Af/, which is essentially equal 

to the derivative dM/dH |r  as shown in Fig.35. The apparently sharp peak corresponds 

to the first-order SF-AF transition. The phase boundary of this traansition is shown as 

points in fig. 36(a). It seems to meet both the T- and H-axis with right angles indicated 

by the extrapolated curve in fig. 36(a). It is desirable to know the temperature 

dependence of the various latent heat ( Q ) or change in entropy ( AS = Q/T) at the 

first-order transition. Thus, eq.(85) may be useful to investigate the data around the 

transition. As the magnetization in the SF phase is always larger, it follows that AM is 

always positive, so that the sign of Q is determined by that of d Hc /  d T, eq. (85). It is
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clear from fig. 36(a) that a negative d Hc /  d T is found. Thus in our n= I compound Q 

is positive, but in most of the other investigated antiferromagnets it is negative, with 

the exception of GdAlO3 [79] and (C2H5NH3)2CuCl4148]. We have estimated the amounts 

of latent heat Q, shown in Fig.36(b). It seems that there is a maximum in Q between 

10 and 11 K. Also, it is seen from extrapolating the Q curve that (2 —> O as T —> O 

which agrees with the thermodynamic conclusion, d Hc /  dT—> O as T —> 0. It is not 

accurate enough from this extrapolating to determine whether the Q(T) would intersect 

the T-axis at the Tn or Tb, where Tb is the temperature at a bicritical point.

Critical behavior and critical exponents of powder samples

The strong ferromagnetic intralayer interactions which have been found in these 

compounds yield ferromagnetic behavior for the powdered samples, as we have dis

cussed in section 2 of this chapter. Since the magnetic properties of polycrystalline 

powder reflect a resultant ( average) effect along the crystal axes, the antiferromagnetic 

interlayer coupling, even it is very small, will cause the ferromagnetic behavior of these 

powdered samples to deviate from that of usual 2D and 3D ferromagnets. This difference 

should be significant around a critical point.

The study of critical phenomena for ferromagnets has increasingly focussed on 

the values of critical exponents which are used to characterize the singular behavior of 

the response functions at a critical point. The behavior of such a function is often 

describable by power laws which are related to some particular thermodynamic func

tions and to particular paths of approach to the critical point. Forthe simple ferromagnet, 

the critical exponents (3,5,  y , and y '  which characterize the FM-PM transition along 

the critical isochore, critical isotherm and coexistence lines of approach to the critical 

point are defined in table I,
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direction at T = 4.23 K for the n = I compound.
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Fig' (a^ F - A f  phase boundary for th en  = I compound, (b) Latent heat Q of the 
first-order SF-AF transition plotted against temperature.
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Figure 36 - Continued
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There are several ways to determine the values of (3, y, 5 and Tc experimentally. 

The most direct method is to analyze the data of spontaneous magnetization, initial 

susceptibility and critical isotherm. To do this , one may replot the data in terms of log 

M3 vs. log 11 - T/Tcl, log %o vs. log 11- TyTcI and log Mc vs. log H to obtain straight lines 

near the critical point. The advantage of this method is that there is only one non-linear 

adjustable parameter, Tc .

To estimate the critical exponent y , the initial a.c. susceptibility ( fig. 28 ) data 

were replotted in terms of In %„ vs. ln(T/Tc - I ) for T > Tc as shown in fig 37 ( a) and 

(b) for the n= I and 2 compounds, respectively. Thus, y = 1.39 was estimated from 

the slope of the visually best fit straight Iin near Tc for n = I and 2 compounds. The 

value of y estimated here for these compounds is close to that given by the 3D Heisenberg 

S = 1/2 model1801 and slightly smaller than that given by the 2D XY model.18'1

The value of critical exponent 5 can be given by the inverse slope of the line in 

In(Mc) vs. In(H). However, it should be noted that a systematic error could be present 

in the determination of 5 owing to the inaccuracy of measurement of Tc since the 

measurement of critical isothermal magnetization, Mc, should be carried out exactly at 

T = Tc . To avoid this difficulty, the measurements of sets of isotherms near Tc were 

carried out. Fig. 38 (a), (b) and (c) show the results of the measurements on the n = I, 

2 and 3 compounds, in terms of a In M0 vs. In H plot, in the field range H < 1400 Ge. 

At relatively high fields ( 700 Ge < H < 4000 Ge ), the isothermal data near T c are 

shown in figs. 39(a), (b) and (c) for n= I, 2 and 3, respectively. According to the def

inition of the critical exponent 5, the critical isotherm is the one which is fitted as closely 

as possible by a straight line, whose inverse slope gives the value of 5. It is clear in fig 

38 and 39 that there is no linearity among the sets of isotherm to be found. The data 

indicate that the magnetization at low field range is suppressed when compared to usual
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Ln I TZT1 - 1 I

Ln I T/T. - 1 I

Fig. 37. Initial a.c. Susceptibility plotted in terms of ln(x) v* InfTZTe - 1) at T > Te. 
Solid lines are fit for n = I and 2 compounds w ithy = 1.39.
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ferromagnets so that the conventional power law does not hold in critical region. This 

feature will be clearly seen if scaling law is applied to analyze the data.

The scaling hypothesis[82) gives rise to functional relations among the critical 

exponents ( the exponent equalities listed in table II of chapter I ) and makes specific 

predictions concerning the general form of the equations of state[83"89] which have been 

used with success in a large number of critical phenomena investigations on various 

ferromagnetic materials.[84-86'87-89"981 One of the most useful and important equations of 

state which scaling properties must satisfy is given as (///M ),/Y = a t +b M l/p, so-called 

the modified Arrott plot or Arrott-Noakes plot.184’ Here a and b are constants and t is 

reduced temperature TyTc - I . By properly choosing the values of y and P, plots of 

(H/M)Uy vs. M I/p fall on a set of parallel straight-line isotherms in which a line passing 

through the origin corresponds to Te ( t = O ). This property can be used to determine 

the values of (3, y and Tc. In this manner, the extrapolation difficulties usually related 

to the asymptotic analysis from measurements of spontaneous magnetization, initial 

susceptibility and critical isotherm are avoided. This equation of state has been applied 

with success in a large number of critical phenomena investigations on various ferro

magnetic materials. For the most simple isotropic 3D ferromagnets, the isotherms in 

this plot yield linearity well up into even high field region.

By applying this static equation of state to carefully analyze the isotherm data, it 

is found that the scaling law does not hold for these samples. This may be demonstrated 

by choosing y = 1.39 and varying P systematically. The value of 5 is then given by the 

scaling relation y = P (8 -  I ). It is found that the isotherms near the Tc never fall on a 

set of parallel straight lines in the Arrott- Noakes plot. In principle, it is possible to 

obtain parallel isotherm lines by varying both values of P and y. However, it should be 

noted that the true values of P and y should simultaneously satisfy three conditions: (I)
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Fig. 40. The Arrott-Noakes plots with y = 1.39 and 0 = 0.32 in a field range 700 Oe < H 
< 4000 Oe. The dashed lines indicate that the magnetization starts to suppressed as 
field decreases so that scaling law no longer holds.
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best parallel isotherm lines in the Arrott-Noakes plot; (2) a line passing through the 

origin corresponding to the critical isotherm (T  = T J  and (3) W idom’s scaling relation 

Y =  P( 5 -  I ). It is found that these conditions are not self-consistently satisfied here for 

these powder compounds. Fig 40 shows one of the results in Arrott-Noakes plot in the 

field range 700 < H < 4000 Oe for these samples. It is clear in fig. 40 that magnetizations 

at low field are suppressed so that static scaling hypothesis no longer holds. This 

behavior may mainly be caused by the existence of weakly antiferromagnetic interlayer 

ordering. Nevertheless, this is the first example of the scaling analysis for the 2D layer 

systems. It is shown that these powdered compounds cannot be classified as a usual 

ferromagnet whose critical behavior is described by the most of 2D critical theories 

since the scaling invariance is not valid around the Critical point.
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CHAPTER V

INITIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY AND ISOTHERM AL MAGNETIZATION OF 

INH3(CH2)nNH3ICuX W ITH N = 4, 5, 7 AND 10 FOR X = Cl4 AND Br4

Introduction

One of the most fundamental quantities which is used to characterize the 

nature of magnetic systems is the spin-spin correlation function, < S(r) S(O) >. It does 

not decay to zero as r  —» oo once a long range order exists. This appearance of long

range order is, in fact, one of the notable characteristics of most phase transitions. In 

a ferromagnet ( or antiferromagnet) at T < Tc the zero field spin-spin correlation function 

for r  —» oo is proportional to the square of the spontaneous magnetization ( or 

staggered magnetization ). Thus, the initial ( staggered) susceptibility of a ferromagnet 

( antiferromagnet) is expected to diverge like X ~ (TITc-  I)-7 as T  —> Tc ( T > Tc ). 

Divergent initial ( staggered ) susceptibility quite often indicates the onset of an 

instability with the system starting to order spontaneously. Studies of initial suscep

tibility may directly provide evidence of anomalies that a system naturally display 

without involving any field-induced transitions.

In the two-dimensional (2D) systems, however, it has been rigorously proved that 

no long-range order can exist at any nonzero temperature for the ideal ( Heisenberg ) 

case[1]. Recently, theroetical studies showed that even at zero temperature the existence 

of along range order in 2D systems may require a certain spin anisotropy. [2'8] Therefore,
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whether or not there posssibly exists a finite "critical" temperature indicated by an 

infinite initial susceptibility, but no long range order ( no phase transitions ), has been 

the subject of many theoretical and experimental studies. Based upon an analysis of the 

high-temperature susceptibility series ( ratio method), Stanley and Kaplant9] suggested 

that the combination Ms = 0 and % —> 00 is possible in 2D Heisenberg systems if the 

spin correlation function decreases slowly enough with spin separation r specifically 

like r~x with 0 < X < 2. Subsequently, a finite critical temperature was conjectured to 

exist for the 2D XY and planar magnets too.[10"12] Experimentally it has been found 

that the quasi-2D systems in fact exhibit a finite critical temperature related to a long 

range order.113'141 It has been suggested that the experimentally observed long range 

order is due to a consequence of the presence of a small anisotropy, interlayer coupling 

or even of the finite size of the sample. Thus, it seems to be difficult to examine the 

conjecture of Stanley and Kaplan directly since even minute deviations from ideality 

will cause the behavior near the Tc to be no longer characteristic of the 2D Heisenberg 

case. The finite Tc and degree of divergence in the initial susceptibility T —> Tc may 

play the important role in indicating the existence of a phase transition for the various 

realistic systems.

The zero-field susceptibility of many layered copper compounds has been studied . 

in attempts to verify the existence of a finite Tc and the critical exponent yJ13’141 The 

experimental data support strong evidence for the existence of a finite Tc for the 2D 

Heisenberg systems with an admixture of small XY-Iike or Ising-Iike anisotropy.1141 

Also it has been suggested from the experimental data that a Tc-shift crossover occurs 

from the 3D-Iike to the XY-like regime when the inter- to intralayer coupling ratio JTJ



becomes smaller than ~ 3x 10 3.[l4) The lattice- and spin-dimensionality crossovers in 

the susceptibility also have been observed in the well-studied series of compounds 

[C-nH^+iNH^jgCuCl^ (n = I, 2, 3, 10 ).[l J Thus, it seems clear that the divergence of 

the initial susceptibility in a quasi-2D system indicates the onset of an instability (phase 

transition). It may represent a genuine phase transition which could for example be 

regarded as a melting, a commensurate-incommensurate, or even a superconductivity 

transitions in a quasi-2D system.1161

In this chapter the zero-field a.c. susceptibility and isothermal magnetization near 

the Tc of the alkanediammonium copper tetrahalide series [NH3(CH2)nNH3ICuX4 

(hereafter abbreviated nDACuX) where n = 4, 5, 7 and 10 with X = Cl and Br are 

reported. The magnetic properties of these series have been previously studied.'17'241 

The structure of these two series of compounds is similar to that of [(CH3)2n+,NH3I2CuX4 

' 71 in that both have layers of puckered CuX42" planes separated by organic chains

which can be used to vary the interplanar distance. The difference between them is that 

the adjacent planes for the nDAcuX series are eclipsed while that for the 

[(CH3)2n+,NH3I2CuX4 are staggered. Thus, the magnetic ions in adjacent planes for 

nDACuX series are nearly directly above one another with exchange coupling through 

a clearly defined linear, two-halide superexchange bridge. The strength of this exchange 

as a function of halide separation through the linear two-bromine ( or chlorine) bridge 

between planes is given by J '  =  d~u±z from a Rayleigh-Schro dinger perturbation

calculation.'211 The values of J '  for 4DACuBr, 4DACuCl and 5DACuCl are - 5K, - 

0.16K and - 0.04K, respectively.'211 Using the results of the high temperature series 

expansion fitted to the susceptibility data'231 it has been shown that the intralayer
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exchange coupling of these two series with n = 3 - 10 for Cl and n = 4 - 1 0  for Br is 

typically strong and ferromagnetic, and that the interlayer exchange coupling/'' is much 

weaker. The sign of / '  for nDACuCl with n = 3 - 9 and for nDACuBr with n = 3, 4,

8 has been determined to be negative ( antiferromagnetic ). These compounds then 

behave as quasi-2D Heisenberg antiferromagnets. However, for nDACuBr with n = 7,

9 and 10 the powder d.c susceptibility data showed a ferromagnetic interlayer coupling. 

The sign of J '  for the SDACuBr and I ODACuCl could not be determined from the 

finite-field d.c. susceptibility data.[23]

The 3D antiferromagnetic ordering for the nDACuCl ( n  = 4, 5, 7 and 10 ) series 

is found from the initial susceptibility measurements in this work. The critical sus

ceptibility is found to decay exponentially as temperature increases. A power-law 

divergence in the initial susceptibility at Tc for TDACuBr and 10 DACuBr is seen. This 

behavior is characteristic of a ferromagnetic second-order transition at Tc. For 

SDACuBr and TDACuBr. there is a second ( m inor) peak in the zero-field susceptibility 

below Tc. The transition associated with this peak may be regarded as a long range 

ordering due to very small spin anisotropies. The critical exponent y for the initial 

susceptibility has been obtained for each of 5,7 and I ODACuBr. The apparent crossover 

is shown in the initial susceptibility data. It also has been seen from the results of 

isothermal magnetization measurements for nDACuBr that the magnetization is sup

pressed compared to most 3D ferromagnets. The value of the critical exponent 5, 

estimated from the isothermal data, is considerably smaller than that given by the 

well-studied models. Thus, concept of the effective critical exponents may be 

introduced in this case. To discuss the crossover in 2D systems, thennal and field
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perturbations from conformal field theory are considered. By applying the c-theorem, 

the usual critical exponents v , 5 and a  can be expressed in terms of the central

charge, the third moment of energy ( spin ) correlation, temperature, external field and 

critical values. These expressions may be understood as general expressions of the 

effective critical exponents near the critical regions if the third moment of energy and 

spin correlation is evaluated by the Hamiltonian with such perturbations away from the 

renormalization group fixed point.

Experim ents and Results

The zero-field a.c. susceptibility of powdered samples for nDACuX with n = 4, 

5, 7 and 10 for X = Cl and n = 5, 7 and 10 for X = Br was measured on an a.c. mutual 

inductance bridge susceptometer with a superconducting quantum interference device 

(SQUID) as a flux detector. A bridge frequency of 80 Hz was used. Zero field was 

calibrated by monitoring the magnetization of a spherical lead sample in the super

conducting state. The accuracy of zero-field was estimated to be about ±1.0  Ge. The 

measurements were performed by a nearly uniform heating-process from 4.2 K to 

around 18 K within about 10 minutes. The error of temperature measurement for the 

carbon-glass resistor is estimated to be less than ±  0.01 K. This carbon-glass resistor 

was calibrated via the known T-R chart supplied by the manufacturer. Also, it has been 

checked with the known superconducting transition temperatures of tin and lead.

The measurement of isothermal magnetization near the transition temperature was 

carried out on the EG&G Model 155 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) with a 

Janus Variable-temperature helium Cryostat system. The systematic error of the
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magnetization measurement from VSM was estimated to be less than 5%. The iso

thermal data were obtained under the field-cooling process from around 2900 Oe down 

to about 50 Oe. The interval of the swept field was chosen to be 100 Oe at the high 

field range and 50 Oe at the low field range. A nine second waiting time between the 

data points was set for this experiment.

The results of zero-field a.c. susceptibility measurements are shown in fig. 41 (a), 

(b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) for nDACuCl with n = 4, 5, 7, 10 and for nDACuBr with 

n — ^ and 10 respectively. It is clear in fig. 41 that there is a sharp peak for all of

these compounds. Several features of these compounds shown in the susceptibility data 

should be noticed: i) there is a second ( minor ) peak appearing in the SDACuBr arid 

7DACuBr data; ii) the peak for the Br compounds seems to be sharper than that for 

the Cl compounds and iii) the temperature at which a sharp peak occurs for the Cl 

compounds is lower than that for the Br compounds. Since the nDACuCl series 

compounds contain weak antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling, the weak antiferro

magnetic behavior would be expected along the easy axis ( a direction of antiferro

magnetic alignment between the layers). Thus, if 3D ordering occurs in the nDACuCl 

series, the component of the initial susceptibility along the easy axis would not be 

expected to be divergent. Only the staggered susceptibility could be divergent in the 

direction of antiferromagnetic-alignment. It may be reasonable to believe that an 

uncertain field, ±1.0 Oe ( corresponding to about IO"4 K of the exchange field ), still 

does riot destroy the interlayer spontaneous ordering since the | / '  | values of these 

compounds amount to IO"3 ~ I K.[23] Closer to Tc however, the presence of a weak 

ferromagnetic moment due to any anisotropy will give rise to a diverging component
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in the perpendicular susceptibility. The powder data shown in fig.41 indeed represent 

average results of the susceptibility along the spin principle axes, 

Xp = !/3 ( %//, + X//2 + Xz )• It seems, in fig. 41 (a), (b), (c) and (d), that there is no algebraic 

divergence, %~ ( I -  TITc )% to be seen for the nDACuCl compounds. This is clear if 

one replots the data in terms of In % vs. In 11 - T /  Tc I. In order to do so it is necessary 

to estimate the values of Tc as accurately as possible.

According to Fisher’s argument,™ the temperature variation of the specific heat 

c(T) of an antiferromagnet is essentially the same as that of the temperature derivative 

of the product of the parallel susceptibility and temperature, c(T) = A d (T •%,,)/ dT 

= A  " (X// + T  ^Xii /dT ) where A is a slowly varying function of T. Thus, the transition 

temperature Tc should be associated with a positively infinite or maximum gradient in 

the %// • T  vs. T plot since the specific heat anomaly related to a transition is associated 

with a similar anomaly in d( 7  • %„) / dT. For the 4DACuCl compound,™ it has been 

shown that perpendicular susceptibility, like most of the antiferromagnets, remains 

approximately constant or varies slowly for T < Tc, ^ 1 T I d T -  0. In this case, one 

may be allowed to assume that the temperature derivative of the product of powder 

susceptibility and temperature, d(%p - T ) /  dT, is mainly characteristic of d (%„ -T ) / dT. 

Figs. 42 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) show the results of numerically differential 

plots, A(Xp - T ) I  AT vs. T , for nDACuCl with n = 4,-5, 7, 10 and nDACuBr with n = 

5, 7 and 10 respectively. The values of Tc can be then estimated corresponding to the 

positively maximum values in fig. 42. These values are indicated in fig. 42. Fig. 43 

show the results of replotting the data ( fig.41 ) in terms of In % vs. In ( T/ Tc - I ) for 

T  > Tc- It is found in figs. 43 (a), (b), (c) and (d) that there is no linear behavior. This
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Fig. 42. Numerically differential zero-field susceptibility A(% • T)/AT vs. temperature.
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means there is no algebraic divergence to be seen for the nDACuCl compounds. In 

order to conclude this reliably, we also slightly varied the values of Tc in plotting In % 

vs. In ( T /Tc - I ). Similar behavior is found for all Cl compounds. It is therefore 

suggested that the transition at Tc in nDACuCl compounds is due to 3D ordering. 

Because of the antiferromagnetic ordering between the layers, the divergence in the 

initial susceptibility is destroyed.The staggered susceptibility may be expected to be 

. divergent, but it could.not be observed in experiments. This behavior is also found for 

the SDACuBr compound shown in fig. 43 (e). If  this transition were only associated 

with 2D ordering, the strong ferromagnetic coupling within the layer should indeed 

lead to a divergence in the susceptibility. In addition, the results of high temperature 

series expansion and Rayleigh-Schrddinger perturbation calculations^1'233 have shown 

that nDACuCl with n = 4 ,5,7 and SDACuBr have relatively large values of J'  compared 

to that of most of the layered copper compounds. Thus, it may be concluded that a long 

range 3D spontanous ordering occurs at Tc for these compounds. This transition then 

is a second-order transition from a paramagnetic state to a 3D antiferromagnetic 

ordering state. The relatively large value of J r drives these systems to be ordered 

antiferromagnetically in 3D at Tc so there would be no evidence in the susceptibility 

data to argue the possible existence of long-range 2D order even though there is very 

strong ferromagnetic intralayer coupling in these compounds.

Experimentally, it would be desirable to know the temperature dependence of the 

susceptibility near the ordering temperature Tc since the most of the theories could not 

give a proper expression for % near a critical point for the antiferromagnetic quasi-2D
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systems. It is found that the initial susceptibility of nDACuCl and SDACuBr compounds 

seems to follow an exponential decay near Tc,

% — A -exp [ -B ( T  — Tc )v (86)

where A , B and V are positive constants. Fig. 44 (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the plots of 

the data in terms of In % vs. ( T /  Tc - I ),zz for nDACuCl ( n = 4, 5, 7 and 10 ) and 

SDACuBr, respectively. For a comparison, the data plot of l/% vs. T for the VDACuCl 

is also shown in fig. 45. At temperatures above Tc, all compounds show a large positive 

deviation from Curie’s law indicating the strong ferromagnetic interlayer exchange. It 

is clear in fig. 44 that that % ( T > Tc ) fairly well obeys the exponential decay with v = 

1/2 up to a relatively high temperature, indicated as Tp in the fig. 44 and 45, where 

the paramagnetic phase may start to dominate.

It is surprising that this empirical relation fits data even down to the temperature 

around T/Tc ~ I . I as shown in fig. 44. At this point it seems appropriate to make a few 

remarks about the experimental errors that might influence our conclusions from the 

plots in fig. 44. From the fig.41 one can see that the magnitude of % near Tc is relatively 

large which means that the correction due to the demagnetizing effect could be sig

nificant. Thus the demagnetizing effect may blunt the sharpness of the peak of %. The 

correct ( or internal) susceptibility Xcor is related to the measured susceptibility Xmeas 

by the relation: %cor = Xmeas 10 - - d Xmeas )-Since our measurements are on polycrys

talline samples, it would be nontrivial to estimate the demagnetizing factor d in principle. 

The sample holder used here is cylindrical with a diameter of 5.5 m m , and the direction 

of the excitation field is along the central axis parallel to the cylinder. The heights to 

which the cylindrical sample holders were filled amounted to about 2 ~ 5 mm. Thus,
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4DACuCI

SDACuCI

Fig. 44. Initial susceptibility plotted in terms of ln(%) vs. ( TyTe - )1/1 for nDACuQ with 
n = 4, 5, 7 ,10  and SDACuBr compounds. Tp indicates a temperature at which data 
start to deviate from die exponential decay.
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Fig. 45. Inverse zero-field susceptibility vs. temperature for 7DACuCl.
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it is reasonable to believe that d would not be small and it should amount to < !/^m 

As a consequence, the departure from the linearity at temperatures below 1.1 Tc shown 

in fig. 44 could be caused by the demagnetizing effect. The exponential decay relation 

, eq. (86), presented here might be expected to be valid even below 1.1 Tc for these 

compounds. Between Tc and Tm ( corresponding to the maximum % ), of course, the 

data are not following the relation. To the resolution of our experiments the values of 

ATmc = Tm - Tc are around 0.1 K, 0.1 K, 0.15K, 0.3K and 0.005 K for the nDACuCl 

with n = 4, 5, 7, 10 and SDACuBr, respectively. Since ATmc«  0.1 Tc, one cannot tell, 

without taking demagnetization effect into account, whether or not the initial sus

ceptibility for these compounds obeys the exponential decay relation for T very close 

to Tm.

The significant deviations from ideal 2D ferromagnets in these compounds is 

mainly due to strong linear, two-halide super exchange bridge between planes. This 

antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling apparently leads to a long-range antiferromag

netic 3D ordering at Tc. The quasi-2D Heisenberg ferromagnets which are supposed 

to deviate from the ideal 2D Heisenberg fenomagnets mainly in one respect, viz., the 

presence of a small interlayer coupling R = / ' / . / ,  have been quite often referred to in 

the studies on many layered copper compounds. One of the experimentally observed 

quantities in indicating of a difference between quasi-2D and 2D ferromagnets is the 

critical temperature Tc(R), which has been experimentally shown to behave as a log

arithmically slow decrease towards Tc(O), according to ATc = Tc(R) - Tc(O) = B 1/v p1/v, 

where p  = -[In (R) ]'% B and V > 0.[I3] The constants V and B are the same constants 

in the expression of critical susceptibility in 2D Heisenberg and XY ferromagnets,
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X = A exp  [ B ( T - T c ) v],  (87)

given by Yamaji and Kondor291 for S =  1/2 ( Heisenberg ), Camp and Van Dykepo1 for 

S = oo ( Heisenberg ), and Kosterlitz and Thoulessr3'1 for S = oo ( XY with v = 1/2 ). 

According to expression (87), the susceptibility is seen to diverge, faster than any 

formerly accepted power-law divergence, which excludes the definition of a con

ventional exponent y. However, it is noticeable that the difference between the 

exponential decay (86) and the exponential divergence (87) is only in the signs of the 

coefficients B and v. The expression (86) empirically reflects the behavior of the initial 

susceptibility near the 3D antiferromagnetic ordering region for the nDACuCl and 

SDACuBr compounds.

The existence of such long-range order due to the antiferromagnetic interlayer 

exchange in these compounds is also clearly seen from the results of the measurement 

of the isothermal magnetization near Tc. It has been shown that there is no hysteresis 

below Tc for nDACuCl ( n = 4, 5, 7 and 10 ). Ln(M) vs. In(H) for SDACuCl and 

I ODACuCl near the critical temperature Tc are illustrated in fig. 46. 4DACuCl and 

VDACuCl show a similar behavior. One can clearly see, in fig. 46, the typical anti

ferromagnetic behavior. According to the definition of the critical exponent 5 for a 

ferromagnet, the critical isotherm is the one which is fitted as closely as possible by a 

straight line in the plots of In M vs. In H, whose inverse slope gives the value of 5. 

Since there is no linearity among the isotherms to be found in fig. 46, it is quite conclusive 

that there is no 2D long-range (ferromagnetic ) ordering occurring for these Cl com

pounds.

For 7DACuBr and IODACuBr since the ferromagnetic character has been shown
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explicitly by hysteresis loops at low temperature™, the initial susceptibility is then 

expected to be divergent at Tc. Fig. 47 (a) and (b) show the In % versus In ( T /  Tc - I ) 

data near Tc for. 7DACuBr and SDACuBr, respectively, where Tc is the temperature 

which corresponds to the positively maximum value of A% • 7  / AT (fig. 42). We find 

that X well fits a usual power-law divergence near Tc. The critical exponents yof these 

compounds can be thus estimated from the slope of the best fit straight line in fig. 47. 

The crossover seems to be seen in fig. 47. In order to see this critical behavior more 

reliably we a lso , in plotting In % vs. In ( T /T c- 1 ), vary Tc from the value corresponding 

to the positively maximum value of A% • T7 / AT ( fig. 42 ) to that corresponding to the 

maximum value in % ( fig. 41 ). Similar critical behavior has been found with the 

variable Tc in this range ( ATc < 0 .3K ). The critical exponent yhas been then estimated 

to be 0.85 + 0.05 near Tc and with a crossover to 1.55 ± 0.05 slightly away from Tc for 

7DACuBr shown in fig. 47(a). For IODACuBr, it is around 1.45 ±  0.05 near Tc and 

it seems to change to around 1.80 ±  0.05 away from Tc ( fig. 4 7 (b )). The value of y = 

0.85 ±  0.05 obtained for 7DACuBr is considerably smaller than any well-established 

values given by the conventional models, but it is closer to I which is given by the 

gaussian model.™ Away from Tc, 7DACuBr displays 2D XY behavior ( y = 1.5 ). The 

value of y estimated for the IODACuBr compound is closer to that predicted by 3D 

Heisenberg ( 1.35 -1 .5 ) and 2D XY (1 .5 ) m odels/33'341 Since the demagnetizing effect 

may smear the sharpness of the transition, the determination of y could contain an 

uncertain error. Furthermore, a curvature near Tc ( fig. 47 (b ) ) in the In % vs. ln(T/Tc 

- I )  plot can 7 be attributed to other sources as well, such as a small uncertain field 

or an inhomogeneous effect in the powdered samples.
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Fig. 46. Isotherms near the Tc plotted in terms of In(M) vs In(H) for SDACuCl and 
IODACuCl compounds.
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Fig. 47. Initial susceptibility plotted in terms of ln(%) vs. InOYTe - 1) at I > I e tor 
VDACuBr and IODACuBr compounds.
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Although the initial susceptibility near Tc for 7DACuBr seems to obey the 

power-law divergence well, the value of y obtained is too small to compare with that 

given by the well-studied models. Indeed, it is expected to be the value predicted by 

those 3D models if  the transition temperature Tc is associated with a long-range 3D 

ordering. As we have seen in fig. 41 (e) and (f), it is clear that SDACuBr and VDACuBr 

show a second sharp peak in the susceptibility below Tc. We may denote T c corre

sponding to this minor peak. This, behavior is very unusual for the layered copper 

compounds. Very few compounds have been reported to have this behavior. Two 

maxima in the heat capacity have been reported for the [CH3NH3I2CuCl4 and 

[C2H5NH3I2CuCl4 previously/351 The one at the higher temperature has been argued to 

be non-magnetic in origin, which possibly has to do with vibrational degrees of freedom 

of the amine molecules in these compounds.[35-36] It has been suggested that this is 

probably due to CuCl2 ZH2O contamination/361 However, two magnetic transitions have 

been found in (C3H7NH3)2CuBr4 and (C4HgNH3)2CuCl4/ 361 Unfortunately there are no 

physical origins proposed. In our case, the second minor ^ transition  v in the sus

ceptibility is relatively close to Tc. T c = 11.17 K and 10.76 K are found in fig. 41(e) 

and (f) for SDACuBr and I ODACuBr respectively. These peaks will gradually disappear 

when a d.c. field is applied up to about 10 Oe. Alternately, we may replot the % data 

in terms of In % vs. In ( T /  Tzc - 1 ) for the 5, ODACuBr compounds. These results are 

shown in fig.48. Comparing fig. 48 (a) and (b) with fig. 43(e) and fig. 47 (a) respectively, 

we find apparent crossover behavior for both compounds in which the different critical 

regions in fig 48. are indicated by the different values of y. Since there is no physical 

origin as yet proposed for the transition at T c, the values of y obtained in fig. 48
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corresponding to T'c could then be artificial.

It is appropriate to make a few remarks about a possible long-range ordering at 

T 'c. First of all, since the estimated uncertainty in the field in our experiments only 

amounts to about ±  1.0 Ge, the transition at T c is then not believed to be associated 

with any field-induced transition, such as an antiferromagnetic to spin-flop phase 

transition. A such field as small as I Ge would not be able to make a field-induced 

transition to shift the transition temperature by 0.79K and 0.4K for SDACuBr and 

TDACuBr, respectively. Therefore, this transition has nothing to do with any effect 

due to the orientations of the polycrystals. Secondly, due to the fact that the peak in 

the susceptibility at T c will gradually disappear when the field is applied up to about 

only 10 Ge, it is concluded that this transition is not related to an effect of impurity 

in the samples. Otherwise, the peak" should remain at such a small field. Conse

quently, we thus suggest that the transition at T c would be associated with a 

spontaneous long-range ordering caused by a very small spin anisotropy. This 

anisotropy field is around IOOe ( corresponding to about IO'3 K of the anisotropy field 

). A spontaneous ordering due to this anisotropy could be destroyed by a small amount 

of external field ( 10 Ge ). For an example, spin-canted ordering can be introduced in 

this case.

The spin canting effect responsible for weak ferromagnetic behavior in the 

essentially antiferromagnetic materials is caused primarily by two types of mechanisms, 

i.e. single-ion ansiotropy and antisymmetric exchange. The antisymmetic exchange ( 

D M ) term with form D iy • ( S ; x S  j ) was originally suggested by Dzyaboshinskf371 from 

a symmetry argument. Moriyaf38'391 showed that it was due to the effect of the spin-orbit
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term on the superexchange interaction. Within the perturbation treatment, this term 

is a second order of spin-orbit interaction in the spin Hamiltonian.1391 The constant 

vector, D ij, is due to the difference of matrix elements of orbital angular momentum 

between the two ions. Thus, the direction of D - is dependent on a difference of the 

local crystal field axes between the two ions. The magnitude of D  is around the order 

of ( Ag / g ) •/, estimated by Moriya.[38-391 Since the structure of the nDACuBr series 

is eclipsed, that is the magnetic ions in adjacent planes are nearly directly over one 

another and exchange couple through a clearly defined linear, two-halide superexhange 

bridge/ 1 the DM interaction could then exist along this superexchange path between 

the two copper ions in the adjacent layers. For SDACuBr and TDACuBr, the interlayer 

coupling is the order of I K.[23] Thus, if one assumes that there is a DM interaction 

between the adjacent layers in these compounds, even a minute ansiotropy (say 0.1%) 

between the adjacent layers will yield a finite value of £>'( D '~ ( Ag l g ) J '  ~ IO-3 

corresponding to about 10 O e). SinceD '«  J',  the (weak antiferromagnetic) transition 

temperature T'c due to the spin-canted spontaneous ordering will shift away from Tc 

associated with 3D long-range ordering. This weak antiferromagnetic transition at T'c 

could be easily smeared by a small external field. Unfortunately, large single crystals 

are not available so far to study further details.

It is noticeable in fig. 4 1 (e) that the susceptibility for SDACuBr at low temperature 

exhibits unusual behavior. This unusual behavior has also been seen in the d.c. sus

ceptibility for this compound/231 It should be pointed out in this work that the termi

nology a.c. initial susceptibility used here only refers to the case T > Tc ( M = 0 ). At 

temperatures below Tc, a finite moment ( M ^ O )  for all the Br compounds has been
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found. Due to a limitation in our current apparatus , we were not able to demagnetize

the samples. Thus, we should use the term " a.c. zero-field susceptibility" at T < Tc . 

The power-law divergence, ( I -  TITc T '  for T < Tc is then not expected in this case. 

The origin of the exceptional behavior in the susceptibility as well as in the magneti

zation for SDACuBr at T < Tc shown in fig. 41 (e) is unclear so far.

Althoughit seems that this compound is ordering antiferromagnetically at Tc ( fig. 

43 (e) and 44(e) ), the existence of the hysteresis indicates a ferromagnetic character. 

Fig. 49(a) and (b) show the data of the isothermal magnetization near Tc, in terms of 

In(M ) vs. In (H), for SDACuBr. Due to the definition of the critical exponent 5 for 

a ferromagnet, Mc ~ H 1/5 at T  = Tc, the critical isotherm is the one which is fitted as 

closely as possible by a straight line in fig. 49(a) and (b). The inverse slope of this line 

should represent the value of 5. The 5 ~ 0.94 is found for SDACuBr at a relatively low 

field region ( fig 49 (a) ). At a higher field region shown in fig. 49 (b) 5 slightly 

increases. Similar behavior has been found for TDACuBr and IODACuBr shown in 

fig. 49 (c), (d), (e) and (f). The small values of 5 obtained for these compounds indicate 

that the magnetization is suppressed compared with the usual 3D ferromagnets.[40] This 

feature can be seen if we apply the static equation of state {H /M )m - a  t + M 1/p( the 

so-called the Arrott-Noakes plot[4,]) where a and b are constants and t is the reduced 

temperature ( I - T /  Tc ), to analyze the isotherm data near the Tc. It is found that the 

magnetization is suppressed as the field decreases so that the static scaling law no longer 

holds for these Br compounds. The values of 6 indicated in fig. 49 at the low field region 

are much smaller than the typical value 5 given by 3D Ising, 3D Heisenberg and 2D 

XY models. Away from the critical regime ( H »  0 ), it has been also found that
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magnetization M( H , T) is not fitted to the Landau expression142,431 H = A(T) M + B(T) 

M3. This relation has been used to analyze our isothermal data via a plot of M2 vs. 

H/M ( the so-called Arrott plot). Unlike most ferromagnetic alloys, for both crystalline 

and amorphous,1441 we found that isotherms of the nDACuBr compounds do not fall 

on a set of straight lines in the Arrott plot. Thus, it is quite conclusive that the behavior 

of the magnetization for these layer compounds is totally different from that of most 

3D metallic ferfomagnets. The spontaneous magnetization at low temperature for 

several quasi-2D ferromagnets, (CnH5(CH2)nNH3)2CuCl4 ( n = I, 3 and 4 )[4S1 and 

[CgH5(CH2)nNH3J2CuCl4 ( n = 1  and 2 ),[46] has been reported in the NMR studies. It 

is seen that magnetization at a low temperature quite well obeys the "T3z2-Iaw ", Mc ~ 

( I - C T3y2 ), which represents the elementary magnetic excitations in the spin wave 

theory.1471

In general, the spins due to the Cu++ ions in these metallic salts are very localized. 

Even though there may be complicated localized spin structures connected via exchange 

and superexchange, one may be fairly sure that at very low temperature the magneti

zation arising from the elementary magnetic excitations would be mainly associated 

with the lowest order term in the spin wave theory. However, for the metallic magnets, 

the itinerant electrons responsible for the magnetic order are distributed in complicated 

energy bands as much of the physical simplicity of the localized models is not applicable 

to metallic magnetism ( itinerant magnetism ).[48] The magnetization as well as other 

static properties arise from the correspondence of the single particle excitations which 

occur with the spin wave excitations in the ferromagnets or with other spin fluctuations 

such as paramagnons. Therefore, the low temperature magnetization in the metallic
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Fig. 49. Isotherms of Br compounds near the Te plotted in terms of In(M) vs. Ln(H); (a) 
and (b) for SDACuBr, (c) and (d) for 7DACuBr, and (d) and (e) for IODACuBr 
compounds.
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ferromagnets may have terms attributed to many possible origins. In addition to the 

first order spin wave term, there may be higher order spin wave terms ( T5y2 ... ), a 

magnon-magnon interation term ( T4), a Stoner excitations term for weak ferromagnets 

( T2 ) and for strong ferromagnets ( rTexp ( -A/ kT ), A = Stoner gap ) and Moriya 

theory of spin fluctuations ( T z3 ), etc.[48] Since, for the nDACuX series, the spon

taneous magnetization measurements needed for a direct comparison with the cose

quences of metallic magnetism have not been carried out, we cannot conclude from the 

results of isothermal measurements (fig.49)whether or not there is a influence of the 

itinerant electrons in the low temperature magnetization. We believe that these com

pounds likely belong to the class of the localized spin systems.

Discussion

To the resolution of our experiments, a long range 3D antiferromagnetic ordering 

has been found in the initial susceptibility of the nDACuCl compounds. The critical 

susceptibility is found to decay exponentially as the temperature increases. For 

VDACuBr and IODACuBr, the initial susceptibility near Tc has been found to follow 

the usual power-law divergence which clearly indicates a ferromagnetic second-order 

transition at the Tc. A second ( minor ) peak below Tc found in the 5 DACuBr and 

VDACuBr compounds could be argued as a spontaneous ordering associated with very 

small spin anisotropies, such as a spin canting effect. It has been shown from the results 

of isothermal magnetization measurements for these Br compounds that the magnetic 

zation is suppressed as the field decreases as compared to the behavior of most 3D 

ferromagnets. The vaules of the critical exponent 5 obtained for nDACuBr ( n = 5, V
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and 10 ) are very small. So far there are no values of 5 to be reported for quasi-2D 

systems except for the 9DACuBr compounds/ 241 As a remarkable result in our 

experiments, we may conclude that the values of critical exponent 8 for the nDACuBr 

ferromagnets are slightly dependent on the field H ( fig. 49 ). In general, away from 

the critical point the behavior of the thermodynamic response functions are usually no 

longer characterized by those " asymptotic" critical exponents. In order to study a 

crossover from one critical behavior to another, in the critical region one may still 

describe the thermodynamic response functions as power-laws with so-called "effec

tive" critical exponents, which means these exponents are slightly dependent on the 

external field, temperature and other physical parameters. The concept of effective 

critical exponents149"531 provides a local measure for the degree of divergence or con

vergence of physical quantities and a way to describe the critical behavior near the 

critical lines and also a way to describe the crossover phenomena where in different 

areas of the critical region different "asymptotic" forms govern the approach to the 

critical point. These coincide in the limit of approach to the critical point with the 

asymptotic critical exponents. A large number of disordered spin systems153"581 have 

been studied over the years, in which the initial susceptibilities were found to be 

described by an effective exponent Y(Tt). O f particular interest in the observation of 

tricritical systems are crossover phenomena where the exponent characterizing the 

leading singularity changes from its tricritical to critical value and for which a conve

nient visual description is provided by the effective exponent.151 •52'59-601

Our experimental results ( fig. 47 and 48 ) indicate a complexity in the crossover 

in these nDACuBr compounds. The spin anisotropies may persist in the systems
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ordering in different ways at different regions while the lattice anisotropy leads to a 3D 

ordering at Tc. Thus, the crossover observed in the initial susceptibility should reflect 

a combination of the spatial- and spin-dimensionality crossovers. Since there is no such 

theory to describe the crossover in the quasi-2D systems so far, it seems quite difficult 

to identify the specific spin and lattice models governing different regions where the 

different values of y and 5 have been seen. However, if the spin and spatial crossovers 

occur at the same ( or near the same ) region, the critical behavior at this region can be 

smeared so that one may not be easily able to identify the crossover. In this case, it is 

necessary to consider the spin and spatial dimensionality crossovers simultaneously. 

The data shown in fig 47 and 48 may represent this situation. In spite of this case, 

theoretically it is allowed to consider the spin and spatial dimensionality crossovers 

separately. For a spatial dimensionality ( say for a fixed spin ( m odel) dimension such 

as XY, Ising or Heisenberg model, e tc .), an e-expansion in the renormalization scheme 

may provide a possible means of obtaining an expression for the effective exponents/52' 

In this scheme, an expression for the effective exponent y of susceptibility interpolating 

between the 3D and 2D Ising model has been obtained/61' Unfortunately, a complete 

theory for the spatial dimensionality as well as spin dimensionality crossover in the 

quasi-2D systems is not available yet. Here, we only focus on the study of the spin- 

dimensionality crossover in the 2D systems ( fixed spatial dimension 2 ).

In the 2D systems, however, it is important for the understanding of most theories 

of critical phenomena that they apply only in the continuum limit exactly at the critical 

point where the asymptotic exponents show a very marked dependence on symmetry. 

Such principles have been restricted to those properties of theories which usually are
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related to behavior at renormalization-group fixed points. For example, the principle 

of conformal invariance, which is recognized for systems with short range interactions 

at the critical point is not only scale invariant but also transitionally and rotationally 

invariant, has remarkably led to progress in the theory of 2D critical phenomena.162"631 

The classification of 2D critical theories may be universally characterized by the 

conformal anomaly c or the value of the central charge in the Vixasoro algebra/ 64"651 

However, the asymptotic exponents given by 2D theories contain the hidden question 

of the size of the critical region in which one will be able to see the true asymptotic 

value of the exponent. It also carries a difficulty of description for the crossover 

phenomena in 2D systems. Experimentally, many ferromagnetic layer-type copper 

compounds present a good approximation to the 2D ferromagnet with S = I / ' 3 '41 For 

compounds (CnH2wlNH3)2CuCl4 with n = 1,3 and 10, the ratio of interlayer to intralayer 

exchange interactions ^  is less than IO"4. The crossover is found to be preceded by 

spin-dimensionality crossover, from 2D Heisenberg to 2D XY behavior (at
Tc

T= I - 7  = 0.5) and to 2D Ising behavior (at T = 0.2) / '4,151 In our experiments, the 

appearance of crossover for TDACuBr and IODACuBr at temperatures away from Tc 

may also be mainly due to a spin-dimensionality crossover since the large ( large n ) 

separation between the layers ensures that the interlayer exchange is very small ( J '  ~ 

d"11). Theoretically, as a first step to understand the crossover in 2D systems, it is 

important to focus on a description of the asymptotic behavior of various correlation 

functions and thermodynamic quantities as relevant parameters such as the temperature 

or external fields move slightly away from their critical values. To understand this, we 

should consider a case which includes the correlation functions away from criticality.
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The correlation length in the scaling region is still much larger than any microscopic 

scale. Thus we may be allowed to consider a perturbation from massless field theories 

in order to study critical behavior slightly away from the critical point. In the devel

opment which follows, we will discuss a possible method to derive general expressions 

of the effective exponents with apparent correlation functions, temperature and external 

field dependence in 2D systems,by applying conformal field perturbation theory.166671

We start with a renormalization-group (RG) description of a model with fixed 

point (FR) in terms of non-linear scaling fields {g, }. Under a local RG transformation, 

we assume that the scaling operators (or densities) (J)1(F) are local. We also make an 

assumption about the form of the FP Hamiltonian in which the coupling constants 

^ = do not involve long-range interactions. The FP Hamiltonian will remain 

invariant under local RG transformations 7' = b (r)r and g ';(?') = b (r)y‘g;(r) where 

the non-linear scale factor b(r) is slowly varying with r, and y,- are the eigenvalues 

related to critical exponents. Thus the covariance of the multi-point correlation function 

at FP follows < (J)1(F1)(J)2(F2) ... > = b<rx) ''b(?2y Xl. .. < (J)1(P 1)(J)2(P 2) . .. > here x, = d - y, 

are scaling dimensions of the operators (J)1, and d is the space dimension. For a scalar 

operator (J>(r), the two-point correlation function takes the form[63]

< (J)(F)(J)(O) > = J F J-2" . (88)

where (J)(F) and F are renormalized dimensionless quantities. This invariance can be

realized as conformal invariance if the transformation F -> F' is considered as a local 

combination of dilations, rotations and translations. The conformal group is charac

terized by the group of coordinate transformations .vM' =  .vm'(a m) in which the line element 

transforms according to dx^dx^  = b ix ^ d x ^ d x ^ .  Thus the conformal group may be
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visualized as local scale transformations but with angles locally preserved. In 2D the 

conformal group enjoys the privilege of being infinite dimensional and we may make 

use of the correspondence with conformal transformations in the complex plane. Thus 

it is useful to introduce complex coordinate variables z = x  + iy and z = x  -  iy. 

Conformal transformations z — f ( z ), where /  is an analytic function, induce a change 

on the line element dz 'dz '  = b(z)-2dzdz  where b(z) = | / ( z )  p1. We now consider a 

specific group of conformal transformation characterized by the parameterization 

z ' = KTd - B C  *0)  which generates rotations, translations and dilations. This 

set of "symmetries" greatly simplifies the study of 2D critical phenomena.[62]

Considering an infinitesimal change of coordinates of, the first order

change in the Hamiltonian is given by 5/f = { - ~ ) \ W a vT ^ 2x  where Tflv is the 

stress-energy tensor. At FP the Hamiltonian is invariant under such infinitesimal 

coordinate transformation (5/f = 0 ) and this leads to a traceless stress-energy tensor 

Tfl — 0. Therefore in • 2D this tensor has only two independent components^52,63'* 

T - Tzz = tiTxx ~ Tyy -  TiTxy), T = K =  '-(Txx -  Tyy + 2iTxy) and 6  = AT- = Txx + Tyy. At 

a FP, the symmetry and tracelessness of Tfiv imply T-  = T7z = 0 (0  = 0) and the 

conservation of Tfiv (d % v = 0) leads to d T „  = t fT -  = 0 which also means Ta and Tz7 

are analytic functions of z and z respectively ( that is, they satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann 

equation). The conformal properties of Tand T at the FP are determined by the operators 

L„,L„,n = 0, + I, + 2 , . . .  as coefficients of the Laurant expansions T(z) = X ~̂ r2 and
_ °° Ln n=-™*"
T = The generators L„. n = 0 . ± \ . ± 2 , ... fonn a Virasoro algebra with

central charge c, (L„, Lm] = (/? -  m )L„ + + — c(n~ -  n )5„ + „. The L obey the same

algebra, and L and L  commute.162* The central charge c is a numerical constant which
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is not determined by general principles. It is treated as the fundamental parameter 

characterizing the realization of conformal invariance within a given system. Away 

from the FR, 0 * 0 ,  Zamolodchikov [6R' has proved that there exists an interpolating 

function C of the coupling constants in 2D quantum field theories which decreases 

monotonically along RG trajectories and that the value of C at a FP is equal to the value 

of the central charge c for that FP ( "c-Theorem"). Cardy m  has recently shown that 

the total change of C from one FP to another is related to a second moment of the 

connected correlation function of the local energy density. This interpolating function 

C in the representation space satisfies a motion equation, under rotation invariance and 

the conservation law &T 9 ,0  = 0 ,

dC  3 ^  (8%

I
where r = (zz)\ C - 2 F  -  G - \ k \

F = z4< r(z ,l) r (0 ,0 )> , G = z 3l< r(z ,? )0 (o ,o )>  

arid

K = (z i)2 < 0 (z , z )0 (0 ,0) >c (90)

We now consider two types of perturbation theory[67i70], one of which corresponds to 

the thermal perturbation of the FP

H = H * + t^ z { r ) d 2r

and the other to the field perturbation of the FP Hamiltonian 

H = H '  + h ^ S { r ) d 2r (92)
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where t e(r) is the local renormalized energy operator, /? is reduced magnetic

field, S(r) is the local spin, H  is FP Hamiltonian (t = 0, h = 0) and dimensionless r is 

renormalized by any microscopic length scale of a system. Under a dilation 

r* -> Z-'11 = (I + X y fl with X «  I

and eq.(88), e(r) - » ( ! -  Xre) e(r') and S(r) —> (I -  Xrs) S(r'), where

ze = 2 -  v 1 = ——  and xs = ~  are the scaling dimensions of e(r) and S(r) respectively. 
The total changes in H  corresponding to eq.(91) and eq.(92) are -X  (2 -  r £) t Je(r)^V 
and -X  (2 -  xs) h / 5 (r)d2r. According to the definition of stress-energy tensor, this 
change is — j / 0( r ) r f2r. Thus we have

0 (r) = 2m (2 -  xe)e(r) (93a)

0 ( r ) = 2nh (2 -  xs)S (r) (93b)

corresponding to eq.(91) and eq.(92), respectively. We now assume that the scale 

invariance not only holds at a critical point but also holds away from a critical point. 

Therefore the scaling dimensions are allowed to vary continuously as functions of the 

temperature t, external field h and RG trajectory r. Although this situation is exceptional 

in the critical theory, this assumption may be applicable for a planar degenerate system 

in the nori-critical theory.171"731 With such perturbations, the effective critical exponents 

are in terms of t and h near the critical point. For a system consisting of only one 

nontrivial critical FP, the RG trajectory flows from the critical FP (C = c) to a trivial 

FP (C = 0). Substituting eq.(93) into eq.(90) and integrating (89), one has

I-
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c

c

6m / " ( 2 - x y < E(r)e(0) > dr

6nh f  ( 2 -  % > 3 < S(r) S(O) > dr
VO

(94a)

(94b)

where %e %e(r, t) and — % (̂r ,/z). According to the mean value thereom of integrals,

if  a function/(X) is continuous on [a,b] and a function g(x) does not change sign, then 

there is a number % in [a,b] such that f(x) g(x) dx = f(%) \ ha g(x) dx. Thus if one 

assumes %z(r,t) and %s(r,h)  are continuous in [0 , °°), and r 3 < £(r) e(0) > and 

r 3 < s(r) s(r) > do not change the sign and are in tegrate , eq. (94a) and (94b) then yield

c = 6m  [2 -  *)] [ r3< e(r) e(0) >dr
v o

c = 6izh [2 -  x,(?(h), h)] f  r3 < S(r) 5(0) > dr
VO

where 0 < ) ; / ) <  °° and 0 < ^z(Zz) < Noting the scaling relations

Xe(0 = 2 -  VitTi = [ 2(1 -  Ct(O)] / [2 -  o (0 ] and %,(A) = 2 / [I -  5(A)], we have

f  r 3 < £(r)e(0) >c dr
vO

\ 2 " |-1

and

Ct — 2 — 2 Otu2/

r < 5 (r )5 (0 )>

f  r 3 < e(; )e(0) >c. dr
VO

(95)

(96)

(97)
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where c is central charge at the FP and < >c means that the local energy-energy and 

spin-spin correlation functions are evaluated by the Hamiltonian at the FP with 

perturbations. These expressions may be realized as general expressions of effective 

critical exponents for the correlation length due to energy correlation, critical isothermal 

magnetization and specific heat. To avoid new ultraviolet divergences with such 

perturbations, it may be necessary to renormalize coupling t and h by factors of a *6-2 

and a s , respectively 6̂91 Thus the effective exponents are determined in a self- 

consistent way since t and h in eq.(95), (96) and (97) absorb the exponents.

For a system consisting of two-FP, the effective critical exponents near the two 

different FP regions may be written as

bTt2?!2
[ r3 < e(r)e(0) >c dr

JO  1
(98)

and

V2 = 67t2f22J r3<e(r)e(0) >Cidr

1 - 2
67C2/?,2

1 - 2 Stc2A2

[  r 3 <S(r)S(0) >C| dr

j^r=< S(r)S(0) > , / r

\ 2~  '  

y . 

Y  ■

y .

Ct1 — 2 —2
Stc2T?J r3 < e(/)E(0) >Ci dr

(99)

(100)

(101)

( 102)

«2 =  2 - 2 S tc2T22 , ,
. \ F' < E(F)E(O) >_ dr

Ac Jo 2 . (103)
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where tx A " 2 h<~ a '' (h ~ K)> h  = a Sl 2 ( h - h c),

Ac (Ac > 0) is the change of the central charge between two FP, and < and < > 

denote that the local correlation functions are evaluated by two FP Hamiltonians with 

the perturbations at two different FP. By expressing

2nj~r 3 < e(r)e(0) >f< dr  and 27tJ0“ r 3 < S(r)S(0) >c. dr  as % j  < e(r)e(0) >r; d 2r and 

^s./< S (r)5 (0 ) >c. c?2r respectively in eq!(8 ) - (16), where E  = ----------- -—  and
'  ' !< J 2r

I r 2 < S(r)S(0)> c d 2r

^sl ~ j<s(r)s(o)> d2r ’ ^  that the effective critical exponents near the FP can be

expressed in terms of the central charges, energy-energy (or spin-spin) correlation, 

correlationlengths corresponding to energy (or spin) correlation, temperature T, reduced 

field h and the critical values of Tr and h ..

Since the classification of 2D critical theories may be universally characterized 

by the values of central charge c, the values of c in eq.(95 ) - (103) can be identified 

with specific models. Fore  < I, the value of c is quantized by[64'65] c = I - 6/m(m + I), 

m = 3, 4, 5, ... from which the Ising (c =^), triciitical Ising (c =~),  three-state Potts 

(c = ̂ ,  tricritical three-state Potts (c = )̂ and other models are realized. For a complete 

catalogue of universality classes with c > I, additional symmetries have to be invoked. 

In the special case c = I, the Gaussian model is identified with a continuous internal
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symmetry group G = U(1) by which the q =4 Potts model, the XY model, the eight-vertex 

model, the Ashkin-Teller model, Coulomb gas, and continuously varying 

exponents 1 can be described. Thus eq.(98) - (103) may provide a possible way to 

describe the crossover phenomena in 2D systems. For the given asymptotic critical 

exponents at two critical points, the values of the central charges at two FP corresponding 

to specific 2D models can be identified. Therefore the third moment of energy (or spin) 

correlation m eq.(98) - (103) can be calculated in principle. It may also provide apossible 

way to determine the values of central charge experimentally in 2D systems. For c >

I a new discrete set of central charge values c = cs - c* associated with a new Virasoro 

algebra obtained from the Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO) construction with a continuous 

symmetry group g = SU(2) ® SU(2) and diagonal SU(2) subalgebra h is given by[761

3MN(M +N +4)
{M +N + 2) (M + 2) (N + 2)

(104)

where M ,N - 2 ,3 , . . . .  Although there are no identifiable specific models corresponding

to c > I, the exact solutions of high-spin integrable generalization of XXZ177,781 and

XXXc791 models may imply the existence of a class of U (I) invariant models with c >
J [80.81]

For high-spin 2D system with only one FP, we point out that there may exist 

general expressions of effective critical exponents with an apparent spin dependence.1661 

Apart from the aspects, due to the specific models, of relationships interconnecting the 

spin with the energy-energy (or spin-spin) correlation and with Tc (or Ar), we focus on 

a connection between the universal constant spin S and the fundamental constant c. 

Affleck1801 has shown that the leading low-temperature correction to the free energy
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(per volume) for a general 2D quantum system at a conformally invariant critical point 

in terms of universal constants i s /  = constant - Q j j r c r 2. Comparing this result with 

the free energy in the low-temperature limit obtained from the integrable XXZ model[77], 

Johannessont81] asserted that the value of central charge for the integrable high-spin 

{S > XXZ  model is expressed as

35 (105)
c S + l

This expression was found to agree with that given by conformal invariant XXZ 

model[78], and numerically to agree with the prediction by Affleckt881 for the isotropic 

XXX  model from a mapping onto the SU(2) Wess-Zuminu-Witten modelt82] and is also 

verified by using exact finite-size scaling, pointed out by Johannesson/ 8'1 Using 

eq.(105) to eliminate the central change c in eq.(95) - eq.(97), we obtain expressions 

of the effective critical exponents with an apparent spin dependence for the high-spin 

(5 > ~) 2D system. The expressions for a  and v may not be generally verified since it 

is nontrivial to obtain the third moment of energy correlation. So far only the Isingt691 

and Baxter1851 models have been calculated to verify this at exact FP. Experimentally, 

these expressions may provide a possible way to examine the feature of energy-energy 

correlations from the measurements of a , v, Tc and correlation length near the critical 

region for the high-spin ( S > 1/2 ) 2D systems.1661

As a summary above, we have considered thermal and field perturbations from 

conformal critical field theory in 2D. By the applying c-theorem, the usual critical 

exponents v, 5 and a  can be expressed in terms of the central charge, third moment of 

energy (or spin) correlation, temperature, external field and critical values. These
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expressions can be understood as general expressions of effective critical exponents 

near the critical regions if the third moment of energy and spin correlation is evaluated 

by the Hamiltonian with such perturbations away from the FR.

For a given 2D system, the effective exponent a  ( or v) and Tc can be determined 

by a measurement of specific heat and the energy-energy correlation length away from 

Tc may be obtained by a scattering experiment. Thus, the value of c and feature of the 

energy-energy correlation of the system may be determined by expressions (95) and 

(97). In our experiments for the nDACuBr, if the transition temperature Tc were 

associated with 2D ordering, an effective exponent 5 determined by isothermal 

measurements ( fig. 49 ) could be recognized in this context. The spin-spin correlation 

length at Tc can be determined by a neutron scattering experiment in principle. The 

value of c and feature of the spin-spin correlation at Tc may then be given by expression 

(96). In the same spirit, if the transition temperature Tc and T e for SDACuBr and 

TDACuBr ( fig. 41 (e) and (f) ) are viewed as two different 2D ordering due to the spin 

anisotropies, these two transition temperatures would be regarded as corresponding to 

the two different FP in the RG scheme. Since the spin-dimensionality crossover ( from 

one spin model to another ) is characterized by the value of Ac, the expressions (98) - 

(103) then may give a quantitative description of the crossover. It should be pointed 

out that a direct comparison between the experiments and the theory in our cases seems 

to be quite difficult. The serious shortcoming of the expressions (95) - (103) is that the 

expressions contain a microscopic length scale a. Thus, there is lack of a universality. 

For the nDACuBr compounds, however, the existence of a 3D ordering always makes 

this comparison impossible.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER WORK 

The results of the isothermal magnetizations along the principal spin axes show 

that the intralayer and interlayer exchanges of the layer compounds 

[C6H3(CH2)nNH3]2CuBr4 with n = I and 2 satisfy the criterion for the existence of an 

intermediate phase at T = 0  K : J7 > J,, \ J ' X | > | J 'z | and \J 'X | -  | J' ,  | > J z - J x. Together 

with the results of the reorientation in the sublattice magnetization from AF to SF phase, 

an intermediate phase is shown to exist in these compounds along the easy axis. 

Mean-field calculations at finite temperatures for the phase diagrams compared with 

the data seem to support this consequence. Spin-canting effect along the easy and 

intermediate axes is seen in the isotherms. It is suggested from the results of the 

isothermal measurements along intermediate axis that a competition between the 

antisymmetric exchange and Zeeman energy above the SF critical field may lead to a 

"fan" phase which can persist up to a triple point along the intermediate axis while a 

competition between the inter- and intralayer exchange anisotropies leads to an 

intermediate phase which can persist up to a tetracritical point along the easy axis. 

Thermodynamic considerations near the phase boundaries is also discussed.

Zero-field a.c. susceptibility and isothermal magnetization of quasi-2D systems 

(alkanediammonium copper tetrahalide series) [NH3(CH2)nNHJCuX4 where n = 4, 5, 

7 and 10 with X = Cl and Br show that the Cl compounds are ordering at Tc 

antiferromagnetically with an exponential decay in the initial susceptibility as the 

temperature increases ( T > Tc) and that the Br compounds with n = 7 and 10 are
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characteristic of 3D ferromagnetic ordering at Tc with a power-law divergence in the 

initial susceptibility. The critical exponent y for the initial susceptibility ( T > Tc) has 

been obtained for these Br compounds. A second ( minor ) peak below Tc found in 

the Br compounds with n = 5 and 7 suggests there is a transition associated with a long 

range ( spontaneous ) ordering due to very small spin anisotropies, such as a spin canting 

effect between the layers. It is seen from the results of isothermal magnetization 

measurements for these Br compounds that the magnetization is suppressed as the field 

decrease as compared to the behavior of most 3D ferromagnets. The value of the critical 

exponent 5 estimated from the isothermal data is relatively ' smaller than that given 

by the well-studied models. The apparent crossovers are seen . in both the initial 

susceptibility and isothermal magnetization data in which a combination of the spatial- 

and spin-dimensionality crossovers is present.

The further motivations behind this work are to investigate the multicritical 

behavior of these quasi-2D systems. The intermediate phase occurring in the 

[C6H5(CH2)nNH3]2CuBr4 ( n = I and 2 ') can persist up to a tetracritical point. The 

measurements of the magnetizations are not yet accurate enough to confirm this 

tetracritical point. The a.c. susceptibility measurements should be able to determine 

the QP-SF and QP-AF phase transitions more accurately. Also, the triple point 

suggested in these compounds along the intermediate axis needs to be confirmed by 

isothermal a.c. susceptibility measurements. The extension of the mean-field 

calculations with the antisymmetric exchange interactions may be useful to support 

this. The measurements of the critical exponents and scaling analysis of the 

magnetization data along the several scaling axes near the multicritical point will be 

very important to understand the multicritical behavior of these compounds. The
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extension of the studies on the nDAX compounds may focus on the initial susceptibility 

of the single crystals in which a better understanding and more information of the 

crossovers can be obtained.
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